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Abstract 
Nuñez, Daniel (Ph.D., Musicology, College of Music, Department of Musicology) 
Music, Identity, and Afrovenezuelan Culture: The Dynamics of a Contemporary 
Tradition in the Central Coastal Region 
Thesis directed by Associate Professor Kwasi Ampene 
 
Until the mid-twentieth century, the Venezuelan government and the country’s 
social elite considered insignificant the contributions made by Afrovenezuelans to the 
nation’s society and culture. Scholars and politicians considered Afrovenezuelans 
primitive and barbaric, and thus regarded their culture and customs an obstacle to 
national progress. In the midst of this racist environment, the Venezuelan government 
funded numerous initiatives in search for a “national” identity. Although Venezuelans 
discriminated against Blacks, it is evident that Afrovenezuelans significantly contributed 
to the making of the nation and to its unique identity through their rich culture and 
musical heritage. It was through the introduction of music into the national folklore that 
Afrovenezuelans were first recognized and assimilated into a homogeneous national 
agenda.  
Consistent with the agenda of the government and the social elite, the majority of 
Afrovenezuelan studies published in the twentieth century focused on the preservation of 
national folklore through descriptive surveys and transcriptions. The folklore methods 
used in Venezuelan folk surveys, including works by Juan Liscano (1947) and Luis 
Felipe Ramon y Rivera (1971), emphasized the collection, preservation, and cataloguing 
of national folk music while undermining plural ethnic identities. As a result, there is a 
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research vacuum in terms of the present realities of Afrovenezuelan musics and how they 
partake in diverse social processes including the construction of ethnic identity.  
Based on ethnomusicological field research, my dissertation seeks to overcome 
this deficiency by investigating how Afrovenezuelans in Puerto Cabello, a city in the 
Central Coastal Region, experience and conceive their multiple identities through music. 
Unlike the early folklore studies, I do not emphasize preservation and nationalism. 
Instead, I focus on the construction of ethnic identity and identities of place through 
music performance while emphasizing the centrality of music in the empowerment of 
Afrovenezuelan communities. Using musical examples from Tambores de San Millán, I 
examine the intricate relationship between music and identity in Afrovenezuelan 
communities, and how Afrovenezuelans relate to the African Diaspora. My dissertation 
ultimately contributes to the understanding of how Afrovenezuelans construct their 
identities in post-colonial Venezuela, while providing clear examples of the strong 
linkage between music and ethnic identity.  
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
 
 
Historical and Demographic Overview of Puerto Cabello 
Puerto Cabello is located in the state of Carabobo, in the Central Coastal Region 
of northern Venezuela. This city was founded in the mid-sixteenth century, and remains 
one of the most historically and economically important places in the nation. Covering 
281.5 square miles, Puerto Cabello currently has one of the three most important ports of 
the nation, and is a center of commercial and cultural exchange with the Caribbean and 
beyond.1 To the south of Puerto Cabello, the mountains separate this city from the rest of 
Carabobo, but public roads and various modes of motor transportation give the city and 
coastal region easy access to the rest of the state and nation. With a population of 
approximately173,034 inhabitants as of the 2001 census, Puerto Cabello is an important 
commercial and military center for the region and nation. Due to its privileged location, 
Puerto Cabello holds one of the main posts of the Venezuelan navy. 
 During the colonial period (1498-1811), also refered throughout my dissertation 
as the colonial period, Spanish and Dutch companies battled over control of the port and 
commerce in the region. The presence of the Dutch increased the contact between Puerto 
Cabello and the Dutch Antilles in the Caribbean, especially Curacao, Bonaire, and 
Aruba.2 It was not until the eighteenth century that the Spanish took full control of the 
                                                
1 Puerto Cabello means “Port Cabello.” The city and its port have the same name. The economy and history 
of Puerto Cabello is intricately related to its port.  
2 Curacao, Bonaire, and Aruba are very close to the Venezuelan Coast. For example, Curacao is about 40 
miles north of the Venezuelan coast. This close proximity between facilitated the great amounts of 
commerce between these islands and Puerto Cabello, especially during the prominent Dutch presence in 
this city. The community of San Millán in Puerto Cabello recognizes the important commercial and cultural 
ties that existed with Curacao, and admits that some of the inhabitants of the community have ancestry in 
the Dutch Antilles. 
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city and region after establishing La Compañia Guipuzcoana, a company that 
monopolized all commerce between Europe and Venezuela.3  
 The city of Puerto Cabello is located in the municipality of Puerto Cabello. 
Afrovenezuelans have a strong presence in this municipality, with strong communities 
established in places like San Millán, Patanemo, Borburata, and Goaigoaza. As a result of 
the different ethnicities that coexist in this municipality, Puerto Cabello is rich and 
diverse culturally.4 In recent years, the great cultural and economic assets present in 
Puerto Cabello, in combination with the famous beaches located in the area, have 
encouraged the growth of the tourism industry in this municipality.5 
Inside Puerto Cabello, I concentrated my research in San Millán, a small barrio 
located in the Western part of the city.6 San Millán was established by the mid-nineteenth 
century mostly by Afrovenezuelans and immigrants from Curacao and other nearby 
Caribbean islands. With a population of about 752 inhabitants, as of the 2006 community 
census, San Millán’s relatively small size allowed me to interact and meet with a large 
percentage of its people, facilitating my understanding of the community.  
In San Millán I stayed in the house of Herman Villanueva, the director of Grupo 
de Rescate Folklórico Tambores de San Millán, the musical group most representative of 
that community. His house was located in the heart of the barrio, clearly enhancing my 
accessibility to the group and helping me experience and observe the daily lives of 
musicians and members of the community. With the easy access to public transportation 
                                                
3 La Compañia Guipuzcoana was established in 1728 by Spanish businessmen in conjunction with the 
Spanish government. The company had two headquarters, one located in Puerto Cabello and the other 
located in La Guaira- a port city located about 25 miles north of Caracas. 
4 People of Dutch, Spanish, Arawacan, Afrovenezuelan, and Afro-Caribbean descent have lived in this area 
since the colonial days. 
5 Natural assets are abundant in Puerto Cabello. Beaches such as Playa Blanca (White Beach) and Isla 
Larga (Long island) attract tourists from other regions of Venezuela and the world. 
6 In Venezuela, a barrio is a type of neighborhood-slum. 
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and with the favorable tropical climate, I was able to go to all the important institutions in 
Puerto Cabello and in the city of Valencia, the capital city of Carabobo, located about 30-
45 minutes away by bus.7 
 The official language in Venezuela is Spanish, and that is the language used by all 
Sanmillaneros and people of this region.8 However, some terms commonly used in 
Puerto Cabello are believed to have African origins, such as mangú or cumaco.9 Yet, the 
use of non-Spanish vocabulary is very unusual. The dominance of the Spanish language 
in this region clearly served in my favor, as I am a native Spanish speaker. 
 San Millán is rich musically. Most Sanmillaneros participate in musical activities 
one way or another.  The concept of talent and musicianship is fundamentally different 
from that of the Western European classical tradition. Most Sanmillaneros sing and 
dance, while most male adolescents and adults know how to perform the drum patterns 
typically used in the barrio. The songs and patterns of San Millán have a national and 
international recognition, often bringing curious visitors and tourists to the region. 
Musicians of San Millán are often invited to perform in national and international 
festivals. These festivals provide the platform for Sanmillaneros to represent their barrio, 
the region, and sometimes even the nation at large. Music is clearly central to the 
community life of this barrio, not only during Saint and folk festivals but throughout the 
year.  
My previous exposure to the music of the diverse Afrovenezuelan groups in 
                                                
7 I was able to go to state libraries, city offices, universities, and music schools. 
8 Sanmillaneros is the name used to refer to the people of San Millán. 
9 Mangú is a dish made out of vegetables and spices. Cumaco is a type of drum used in most ensembles of 
this region. Cumacos are single-headed cylindrical drums with a length between 1.5 meters and 2.5 meters, 
and a head of between 30 and 40 centimeters in diameter. Cumacos are the most important drums of the 
region and they play a central role in Afrovenezuelan traditions in Puerto Cabello. 
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Caracas also facilitated my understanding of musical structures during my research. 
However, I must stress that my status in San Millán fluctuated in a multidimensional 
continuum between outsider and insider. I was only viewed as an insider due to my 
nationality as a Venezuelan. Yet, I was an outsider in terms of state, ethnicity, and even 
religion.10  This multidimensionality becomes central to my dissertation, as I perceived 
music performances as reinforcing and creating not only identities of place, region, and 
nation, but also of religion and ethnicity. And while creating identities through their 
music they lay down possible boundaries of who belongs and who does not to their 
particular collective.  Considering dimensions beyond nationality makes the dichotomy of 
insider/outsider a more complex topic, creating questions and nuances related to the 
concept of native scholarship (Romero, 2001: 6-7).  
 Despite my dual status as insider and outsider in San Millán, I felt compelled to 
do fieldwork in that community, as it is one of the most culturally rich communities in 
Venezuela, with a strong African heritage. As a Venezuelan, I feel that my scholarship 
should, in part, inform ethnomusicologists about issues and topics related to my country. 
This seems to be beneficial both for the field as for me, since my experiences and 
perspectives can enrich the general knowledge of issues of identity in Venezuela while I 
enjoy sharing something that is precious to me. From this perspective, I decided to work 
on a Venezuelan region and music for my dissertation. After many years of listening, 
performing, and dancing many musics in Venezuela and abroad, it is also clear that one 
of my main musical interests lies in African and African derived musics in the Diaspora. 
With that in mind, I decided to study an Afrovenezuelan musical genre and community.    
                                                
10 Although we are all Catholics, Sanmillaneros’s devotion to Saint John the Baptist, and their religious 
views and practices were largely different to the Catholic practices I grew up with. 
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 During my preliminary research in Caracas and Choroní in the summer of 2006, I 
had the chance to listen to many recordings, read previous research, take drum lessons, 
interview the most prominent scholars in the area, and watch performances and festivals 
around the region. By the end of my trip, I was almost certain that I wanted to do further 
work west of Caracas, either in Aragua or Carabobo. Not only was there a scarcity of 
ethnomusicological publications in this region, but also the drumming ensembles from 
that particular region captivated me. That year, I took part in the festivities of Saint John 
in Choroní and when I returned to Caracas, I searched for more Afrovenezuelan music 
recordings from this area. In the Fundación Afroamérica, I purchased a collection of 
Afrovenezuelan recordings from Chucho García. The musical collection showcases 
Afrovenezuelan musics from different regions and states in Venezuela.11 The recordings 
of Afrocarabobeñan music quickly became my favorite collection from the Central 
Coastal region west of Caracas.12  
 Almost two weeks before returning to Colorado, the Fundación Bigott in Caracas 
finally offered workshops on patterns for drums from the Central Coastal Region. I 
quickly registered for two courses, San Millán and Mendoza, the names of the localities 
where the patterns originated. The pattern of San Millán fascinated me, with its rich and 
complex rhythmic drive, giving me further reason to choose Carabobo as the place for 
my research.  
 Everything seemed to point to San Millán as the locale for my research, and then I 
had a conversation that further supported my decision to work in that community. 
Talking to Severiano Giménez, a musician and my father’s cousin, about my interest in 
                                                
11 Chucho García is the president of Fundación Afroamérica and an Afrovenezuelan scholar, musician, and 
activist. He produced the collection of Afrovenezuelan recording he sold me.  
12 Later I learned that it was a recording of the group I stayed with in San Millán. 
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doing research on Afrovenezuelan music and identity, he told me that he was a friend of 
Herman Villanueva, the director of Tambores de San Millán. I had all the pieces together 
by then: a region I was interested in, a particular community that seemed appealing, and 
finally a valuable contact.  
 In retrospect, the group in San Millán was the perfect choice for me since it 
represents an urban tradition.13 Choosing San Millán was also beneficial for me since 
Sanmillaneros are very active musically in the summer.14 June is the month of Saint John, 
the patron saint of Sanmillaneros, and I could spend the whole month there to observe 
and participate in the celebrations. 
 As a Venezuelan I also bring important insight into the political situation of 
Venezuela. My knowledge of Venezuelan history helps me understand some of the power 
issues and prejudices present in Venezuelan society. I should emphasize that most 
criticism in my dissertation applies to many governments in Venezuela, not only the 
current presidency of Hugo Chavez. The socio-political problems in Venezuelan society, 
including racism and poverty, are not the exclusive issue of the presidency of Hugo 
Chavez (1999-Present), Rafael Caldera (1994-1999), or Carlos Andres Perez (1989-
1993), just to mention a few. When appropriate I will mention social problems to which 
government may have contributed. Due to the sensitive and polarized political 
environment in Venezuela, when necessary, I will protect the identity of those individuals 
involved. Because of this cautionary measure, there are examples in which I do not 
                                                
13 Music from cities is a topic of my interest, and San Millán is the only locality with a tradition with clear 
roots in a city of the Central Coast region. In Caracas and other cities we find traditions coming with 
migration from peripheral towns, but there is not one characteristic Afrovenezuelan music or rhythmic 
pattern assigned to particular barrios of Caracas, Valencia, Maracay, or Los Teques (the biggest cities of 
the region). It would be a topic for further research to study the mutations of these traditions as they 
migrate and interact in the larger cities of the region.  
14 The summer was perfect for me to do fieldwork since I have fewer work commitments during that period 
of the year. 
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mention the names of the participants. It should suffice to know that San Millan, like the 
rest of Venezuela, contains supporters and detractors of the Venezuelan government and 
Hugo Chavez. This political polarity inevitably comes forward in some of the musical 
situations that I expose in my dissertation. These situations should help understand the 
dynamics between music, power, and politics in Venezuela. 
 
Historical Background of the Study of Afrovenezuelan Music and Culture 
 
Despite the vast evidence connecting music to ethnic identity in Afrovenezuelan 
communities, there has been no comprehensive ethnomusicological research dedicated to 
analyzing black identity and music in Venezuela. Following the racial categories and 
privileges established in the colonial years (1498-1811), the current Venezuelan 
government has chosen to ignore the value and contributions of Afrovenezuelans to the 
national culture. While sponsoring extensive research in the area of national identity and 
traditions, the government has paid less attention to studies that focus on the diverse 
ethnic identities and musics found in Venezuela. 
 It was through the landmark work of Juan Pablo Sojo (a mulato poet, journalist, 
and folklorist) during the early and mid-1940s that Venezuelans first read about 
Afrovenezuelan customs.15 Prior to the pioneering works of Sojo, no writer or scholar 
had included Afrovenezuelan culture in their publications. For instance, the contents of 
music articles that appeared in El Cojo Ilustrado, the most important newspaper in 
Caracas between 1892 and 1915, completely excluded Afrovenezuelan musical 
traditions.  However, Sojo’s essays and writings from the 1940s exposed readers to the 
customs and practices of Afrovenezuelans and thus set the stage for several future works 
                                                
15 Mulato is a person of both black and white ancestry. 
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on this topic. Sojo’s writings from this early period appear in the 1986 book, Estudios del 
folklore venezolano (Studies of Venezuelan Folklore). This pathbreaking publication 
contains a collection of essays describing Afrovenezuelan festivals, history, music, and 
customs in general.  Estudios del folklore contains no musical transcriptions or pictures, 
and is largely based on the author’s experience as an insider and his research as a 
folklorist and a journalist.16 Most essays in this book are newspaper articles previously 
published by Sojo for an audience largely ignorant of Afrovenezuelan culture. Lacking in 
scholarly depth, the essays presented a general survey of Afrovenezuelan culture, and 
describe a few elements of Afrovenezuelan music and festivals.  
 During the mid 1940s, Juan Liscano, another folklorist and poet, also published 
different materials examining Afrovenezuelan music and culture. But unlike Sojo’s 
essays, Liscano’s publications included a series of field recordings. In collaboration with 
Alan Lomax and Charles Seeger, Liscano made field recordings in Venezuela with the 
purpose of documenting and preserving the different folk traditions in the nation. His 
collaboration with Seeger resulted in an album published in 1947 titled Folk Music of 
Venezuela. Out of the eighteen musical examples on this album six were Afrovenezuelan 
pieces. In 1954, Alan Lomax published the album Venezuelan Folk and Aboriginal Music 
that includes thirty-six of Liscano’s field recordings of which four were Afrovenezuelan 
songs.  
Liscano wrote extensively about folklore throughout his career, and he published 
a few monographs focusing on Afrovenezuelan culture. Among these we find the seminal 
publication Folklore y cultura (Folklore and Culture, 1950), representing the first 
                                                
16 As a mulatto and a native of Barlovento, a region with a concentration of Afrovenezuelan traditions, Sojo 
had lived and witnessed Afrovenezuelan practices while growing up. He wrote about these experiences in 
his articles and literary work when working as a journalist in Caracas.  
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folkloric monograph to include Afrovenezuelan music and culture. Although valuable in 
presenting Afrovenezuelan culture, Liscano relies on descriptive accounts of music and 
dance mainly in the context of the festival of Saint John. Liscano also published two 
important monographs concentrating exclusively on Afrovenezuelan culture. They are 
Apuntes para la investigación del negro en Venezuela (Notes for the Study of Black 
People in Venezuela, 1947), and Las Fiestas de San Juan Bautista (The Festivities of 
Saint John the Baptist, 1973). The former provides short historical and cultural 
descriptions and references to instruments and religious practices while the latter 
concentrates exclusively on the description and history of this important festival for 
Afrovenezuelans of the Central Coastal Region. 
 In the 1950s, Luis Felipe Ramón y Rivera and Isabel Aretz made important field 
recordings and conducted several interviews with cultural experts throughout the 
Venezuelan territory. Much of these materials resulted in what we might consider to be 
the first ethnomusicological publications in Venezuela. Crucially, these publications 
included analyses of Afrovenezuelan musics and considered discussions of 
Afrovenezuelan ensembles of the Western and Central Coastal Regions. Ramón y Rivera 
and Aretz received ethnomusicological training with Carlos Vega in Argentina and they 
are both considered the pioneers of Venezuelan ethnomusicology. However, the work of 
Aretz and Ramón y Rivera focused on the description and preservation of folk music, 
following the folklorist orientations of Sojo and Liscano. The strongest contribution of 
these two scholars was their inclusion of extensive transcriptions of songs and detailed 
analyses of rhythmic and melodic patterns based on Western European concepts.  
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Based on fieldwork, Ramón y Rivera and Aretz wrote many articles focusing on 
different aspects of Venezuelan music.17 When Ramón y Rivera became the director of 
the National Folk Institute, he sponsored numerous music publications in the Institute’s 
journal.18 Among them we find studies of diverse festivals around the country including 
descriptive accounts and musical transcriptions. Ramón y Rivera’s editorial articles often 
emphasized the Institute’s mission of preserving traditions and incorporating them in the 
school curriculum around the country.19 He published four survey books about music in 
Venezuela at large. La música folklórica de Venezuela (Folk Music of Venezuela) 
contains a short description of the many different types of music found around the rural 
areas of Venezuela. Published in 1969, it includes music of all origins and functions, 
describing on a single page each musical example with a transcription and a brief account 
about the performance context. Based on the same recordings and fieldwork, and 
following a similar structure, Ramón y Rivera published in 1971 La música 
afrovenezolana (Afrovenezuelan Music). This book contains 99 transcriptions of different 
Afrovenezuelan pieces and attests to the variety of Afrovenezuelan musical traditions that 
exist in the country. However, in this survey, Ramón y Rivera does not discuss in depth 
any particular Afrovenezuelan tradition. In 1976, he published a book titled La música 
popular de Venezuela (Popular Music of Venezuela) dedicated to the different popular 
styles present in the nation. Unfortunately, his survey of popular music failed to 
recognize Afrovenezuelan contributions to Venezuelan popular music. His book Danzas 
                                                
17 Usually, fieldwork for these ethnomusicologists consisted of spending two days in each town, 
interviewing musicians and recording songs. 
18 Ramon y Rivera was director of the National Folk Institute from 1953 to 1973. This Institute later 
became the Foundation of Ethnomusicology and Folklore in Venezuela. 
19 As a Venezuelan, I still remember studying folklore in elementary school. During my elementary years 
(1987-1992), folklore was a subject covered weekly. In this course teachers would cover all aspects of 
national culture, from music and dance to culinary traditions. Students would learn the subject matters by 
reading general surveys that included pictures and short descriptions. 
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tradicionales de Venezuela (Traditional Dances of Venezuela, 1980), represents a 
compilation of Venezuelan traditional dances with thorough descriptions of dance 
movements. It contains many pictures, but it fails to include Afrovenezuelan dances 
inside this national panorama. 
 The most relevant book including Afrovenezuelan music published by Isabel 
Aretz was Instrumentos musicales de Venezuela (Musical Instruments of Venezuela). 
Published in 1967, it contains detailed descriptions and pictures of all kinds of 
Venezuelan instruments, including Afrovenezuelan drums. 
 During the period between 1973 and 1977, ethnomusicologist Max Brandt (from 
the United States) undertook a field research trip in Venezuela where he worked for the 
Institute of Interamerican Ethnomusicology and Folklore (INIDEF) under the tutelage of 
Ramón y Rivera and Aretz. Due to his previous work in West Africa, Brandt became 
quickly interested in Afrovenezuelan music, and it became the topic for his dissertation.20  
From the period of 1973 to 1975 he intermittently did fieldwork in the region of 
Barlovento, about two hours east of Caracas. For his dissertation, Brandt offered a 
descriptive analysis of the styles and musical ensembles of African origin found in 
Barlovento. From this descriptive point of view, his work was very exhaustive, 
discussing in detail aspects of rhythm, instrument construction, festivals, and ensembles. 
This work also presented an introduction to the region’s history, geography, and recent 
changes. Moreover, it presented the reader with many transcriptions of the different 
                                                
20 Max Brandt, “Estudio Etnomusicologico de Tres Conjuntos de Tambores Afrovenezolanos de 
Barlovento” (“Ethnomusicological Study of Three Afrovenezuelan Drum Ensembles of Barlovento,” 
1987). 
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musical styles found in the area, using Western notation and Time Unit Box (TUBS).21 
He published the ethnography of this work in 1987 under the title Estudio 
etnomusicológico de tres conjuntos de tambores afrovenezolanos de Barlovento 
(Ethnomusicological Study of Three Afrovenezuelan Drum Ensembles of Barlovento).22 
In 1994, Brandt published the only article that has been written in English about 
Afrovenezuelan music, “African Drumming from Rural Communities around Caracas 
and Its Impact on Venezuelan Music and Ethnic Identity.” This article introduces the 
reader to the diversity of Afrovenezuelan ensembles found in the regions surrounding 
Caracas with emphasis on the drums from Barlovento. Witnessing the flux of 
Afrovenezuelan music that migrates to Caracas, Brandt writes about how this music has 
become somehow popular in the capital city and talks about the challenges of analyzing 
this phenomena in terms of ethnicity. However, Brandt fails to assess the problem of 
decontextualization and commodification of traditional musics. In relation to this, Brandt 
ignores the problem of the multiple values and meanings that Afrovenezuelan musics 
may have in these different contexts and for these different people.  
 More recently, Carlos Suarez, a composer and ethnomusicologist, wrote a 
monograph based on his fieldwork in the state of Zulia, where Afrozulianos celebrate 
Saint Benedict to the sound of the chimbangueles drums.23 The book, named Los 
Chimbangueles de San Benito (The Chimbangueles of Saint Benedict, 2004) and 
published in 2004, describes the musical events occurring during the festivities of Saint 
                                                
21 TUBS is a notation system used to represent musical events in time, without aspects of pitch. TUBS is 
most often used to represent rhythmic patterns. 
22 This dissertation hasn not been published in English. 
23 Zulia is the state further to the west in Venezuela, bordering with Colombia. Chimbangueles are a type of 
drums played in Zulia. They are played in ensembles of seven drums, and they are central to the musical 
traditions surrounding the festivities of Saint Benedict. 
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Benedict.24 In this publication Suarez relies extensively on musical transcriptions and 
discussions in Western terms. The book contains a short introductory section describing 
the geographic region and the history of the festival. It also provides many pictures and a 
compact disc with the field recordings used for the transcriptions.  
Juan de Dios Martínez, a native of Zulia and an Afrovenezuelan himself, has also 
published different works focusing on Afrovenezuelan music in Zulia. Among his main 
works we find La afrozulianidad: presencia invisible? (Afrozulianity: Invisible 
Presence?, 2004) which addresses different Afrozulian social issues and musics.  His 
work acknowledges the value that music has within Afrozulian communities, with 
references to the chimbangueles and gaita ensembles.25 
 The most prolific Afrovenezuelan scholar in recent times is Jesus “Chucho” 
García, who has extensively published Afrovenezuelan books and recordings. A musician 
from Barlovento, García has become the voice for Afrovenezuelan communities and their 
perspectives. In many of his essays and books he has described music and dance as the 
main mediums of Afrovenezuelan expression. His research has been supported by 
UNESCO, who sponsored his investigation about the African origins of Barlovento’s 
culture. From this project he produced a documentary with María Ester Esparragoza 
named Salto al Atlántico (Jump Over the Atlantic, 1990).  This short documentary shows 
how the music and dances from the Congo in Central Africa are very similar to the music 
and dances of Barlovento. García did archival work in Venezuela, Spain, and Africa to 
                                                
24 Saint Benedict is the patron saint of Afrozulianos. 
25 Gaitas is a type of Venezuelan Christmas music with mixed African and European origins. It uses mainly 
two types of drums, the furruco and the tambora. The furruco is a friction drum played vertically and the 
tambora is a single-headed drum played horizontally with wooden sticks. 
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further support this connection between Barlovento and the Congo.26 In books like 
Afrovenezolano soy (I Am Afrovenezuelan, 1987) and Afrovenezuelan Reflections (1999), 
García has written extensively and passionately about the history of oppression that 
Afrovenezuelans have experienced and how they continue to suffer the consequences of 
racism as a residue of colonial power relations. Most importantly, García has suggested 
the importance of music to regain Afrovenezuelan dignity and how it helped them resist 
years of racism and oppression (García, 1999: 15).   
García is also an avid critic of the folklorization of Afrovenezuelan culture and 
music, claiming that it transforms living traditions into objects for museum display 
(García, 1999: 20). Dutch scholar Bartolome Duysens has also asserted that the process 
of folkloricization transforms Afrovenezuelan music into a depoliticized and elite-serving 
cultural product (Duysens, 1999: 51). In The Drums of Liberation, Duysens argues that 
Afrovenezuelans earned the right to their own history and place in the national arena 
through music, and that music further authenticates their claim of unique identity 
(Duysens, 1999: 65). Further, “the African heritage may be very diluted in Venezuela, 
but in one field at least it has made a spectacular renaissance: the field of music and 
dance” (Duysens, 1999: 53). As part of a larger context, Duysens argues that 
Afrovenezuelan identity responds to a globalized discourse on black ethnicity as placed 
in the international community from different parts of Africa and the African Diapora 
(Duysens, 1999: 76).  
As we have seen, scholars have studied different Afrovenezuelan musical 
traditions, but we only find particular ethnographies about the regions of Zulia in the 
                                                
26 Liscano and Brandt had previously argued for the connection between Barlovento and the Congo region, 
but García has done more extensive work in this area. 
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Western part of Venezuela, and Barlovento just East of Caracas. No particular studies 
have been published in other Afrovenezuelan regions, such as the area West of Caracas 
where we find important Afrovenezuelan communities including San Millán in Puerto 
Cabello.  
Different scholars have examined Afrovenezuelan music from a variety of angles, 
and the ethnographies they have produced, at the least, offer vital resources for future 
studies.27 Moreover, as each study is a product of its own time, each provides 
irreplaceable cultural information of a given moment in history. With this in mind, 
scholars can use the work of folklorists and old transcriptions to study how performance 
techniques and practices have changed over time. However, studies based on folklore 
tend to follow a preservationist and a nationalistic agenda that leave no space for the 
analysis of social and political issues. Additionally, they tend to standardize the 
performance of ever-dynamic traditions. Folklore also brings the problem of affirming or 
denying “authenticity” and the problem of carrying the prejudices of the dominant social 
class.28  
 On the other hand, works written outside the folklorist views have successfully 
raised questions about the functions of Afrovenezuelan music. Taking into account emic 
concepts, these works represent more than a showcase of sounds and saints. They go 
beyond the description of cultural situations or festivals that happen two days a year by 
informing us about everyday meanings of Afrovenezuelan cultural situations. The 
                                                
27 Mostly Venezuelans, and in Spanish publications. 
28 Folklorists often have the authority to decide what is authentic or not within a nation. Authenticity is one 
of the main concern of folklore studies. However, the issue of authenticity generates many questions. Have 
not cultures always been exchanging ideas, and interacting? Are folklore methods a threat to this process? 
Is folklore studies a threat to the changing nature of traditions?  Also, the dominant social class may often 
define folk. For instance, the most traditional elements used in Christianity are usually not referred to as 
folk, but any tradition with a small deviation from Christianity would generally be labeled folk. 
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downside of these studies is that they often lack specific examples to connect their 
theories to particular repertories or songs. In my opinion, we need studies that can 
effectively tackle the relationship between music and Afrovenezuelan identity, 
illustrating it with specific music examples.  
 
Theoretical Orientation 
The works of Jesus García, particularly Afrovenezuelan Reflections (1999), and 
Bartolome Duysens, The Drums of Liberation (1999), are of special importance to my 
project, as they place music in relation to national and transnational social processes 
while pointing the essential role that music plays in representing Afrovenezuelans. This 
relationship between music and ethnicity is central to my dissertation, and it is important 
in Venezuelan scholarship because there is a lack of objectivity in defining ethnicity in 
Venezuela. The concept of ethnicity in Venezuela is not reduced to the judgment of 
physiognomic qualities, rather ethnicity can be defined by cultural practices. In the 
absence of a clear definition of ethnicity, music is particularly important in defining and 
constructing ethnic identities in Venezuela. 
Diverse publications concerning Afrovenezuelan culture and identity inform my 
dissertation substantially. Among these, two major works stand-out: The Festive State: 
Race, Ethnicity, and Nationalism as Cultural Performance by David Guss (2000), and 
“Hacia una apertura del debate sobre el racismo en Venezuela: exclusión e inclusión 
estereotipada de personas ‘negras’ en los medios de comunicación” (“Towards an 
Opening of the Debate About Racism in Venezuela: Stereotyped Exclusion and Inclusion 
of ‘Black’ People in the Media”) by Jun Ishibashi (2003). These works illuminate our 
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understanding of identity issues in post-colonial Venezuela. In The Festive State, Guss 
pays great attention to the social nuances present in regional and national festivals, 
locating them within global, economic, and political contexts. By analyzing the role that 
the government, private companies, and locals have in the organization, conception, and 
performance of these festivals, Guss convincingly argues for the cultural 
multidimensionality of festivals in contemporary Venezuela. In his article “Towards an 
Opening of the Debate About Racism in Venezuela,” Ishibashi writes about racism and 
the politics of popular culture in Venezuela. His thorough interrogation of racism in 
Venezuelan society and his insights into Afrovenezuelan communities are of great value 
to my dissertation.  
Publications about Afrovenezuelan history and social studies include books by 
Miguel Acosta Saignes (1984), Angelina Pollak-Eltz (1972), and John Lombardi (1971), 
as well as books published by the Venezuelan National Academy of History that contain 
colonial documents concerning slavery. Periodic publications by the Venezuelan 
Foundation Afroamérica, under the direction of Jesus “Chucho” García, focus on revising 
and deconstructing the misunderstandings of Afrovenezuelan history and culture. All of 
these publications provide us with a solid foundation of knowledge to build further 
research addressing the challenges faced by Afrovenezuelan communities. 
Outside of Venezuela, important publications dealing with music and identity 
include Sound Tracks: Popular Music, Identity and Place by John Connell (2007); 
“Music and Identity” by Simon Frith (2004); Musical Identities by Raymond MacDonald 
(2002); and Ethnicity, Identity and Music: The Musical Construction of Place by Martin 
Stokes (1994). Connell ties musical practice to particular spaces, giving way to the 
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importance of music in defining local identities. Connell also argues that music can be a 
great source of resistance, allowing the identities of oppressed groups to survive in 
unfavorable social environments. Frith argues that music offers a sense of belonging to a 
collective through immediate experience and participation, creating group identities. 
MacDonald points at the centrality of musical taste in forming our self-concepts, 
suggesting the role music plays in the construction of individual and group identities. 
Stokes also advocates for the transformative qualities of music, arguing that musical 
performance generates meanings and identities, which it negotiates in different contexts.  
Ethnographies such as Jocelyne Guilbault’s Governing Sound: The Cultural 
Politics of Trinidad’s Carnival Music (2007); Rebecca Miller’s Carriacou: String Band 
Serenade; and Raul Romero’s Debating the Past: Music, Memory, and Identity in the 
Andes (2001) will also serve as vital references to my research. Guibault’s analysis of the 
process of nationalization of Calypso informs my inquiry into the relationship between 
power and Afrovenezuelan music performances. Miller’s arguments in relation to the role 
of music in creating social cohesion during the Parang Festival in Carriacou complement 
and enrich my understanding of Afrovenezuelan identity construction in national and 
local festivals. Guilbault’s and Miller’s books are also relevant as they relate to 
Afrovenezuelan music via a common participation in Afro-diasporic practices. Romero’s 
analysis of how different groups in Peru negotiate identities through their interpretations 
of history and musical performance inform my ideas on musical identities in 
contemporary Latin America. Guilbault’s article is also relevant as it relates to 
Afrovenezuelan music via a common participation in Afro-diasporic practices. 
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In diasporic studies, Globalization, Diaspora and Caribbean Culture by Keith 
North (2005); Identity and the Arts in Diaspora Communities by Thomas Turino (2004); 
and Subcultural Sounds by Mark Slobin (1993), will inform my perspectives on 
Afrovenezuelan music as part of the Caribbean cultural network. North’s understanding 
of Caribbean culture as both diasporic and global informs and supports my analysis of 
Afrovenezuelan music in the Diaspora and the international community. Turino’s 
theoretical study on arts in the diaspora reveals some of the basic characteristics that we 
may find in diasporic settings. Turino argues that diasporas are not objective entities, but 
rather constructed identities, generally having a hybrid quality (Turino, 2004: 5).29  This 
hybridity, according to Turino, can be best articulated through the arts, and particularly 
through music. Slobin’s work on transnational music networks has an impact on my 
understanding of music in San Millán in the context of the African diaspora, and as a 
music that ultimately crosses borders. 
In the fields of sociology, anthropology, social psychology, and philosophy we 
find that scholars have also examined the nature of group identity. Moreover, some of the 
most recent publications in these fields challenge previous assumptions and paradigms in 
the areas of culture, history, identity, and ethnicity. Among these publications we find 
works by Stephen Cornell (2007), Hakan Sicakkan (2006), Tom Postmes (2006), and 
Jonathan Hill (1996). Cornell’s Ethnicity and Race: Making Identities in a Changing 
World challenges notions of race and ethnicity in their essentialist forms, while 
reassessing their powerful forces in current societies. Sicakkan’s What Happens When a 
Society is Diverse: Exploring Multidimensional Identities revisits and updates the 
sociological theory of symbolic interactionism. He does this by addressing issues of 
                                                
29 And this hybridity takes on different qualities depending on the location.  
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power in defining identities, by accounting for the multidimensionality of contemporary 
social groups, and by exploring the idea of glocalization in different social settings.30 In 
Individuality and the Group: Advances in Social Identity, Postmes presents social identity 
as constantly revised through inter-group and intra-group interaction. In the same book 
we find concepts such as Optimal Distinctiveness Theory, which argues that affiliation 
with groups satisfy basic human needs, such as the need for belongingness and the need 
for distinctiveness. Moreover, the author challenges the idea that needs for connectedness 
and autonomy are opposite, but rather coexist and interact within group formations. In 
History, Power, and Identity: Ethnogenesis in the Americas 1492-1992, Hill emphasizes 
the importance of history in the establishment of power structures and hegemonies. Hill 
argues that all Afrodescendants and Native Americans need to recover control over their 
own histories in order to empower their communities and regain social dignity. The 
discourses proposed by these scholars enhance my thesis by providing nuances to the 
basic concepts of culture, history, group, and identity, all of which are central to my 
dissertation. 
In my dissertation I will thoroughly examine the relationships between 
Afrovenezuelan music and cultural identity. I shall also examine aspects of 
Afrovenezuelan music that relate to group belongingness and distinctiveness. I will 
particularly study the role of music in generating ethnic and place identities. A major 
portion of my study will focus on how Afrovenezuelans categorize and construct their 
identities at the local, national, and international levels. Additionally, I will investigate 
the relationship between power and identity, and how music may serve as a source of 
                                                
30 The term glocalization and glocal refer to the coexistence of global and local awareness and identities in 
a social group and community. The term was first used by Japanese economists in the 1980s, but it became 
popularized by sociologist Roland Robertson. 
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empowerment in Afrovenezuelan communities. The concept of glocalization and 
diasporic identities can clearly be applied to the analysis of music in San Millán, a 
community that participates in a musical scene that is truly glocal.31 The social nuances 
of contemporary relations, as we find in San Millán, require the use and understanding of 
these new concepts and notions, and I plan to apply them to the issues presented in my 
dissertation. 
 
Research Methods 
My dissertation project consisted of completing field research in Venezuela, 
analyzing the collected data, and writing my ethnography. With fieldwork in mind, I went 
to Puerto Cabello and the Central Coastal Region in Venezuela during the summers of 
2006 and 2007. In the summer of 2006, I stayed in Caracas from May to August, 
collecting data in national libraries and archives, and interviewing prominent Venezuelan 
scholars. During that summer, I traveled to the town of Choroní in the Central Coastal 
Region to record and collect primary data during the festivities of Saint John. In the 
summer of 2007, I continued my fieldwork in Puerto Cabello, where I stayed through the 
month of June. Puerto Cabello was an ideal location for my studies because of the 
existence of popular and religious Afrovenezuelan music in the area. Additionally, the 
festivities of Saint John are held in late June, and music plays a central role in these 
festivities.32  
                                                
31 Sanmillaneros participate in the regional, national, and transnational music industry by getting paid 
performances and recording nationally and internationally, and by taking part in national and diasporic 
discourses of culture.  
32 Saint John the Baptist is the patron saint of Afrovenezuelans of the Central Coast Region, where Puerto 
Cabello is located.  
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Fieldwork is an essential methodology in ethnomusicological research since 
direct contact with people and participant-observation are paramount to the full 
understanding of a culture. During fieldwork, my observations and experiences in the 
field defined a great portion of the data, which implied a highly qualitative approach to 
studying a culture.33 The oral tradition of Afrovenezuelans made fieldwork especially 
vital to gather information and learn musical practices, forcing me to learn these practices 
directly from cultural experts. Moreover, through fieldwork, I had the chance to learn the 
insider’s culture in the same way insiders have learned it.34 In the case of 
Afrovenezuelans much learning is achieved through direct observation and imitation of 
teachers and performers.35 By immersing myself in San Millán, I experienced first-hand 
the daily life of this community, observed ordinary interaction between different people, 
witnessed and participated in particular festivals and performances, and interviewed and 
conversed with music experts and non-experts alike. The idea was that through fieldwork 
I could better balance etic and emic perspectives. This is ideal because combining emic 
and etic perspectives can give us the fullest picture of the cultural dynamics within a 
community. 
Without fieldwork, it would have been impossible to collect all the primary data I 
needed to examine the relationship between Afrovenezuelan music and identity. My field 
                                                
33 However, much of the data collected in the field can be quantitative in nature, complementing all the 
qualitative data.  
34 Most ethnomusicologists adhere to the belief that researchers gain much insight from the insider’s 
teaching system itself, which reflect musical values and aesthetics, and even socio-cultural values and 
structures. 
35 Or in many cases it could be done using previously recorded audio-visual data, which does not exist. In 
any case, audio-visual data captures the reality in one moment in history; the variations between different 
situations are missed, as well as the changing nature of culture and tradition. Also, the value of direct 
human teaching is still present in the world, even today with all the technology we have available.  
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data consists of recordings of performances, interviews, and fieldnotes.36 During 
fieldwork I also collected secondary data mainly consisting of books, articles, and 
recordings made by previous researchers. Much of this material is only available in 
Venezuela and, as a result, collecting primary and secondary data through fieldwork was 
crucial to the success of my research. 
 With the permission of the leaders of the community in San Millán, I selected a 
group of experts to be my local teachers. These musical experts belong to the Drumming 
Ensemble of San Millán, under the direction of Herman Villanueva. I learned their 
musical practices, performance conventions, beliefs, and compositional procedures 
through lessons and observations. I gained deep insight into Afrovenezuelan musical 
structures, and how the people of this region conceive identities through their music. 
Knowing how to differentiate Puerto Cabello’s Afrovenezuelan music from other music, 
I am now able to establish a clearer picture of how music and identity relate at various 
levels for Afrovenezuelans. 
 As part of my fieldwork, I conducted interviews and delivered questionnaires to 
the population in San Millán. As it is the norm in fieldwork, much information resulted 
from informal, unstructured interviews and conversations. Through these informal 
interactions, I accessed information that no survey or questionnaire could. Unstructured 
interviews and conversations helped me reach the necessary cultural information and 
insight relevant to developing a successful survey or structured interview. Questionnaires 
delivered to the general population later in my fieldwork contained a greater amount of 
close-ended questions, which narrowed down the musical trends exercised by the 
majority of Sanmillaneros (see Appendix A). In my interviews I used questions with 
                                                
36 Basically all the information that I did not find in other books or previous researches.  
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rating techniques, as well as different forms of scaling, and free-listings. These questions 
helped me quantify general trends in the population in relation to music. 
Sanmillaneros perform in multiple contexts, often adapting texts to the different 
social environments in which they perform. This allows for more varied interpretations of 
the text, for the performers and listeners. During my stay in Puerto Cabello, I observed 
songs performed in different contexts, and how Sanmillaneros select their repertory 
depending on the event. However, songs have phonetic, syntactic, and semantic 
characteristics, which I also accounted for quantitatively. For example, how many times a 
religious word in relation to a saint appears in a song or group of songs, or how many 
syllables each verse contains, or how many times they use geographical or ethnic 
references. From all this type of quantitative data, meaningful parameters and patterns 
became apparent, and I used them to illustrate points throughout my dissertation.  
In my dissertation quantitative data helps us understand the demographic and 
geographic characteristics of Puerto Cabello. This data includes the population of  Puerto 
Cabello and San Millán, the percentage of people of a specific ethnicity or social class, 
the distance between different towns, and even the age of musicians.37 I gathered this 
demographic and geographic data quantitatively, through surveys and looking at the most 
recent census and maps. Quantitative data was relevant to my research since it can define 
who practices what and where. Ultimately, qualitative and quantitative analysis 
complemented each other during my research, as “each kind of data…is useful for 
answering certain kinds of questions” (Bernard, 2002: 452).  
                                                
37 It was difficult to assign ethnicities and social classes to members of the population. However, I 
considered how they perceived themselves, and where each person considered themselves to belong. Local 
perspectives were also taken into account, as well as my own judgment. 
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To account for the potential percentage of illiteracy of Puerto Cabello’s 
population, I directly delivered all interviews and questionnaires in a verbal manner. 
Direct delivery was also necessary due to the unreliable postal system, the lack of home 
phones, and the lack of widespread Internet access in Venezuela.  
 During my fieldwork, I wrote fieldnotes daily from the small notebook jottings 
that happen in-situ to the descriptive or analytical notes that I wrote in the tranquility of 
my room. These notes helped me verbalize my experiences, and remember my 
observations. As Gregory Barz notes, “the fieldnote is an attempt at understanding, 
textualizing, and thus reinterpreting original experience” (Barz, 1997: 49). Fieldnotes 
were essential in recollecting my interpretations during fieldwork and they were vital in 
recording my thought-process and observations in the field.  
 Recording events and interviews with audio-visual equipment was necessary in 
my data gathering. I recorded big events, interviews, and music lessons in digital video 
format to account for all the possible elements of the social environment. I used a Sony 
digital camera with DVC cassettes to record this audiovisual data. The small size of this 
camera made it ideal for my fieldwork. I used an M-Audio microtrack to record all my 
audio data. I choose the M-Audio microtrack because it is a small device that records 
digitally to a compact flash card that made it relatively easy for me to download my audio 
files to a computer. Additionally, I purchased professional audio recordings from Herman 
Villanueva and Nancy Hernandez, directors of the Group Drums of San Millán. I will use 
these recordings as part of my data just like musicologists do to analyze popular music. 
Ultimately, all recordings of music and interviews are essential portions of my primary 
data, and represent vital materials for analysis.  
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As a Venezuelan, my knowledge of Spanish and the geographical area, and my 
network of people in Venezuela immensely facilitated my fieldwork process.38 
Additionally, my access to the archives and musicologists at institutions such as the 
Foundation of Ethnomusicology and Folklore (FUNDEF) and the AfroAmérica 
Foundation was instrumental in assisting me with previously collected data in the area 
and at commenting upon the development of my research.39 In conjunction with Herman 
Villanueva and the community in San Millán, I arranged a series of music and English 
lessons that I taught in San Millán as a way of giving something back to my teachers and 
the community at large. 
 For the second phase of my dissertation, I analyzed the primary data and collected 
secondary data in Boulder, Colorado. I transcribed audio and visual files from my 
fieldwork to facilitate comparative studies of songs, lyrics, and musical context. This 
analysis will help answer the questions at the core of my proposed project.  
My ethnography includes notated musical patterns, lyrics, and pictures, all of 
which I use to support my statements and conclusions. My long-term goal is to publish 
my dissertation in order to contribute to ethnomusicological scholarship in 
Afrovenezuelan music and culture. 
 
 
 
                                                
38 I am a Venezuelan, and know the area and people fairly well. However, I am not Afro-Venezuelan. So in 
a way I am a native ethnographer who retains insider and outsider qualities. I am originally from Caracas, 
the capital city of Venezuela located about 132 miles east of Puerto Cabello- about three hours by bus. 
39 At FUNDEF I contacted Omar Oliveros, a musician who has extensively studied Afrovenezuelan music 
and culture. Oliveros helped me understand some of the Afrovenezuelan rhythmic patterns of the Central 
Coast Region and answered questions about cultural practices in the area. The president of the 
AfroAmérica foundation, Chucho García, also helped me find essays relevant to Afrovenezuelan studies 
and provided valuable information on Afrovenezuelan music of the Central Coast Region. 
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Transcriptions and Notation 
 In order to make my ethnography available to a wider readership and audience, I 
used a modified Western musical notation to transcribe the rhythmic patterns analyzed in 
my dissertation. Western musical notation is not only the most widespread written 
musical language, but I believe it can be efficient in showing aspects of Afrovenezuelan 
music when approached properly. I modified the notation in order to better represent 
some of the characteristics of the sounds and performance practices used in the 
drumming traditions of the region.  
 In all transcriptions I use the rhythmic values of Western notation to represent the 
time values of the rhythmic patterns performed by the drumming ensembles. However, 
the use of a full musical staff seems unnecessary and counterproductive. Instead, I use a 
simple graphic that gives a single line to each instrument. Notes above the line are played 
by the right hand and notes below the line are played by the left hand. I also assign 
particular symbols to each type of sound that each instrument can produce (see Figure 
1.1). For instance, depending on the tension and position of the hand, a performer can 
make the skin of the drum produce an open sound or a closed sound. Each of those 
sounds has a different symbol in my transcriptions.  
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Figure 1.1 
Musical notation used in transcriptions 
 
 
 
  
For the transcription of rhythmic patterns I use the basic patterns I learned in San 
Millán, Choroní, and Caracas during my fieldwork. As part of the performance practice 
of the region, drummers usually play variations on these patterns. However, when asked 
to explain or play a particular rhythm for demonstration purposes, they would always 
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play the basic patterns I transcribe here, highlighting the identifying and unique features 
of each rhythm. In addition to transcribing rhythmic patterns, I transcribe and translate 
lyrics to illustrate how Afrovenezuelan identity relates to song texts. 
To provide a greater picture of the full sound of an Afrovenezuelan ensemble 
refer to the attached audio CD, which contains recordings of performances by Tambores 
de San Millán. 
 
Disciplinary Relevance 
Publications about Afrovenezuelan music are scarce in ethnomusicology.  My 
dissertation helps surmount this scarcity by focusing on Afrovenezuelan music and 
identity in the community of San Millán, Puerto Cabello. Within ethnomusicology, my 
dissertation will contribute to the growing literature on music and identity. In particular, 
my dissertation enriches our studies of how different types of identities are experienced 
and conceived through music. My dissertation also presents insights related to popular 
music and music history, potentially appealing to both ethnomusicologists and historical 
musicologists alike. Moreover, my application of Western music notation to illustrate 
examples will further make this project accessible to musicologists at large. 
 In line with previous works on music and identity, my dissertation presents a 
multidisciplinary approach to the study of music.40 By embracing and expanding ideas 
that come from areas as diverse as anthropology, sociology, social psychology, diaspora 
studies, and history, my dissertation connects to diverse fields and becomes accessible to 
a wider audience. As stated in the previous section, anthropologists and sociologists have 
                                                
40 Anthropologists, sociologists, psychologists, and ethnomusicologists have investigated the relationship 
between music and identity.  
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studied topics including postcolonial identities, hybridity, and globalization. Scholars in 
these areas have also alluded to the role of music in establishing and negotiating 
identities. My dissertation contributes to these fields by presenting specific instances 
where music shapes postcolonial identities and globalization. From this perspective, my 
project is not unidimensional or bidimensional, but rather multidimensional, addressing 
many levels of identities, from the local to the national, and from the ethnic to the 
transnational. This interdisciplinary and multidimensional approach reflects the inclusion 
of a variety of approaches to the understanding of music and identity, embracing the 
interests of a diverse academic and intellectual community.  Additionally, my dissertation 
underscores the importance of music in defining social groups, influencing social 
structures, and in helping create healthy inter- and intra-group relations. My research will 
also contribute to Diasporic Studies by providing examples of how Venezuelans take part 
in the Caribbean and African Diaspora through music making. Furthermore, through my 
work historians can gain insights into contemporary Venezuelan history by understanding 
Afrovenezuelan society and historical perspectives. As Afrovenezuelans and their 
perspectives are often excluded from Venezuelan history books, understanding 
Afrovenezuelans and their perspectives should further benefit the field of Venezuelan 
history.  
For the broader musical field, this work shall serve as a tool for musicians to 
understand the structures and processes of Afrovenezuelan music, facilitating the 
application of this knowledge to their own performance, composition, and/or musical 
analysis. The materials that result from my project may also be used to teach world music 
courses and performance through world music ensembles and thus contribute to the 
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musical versatility of musicians, encouraging students to become bimusical. Further, this 
work may add to the overall diversity of courses in music schools. By exposing students 
and musicians to this unique culture, music schools may enhance the understanding and 
tolerance for a variety of musical systems. My dissertation shall ultimately bring 
knowledge and material to be used as a resource in educational institutions, archives, and 
libraries in Venezuela, the United States, and the rest of the world. 
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Photo of Calle Bolívar (Bolívar Street) in the colonial section of Puerto Cabello, located 
about two blocks away from the port. 
 
 
 
Photo of Calle Libertad (Freedom Street), one of the main streets in San Millán 
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CHAPTER 2 
Ethnicity, Power, and Afrovenezuelan Culture: Black Identity and Music in San 
Millán. 
 
“Al negro lo hace su música /A black man is made by his music” Herman Villanueva. 
 
 
 In the twenty-first century, ethnicity and race continue to provide important basis 
for collective identity and action. A look at history in the twentieth century would prove 
that ethnicity and race remained strong forces in societies through these years. For 
instance, numerous armed conflicts of the twentieth century, such as World War II and 
the 1994 genocide in Rwanda, were based on ethnic dissension. Likewise, other social 
and political movements, such as the Civil Rights Movement in the United States of 
America and the end of apartheid in South Africa, also had race and ethnicity as the 
driving force behind the struggle, serving as evidence of the relevance of ethnicity in the 
recent history of the world. 
  Seminal works like Edward Said’s Orientalism (1978) and Frantz Fanon’s Black 
Skin White Masks (1952) show how colonial prejudices and perspectives of ethnicity 
continue to shape power structures in postcolonial societies. These power structures can 
be observed in Western literature and film, school curricula, and mass media, where 
stereotyped depictions of Blacks, Latinos, and Arabs, to mention a few, continue to place 
these groups in disadvantaged positions.41 Currently, immigration issues and affirmative 
                                                
41In the Americas, Black people continue to struggle for a positive inclusion in school curriculums and in 
mass media. The majority of Black and Native American peoples also continue to live in poverty and have 
a greater risk of being incarcerated, showing that statistically these groups are still living at the lower ranks 
of society in the Americas. 
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action initiatives in countries like France and the USA constantly place ethnicity at the 
center of political and social debates.42  
 But ethnicity and race have also been sources of unity and pride.  As an example, 
organizations such as the Raza Unida Party in the USA and the Red de Organizaciones 
Afrovenezolanas in Venezuela work towards the unity, prosperity, and dignity of the 
particular ethnic or racial peoples that they represent. Similarly, as some governments 
and politicians have understood the value of diversity, they have created initiatives to 
promote multi-ethnic tolerance, pride in multiculturalism, and the importance of 
participation of all sectors of society in the sustainable welfare of their country. The 
Canadian government’s enactment of the Canada Multiculturalism Act is an example of 
such initiatives.  
 In the twentieth and twenty-first centuries the influences of ethnicity and race, far 
from shrinking, have instead remained a constant factor in strengthening group identity 
and belongingness. Still today, ethnicity and race are concepts used by scholars, 
governments, and the general population to explain issues of power and to understand the 
world at large.  
 
Ethnicity and Race Categorizations 
 In postcolonial societies and countries it is often difficult to distinguish between 
issues of ethnicity and issues of race since these two categories largely overlap. 
Therefore, it may be helpful to establish definitions before we continue. An ethnic group 
                                                
42 For example, during 2008’s Colorado State elections, amendment 46 attempted to eliminate affirmative 
action in Colorado, putting ethnic minorities at risk of loosing their preferential treatment in school and job 
admission, and ending the remedies put in place to alleviate the disadvantage of ethnic minorities. The vote 
was close, but the amendment was not approved by popular vote.  
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is “a collectivity within a larger society having a real or putative common ancestry, 
memories of a shared historical past, and a cultural focus on one or more symbolic 
elements defined as the epitome of their peoplehood” (Schermerhorn, 1976: 12). In my 
opinion, this definition contains all the main characteristics of ethnic groups in the 21st 
century with emphasis on shared ancestry, history, and culture. To that definition we 
should also add that ethnic groups perceive themselves as having distinct characteristics 
which the members share self-consciously, and that their self-consciousness may often 
have its source in the labels used or created by outsiders (Cornell and Hartmann, 2007: 9-
20). For example, Black ethnicities are at the least partially defined by the colonial 
conceptions of race, which leads us to the next definition. According to the Oxford 
Dictionary, a race is “each of the major divisions of humankind, having distinct physical 
characteristics.” The divisions of humankind, as this definition suggests, are those 
divisions arbitrarily established by the European empires during their dominance of the 
Americas between the 15th and the 19th centuries. These divisions are based mostly on 
skin color, such as white race, red race, black race, and so forth. But these divisions are 
mere social constructs that allowed Europeans to justify the enslavement of Native 
Americans and Africans, giving those with lighter skin the right to exploit those with 
darker skin.  There is no scientific basis that supports the separation of humans into races. 
As Nina Jablonski states in her seminal book Skin: A Natural History, 
Differences in appearance, especially differences in skin color, have 
contributed to the development of ideas about “race” and “ethnicity” 
that have often included the belief that significant inherited differences 
distinguish humans. This is despite the fact that our species exhibits 
less genetic differentiation among geographically distributed human 
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populations than is observed in many other mammalian species 
(Jablonski, 2006: 95). 
 
Jablonski’s extended discussion of race and skin is instructive and I will 
paraphrase a few of her main points for our consideration. Skin color differences among 
humans have resulted from human adaptation to the environment. These differences 
should not be confussed with significant genetical markers. The level of melanin in our 
skin is what creates darker or lighter skin colors, with high levels of melanin resulting in 
darker skin. Melanin is a natural substance that gives pigmentation to many organisms, 
including human skin. Melanin protects the skin from ultra violet rays (URV), preventing 
DNA damage in the skin. But humans also need to absorb some URV to produce vitamin 
D in the body. In order to properly balance the need to filter out URV and the need to 
produce vitamin D, the human body adapted to the solar environment where it evolved. 
As a result, humans who evolved living close to the equator developed more melanin to 
filter the greater amounts of URV they received throughout the year. Humans who 
evolved living closer to the poles, where exposure to the sun is limited, developed less 
melanin to allow the absortion of the necessary URV to produce vitamin D. Thus, 
humans who evolved living closer to the equator developed darker skin than humans who 
evolved living closer to the poles (Jablonski, 2006: 96).  
Despite the absence of significant genetic differences among humans, the concept 
of race established by Europeans during the colonial period of the Americas is still in use 
today in many societies. These race categories based on skin color are still present in 
many censuses around the world. Like race, ethnic categories are also used to gather 
demographic information in many countries. Both race and ethnicity are categories that in 
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many societies reflect the historical right of one group to exploit another. But, as we have 
seen, although race and ethnic categorizations can relate and overlap with each other, we 
could say that race is a category that defines people by their physical qualities, while 
ethnicity defines people based on their inherited culture.  
In the Americas, some groups and individuals may have overlapping ethnicity and 
race, while others may have differing race and ethnicity. For example, in the United 
States, the category Hispanic is considered an ethnicity but not a race. So in the census a 
person may identify him/herself with the Hispanic ethnicity, while identifying 
him/herself with the Caucasian race. In this particular case ethnicity and race do not 
overlap. In other instances, an individual or a group may categorize themselves in the 
same race and ethnicity.  Afro-Brazilians, for example, can be considered by others and 
often by themselves to be members of a distinct race, identified primarily by skin color 
and other physiognomic characteristics. At the same time, they are also part of an ethnic 
group, a self-conscious population that defines itself in terms of a common ancestry-
Africa, a common unique history-enslavement, and a shared unique culture-music, 
religion, and so forth. When they lay claim to an identity of their own making and 
meaning and when they act on the basis of that identity, they are acting as an ethnic group 
(Cornell and Hartmann, 2007: 34).  
This brings us to Venezuela where, due to mixed ancestry, physiognomic 
characteristics may significantly vary between individuals. For instance, in San Millán 
most people are of mixed ancestry. Therefore, it would be difficult to confine all 
Sanmillaneros in the same racial category. However, most people in San Millán may 
identify themselves as Afrovenezuelans due to their recognized African ancestry, shared 
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history and struggle, and, very importantly, their participation in a set of traditions, 
particularly those associated with music, dance, and religion. Therefore, we may say that 
the term Afrovenezuelan refers more directly to ethnicity, although this ethnicity emerged 
as a consequence of the racial categories established during the colonial period and 
perpetuated by the dominant society in Venezuela. However, Sanmillaneros in particular 
tend to use the term race and ethnicity interchangeably, and refer to themselves both as 
“Black” and “Afrovenezuelans.” 
 It is important to recognize and highlight the subjective nature of ethnicity and 
race, both being social constructs derived from identifiers of power and oppression. As 
Paul Spickard wrote in 2005, “race is about power, and it is written in the body” 
(Spickard, 2005: 2). Thus, in postcolonial societies, power is intricately tied to identity, 
specifically those identities related to race and ethnicity. 
 
Ethnicity, Identity, and Power in Venezuela 
 During the European occupation/colonization of the Americas, between the 15th 
and 19th centuries, peoples of African descent and Native Americans were stripped from 
their lands, languages, religions, histories, and overall liberties. Enslaved by Europeans, 
Africans arrived in Venezuela and they were sold and forced to work extensively in the 
cocoa, tobacco, sugar cane, and coffee fields. Europeans brought them and placed them 
irrespective of their background, resulting in multi-ethnic groups of slaves dispersed 
around the country. In Venezuela the greatest population of slaves came from the 
territories occupied today by the Democratic Republic of the Congo (previously known 
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as Zaire), Angola, Benin, Togo, Ghana, and Senegal.43 Possessing indigenous languages 
and religions, enslaved Africans were forced to learn Spanish and to convert to 
Catholicism. This was an important threat to their African identities since “to speak [a 
language] means above all to assume a culture, [and] to support the weight of a 
civilization" (Fanon, 1952: 17-18). The attempted eradication of African identities and 
championing of European culture was one of the main characteristics of the African 
genocide during the slave trade of the European colonies in the Americas. 
 Colonizers exploited the identities of Afrovenezuelans and Native Americans in a 
way that placed them in a subordinate social position. People with particular 
physiognomic characteristics, such as black/dark skin, were identified as slaves. As a 
result, their rights in society were severely limited. In that way, a simple physiognomic 
identifier, such as skin color, defined the role that a group of people served in society, 
and shaped the destinies of millions of Afrodescendents and Native Americans from 
North America to South America. That was the beginning of racism in the Americas. 
After the European colonies were defeated in the nineteenth century, all official 
ties to Europe were broken, but racism continued to shape power structures in the 
societies of the Americas. Just as racism allowed Europeans to tolerate and even 
encourage the enslavement of Africans and Native Americans during the colonial period, 
it continued to justify the exploitation of Blacks and Native Americans after 
independence. The perpetuation of slavery and cheap labor enabled the dominant classes 
of the new nations to continue maximizing profits in all areas of commerce. As the 
postcolonial societies of the Americas would prove, the system of slavery put in place 
during the colonial period marked only the beginnings of exploitation of humans for 
                                                
43 http://www.venezuelatuya.com/historia/eng.htm assesed on 01/23/2010. 
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profit in the Americas (Weatherford, 1988: 38). It is not a coincidence that the 
exploitation and commodification of Blacks and Native Americans continued to nurture 
the capitalist economies of the Americas for many years after the abolishion of slavery. 
The colonial social pyramid that placed few people on top in a position of power and 
many people at the bottom in a position of servitude mirrors the social pyramid still 
present in the capitalist societies of the Americas. I would argue that this pyramid of 
exploitation and servitude is one of the main links between the use of free slave labor in 
the colonial period and cheap labor in postcolonial societies. And in terms of race, the 
dynamics of this pyramid has not shifted much or rapidly enough, with mostly White 
people and White ideologies continuing to hold power and privileges throughout the 
continent at large. 
In most American countries slavery continued undisturbed for years after 
independence, until it was abolished in the later part of the nineteenth century. While 
Venezuelans gained their independence in 1821, slavery was not abolished until 1854. 
But not even the end of slavery could eradicate racism from the Venezuela. Racism 
continued to dictate social structures throughout the twentieth century, perpetuating the 
pigmentocracy established during the colonial period.44 Ideologies on race changed, but 
discrimination persisted even when disguised or denied under terms such as mestizaje. 
The ideology of mestizaje dominated most intellectual and government discourses 
in Venezuela throughout the twentieth century, and it has been engrained into the 
                                                
44 The term pigmentocracy was coined by Chilean sociologist Alejandro Lipshütz in his 1944 book El 
indioamericanismo y el problema racial en las Americas (The Indioamericanism and the Racial Problem in 
the Americas) to describe the socio-racial order of Latin America. The pigmentocracy in the Americas 
assign privilege to White people and rejection to Black or dark people. Likewise, people of perceived 
mixed race would have greater privileges if they look and act “whiter” and they would be rejected if they 
look and act “darker.” www.jrank.org/cultures/pages/4312/pigmentocracy.html assesed on 10/15/2010 
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Venezuelan collective consciousness ever since.  Mestizaje refers to the process of racial 
mixture and integration due to multiracial contact in the Americas since the colonial 
times.45 The ideologies based on mestizaje in Latin America favor the view of a 
homogeneously mixed ethnicity that represents a nation as a whole. The idea is that a 
society with a great percentage of mixed race individuals is relatively homogeneous 
racially, and thus becomes color blind. But mestizaje discourses have often ignored the 
power structures that existed throughout the colonial period. In many Latin American 
countries, including Venezuela, the ideology of mestizaje also encompasses a 
“whitening” of society, attempting to assimilate different ethnic groups into the most 
dominant and “progressive” culture. At times the Venezuelan society has outright 
rejected and denied Black and Native American ethnicities. As Whitten states, “Mestizaje 
is a powerful force of exclusion of both black and indigenous communities in the 
Americas today” (Whitten, Jr., and Torres, 2002: 21). From this perspective, racism is 
still present today in Latin America and Venezuela. 
Throughout the 20th century, Latin American leaders and intellectuals perpetuated 
racist ideals and prejudices of the colonial period, exemplified by the following statement 
by the Peruvian Marxist, Jose Carlos Mariátegui: 
The contribution of blacks [to the nation], coming as slaves, 
like some merchandise, appears to be even more insignificant and more 
negative [than the Native]. The negro brought his sensuality, his 
superstitions, his primitiveness. He was in no position to make a 
                                                
45 In Latin American countries this meant the racial mixing of indigenous, African, and European peoples 
during and after the colonial period. Ther term mestizo usually referred to a person of both indigenous and 
European descent. The term mulato referred to an individual of both African and European descent. The 
term zambo referred to a person of both indigenous and African descent. 
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contribution to culture; he was only able to form an obstacle due to the 
rough and vital influence of his barbarism. (García, 1999: 25).  
 
In Venezuela, highly influential political figures like Arturo Uslar Pietri also shared 
Maríategui’s view of the minimal and even negative contribution that Blacks have given 
to our nations. Uslar Pietri’s racism is evident in the declaration below: 
The appearance of the negro in America is due to [the] 
incapacity [ineptitude] of the indian. The negro, for his part, also makes 
no worthwhile contribution to the race. The resultant mixing has not 
superseded the original components. What we might call the 
Venezuelan race of today, is- in general- as completely devoid of a 
modern (and dynamic) concept of work and progress, as were its 
ancestors. That means that if we don’t drastically change the ethnic 
composition of our population, it will be almost impossible to change 
the course of our history and transform our country into a modern state 
(García, 1999: 30).  
 
Uslar Pietri’s racist statement represents the mainstream view of the government 
and the dominant society of the mid-twentieth century Venezuela. Uslar Pietri also 
disguised his racism behind the ideology of mestizaje, when he said: 
Whoever speaks of blacks or whites, whoever invokes racial hatred or 
privilege, is denying Venezuela. In Venezuela, in political and social 
matters, there are neither whites nor blacks, neither mestizos nor 
Indians. There are only Venezuelans (El Nacional, October 20, 1948, 
quoted in Wright 1990:122). 
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The apparently benign inclusive message of Uslar Pietri only reinforced the 
notion that there is no ethnic diversity in Venezuela, and discouraged the Venezuelan 
population from talking about issues of race and racism. It also implies that all ethnicities 
have been equally integrated into the nation. In reality, racism has always been present in 
Venezuela, and politicians have developed mechanism to deny it under the disguise of 
mestizaje or nationalism. The pervasive racism that political leaders spread during the 
first half of the twentieth century is still evident in contemporary Venezuelan society. 
Sociologist Jun Ishibashi, in his article “Towards Opening a Debate About Racism in 
Venezuela: Stereotypical Inclusion and Exclusion of ‘Black’ People in Mass Media,” 
argued that the persistent racism in Venezuela is evident in the lack of representation and 
the stereotypical portrayal of people with perceived African physical qualities in the mass 
media, advertisements, and national beauty pageants (Ishibashi, 2003: 35). For instance, 
physiognomic features of perceived African descent, including dark skin, broad nose, and 
sprinted hair, are discouraged and excluded from national beauty pageants. When Osmel 
Sousa, president of the Miss Venezuela Organization, was asked by a reporter why there 
has never been a Black Miss Venezuela, he blatantly responded, “because all black 
women have broad noses and thick lips and are generally very ugly” (García, 1999:11). 
In Venezuela, Afrovenezuelans are also underrepresented and misrepresented in school 
curriculums at all levels (García, 1999: 3). National heroes represented in schoolbooks 
are almost always White- including Francisco de Miranda, and Simón Bolívar.46 During 
my own upbringing and education in Venezuelan schools, I was never exposed to Black 
National Heroes and Black History. However, I studied in great detail the lives of major 
                                                
46 Bolivar and Miranda are two of the main heroes of the Venezuelan independence from the Spanish 
colony. 
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White heroes from Venezuela and abroad. Still today, all history courses, including a 
course called “Universal History,” ignore the history of Africa while covering a wide 
range of European history. Thus Black people and their histories are widely neglected in 
Venezuelan school curricula, further denying Blacks of their historical identity. I would 
argue that the Westernized school curriculum used in Venezuela promotes White 
superiority and Black inferiority.  
Black music is also largely neglected at all levels of music education. When I 
joined the Conservatorio Nacional Juan Jose Landaeta (National Conservatory Juan Jose 
Landaeta) in 1994, I was placed by default on a begginers class on theory and sofage. 
During my three years in the conservatory I learned to read Western notation and learned 
to write music following tonal harmony rules. In the conservatory, I used a book by 
German music teacher Paul Hindemith, and I consistently learned aspects of European 
music. In the few instances that I learned melodies from Venezuela or Latin America, we 
learned those written by composers trained in Western Classical music idioms, such as 
Vicente Emilio Sojo. I should emphasize that there are many conservatories in Caracas 
and Venezuela that follow this educational approach, such as the Escuela de Musica Jose 
Angel Lamas (Jose Angel Lamas Music School) in Caracas and the Escuela de Musica 
Augusto Brandt (Augusto Brandt Music School) in Puerto Cabello. All these music 
schools are part of a national system of music education subsidized by the government. 
During my studies in the Juan Jose Landaeta Conservatory I paid about one dollar of 
tuition and fees for a year of registration. The Venezuelan government fully subsidizes 
music education since Jose Antonio Abreu founded El Sistema in 1975.47  However, the 
                                                
47 El Sistema is the short name used for the National Network of Youth and Children's Orchestras of 
Venezuela. 
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lack of representation of Blacks and Native Americans in the music school system further 
tells us about the racism that exists at all levels of education in Venezuela. 
In Venezuela, stereotypes about Black music also contribute to the discrimination 
and neglect of Afrovenezuelans in music schools and government-funded orchestras. As I 
interviewed many musical teachers and orchestra directors in Puerto Cabello, many of 
them admitted that their main mission is to encourage and transmit the discipline and 
sophistication of Western “academic” music. The following interview with Marcos 
Flores, director of the Municipal Band of Puerto Cabello, demonstrates some of the 
biases present in the orchestras and music schools in Venezuela: 
Daniel Nuñez: What is the place of music inside the culture of Puerto Cabello? 
Marcos Flores: Due to its location on the coas,t Puerto Cabello has a very diverse musical 
history. It is the cradle of great composers such as Augusto Brandt. 
Daniel Nuñez: What kind of music do those composers write? 
Marcos Flores: Popular music. 
Daniel Nuñez: Is Afrovenezuelan music part of the popular music you are making 
reference to? 
Marcos Flores:  No. The drums are characteristic of the people of Black race that live in 
the coast. Drumming is innate to them, it is in their blood.  
Daniel Nuñez: What would you say is the most important type of music in Puerto 
Cabello? 
Marcos Flores: It is varied. We have the drum. The beat of the drum is completely 
rhythmic. But music, to be music in its totality needs three elements which are rhythm, 
harmony, and melody. Here the academic musical movement is very advanced, we have 
the Youth Symphony Orchestra and the Augusto Brandt Music School.  
Daniel Nuñez: Is there not an integration between orchestras and drum ensembles? 
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Marcos Flores: There has been efforts made to take the very hot rhythm of the drums and 
make it a little more sophisticated, adding the other two elements of music, melody and 
harmony. We would like to do that to make music more emblematic for Puerto Cabello. 
Daniel Nuñez: What does the Municipal Band Play? 
Marcos Flores: It is one of the most complete bands in Venezuela. We have a totally 
varied repertory. We play Venezuelan traditional music such as joropos, waltz, 
Venezuelan merengue, danza, everything that constitutes Venezuelan music, which is our 
objective. In addition we play academic music, like jazz pieces by Glenn Miller, and 
pieces belonging to the Classical genre such as compositions by Rossini, and concertos 
for specific instruments. We have a complete repertory. In fact, we one day we can play a 
recital in a plaza and the next day we can play a concert in the Municipal Theater. 
Daniel Nuñez: Who are the members of the Municipal Band? 
Marcos Flores: We have a group of twenty-seven professional academic musicians. 
Daniel Nuñez: How do the musicians learn the music you play? With musical scores? By 
ear? 
Marcos Flores: No, we take a completely academic approach, using the musical scores of 
musical compositions. 
Daniel Nuñez: What is the role of the government in supporting these initiatives? 
Marcos Flores: Right now we completely depend on the government of the municipality 
of Puerto Cabello (Interview with Marcos Flores by the author on 06/15/2007). 
 
In our interview, Flores exposes some of the main stereotypes and biases that 
exist in relation to Afrovenezuelan music in the orchestras of Venezuela. Flores suggests 
that Afrovenezuelan music is innate to Black musicians, adding that drumming “is in 
their blood.” We can infer that if a particular type of music is innate to a population then 
it is unnecessary to educate that population on that area. Thus, for many Venezuelan 
music teachers and leaders, the ability to play Afrovenezuelan music comes as a result of 
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the musical “nature” of people and not as a result of the musical “nurture” of people. 
Additionally, Flores says the Municipal Band of Puerto Cabello plays “everything that 
constitutes Venezuelan music.” However, he admits that their repertory does not include 
Afrovenezuelan music. Flores excludes Afrovenezuelans from his concept of what 
constitutes Venezuelan music. For Flores, either Afrovenezuelan music is not “music” or 
it is not “Venezuelan.” His later remarks further explain his bias, when he says, “the beat 
of the drum is completely rhythmic. But music, to be music in its totality needs three 
elements which are rhythm, harmony, and melody.” Flores implies that Afrovenezuelan 
music is not music because it lacks harmony and melody. There are two main biases 
present in the statements of Flores. The first bias is that drumming is innate to people. 
The second bias is that Afrovenezuelan music lacks melody and harmony. I would argue 
that these are two important biases that keep Afrovenezuelan music excluded from 
orchestras and music education in Venezuela.  And Flores is not an isolated example, 
teachers across the city of Puerto Cabello admitted to excluding Afrovenezuelan music in 
their classrooms. For instance, Jose Luis Sanchez, professor of theory at the Augusto 
Brandt Music School, argued that Afrovenezuelan music “is part of the daily activities of 
Black people, so they do not need schools…they pass their music from generation to 
generation, and they do it as something normal, as they would eat or converse.” Both 
Sanchez and Flores suggest that Afrovenezuelan music is very simple, either “innate” or 
“part of the everyday,” and therefore it needs no “schooling.” In their eyes, 
Afrovenezuelan music does not rise to the level of sophistication expected of music in 
music schools and orchestras, and it can be easily learned outside the school system. 
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Therefore, Afrovenezuelans are not only disenfranshised in the school curricula but also 
in music education in Venezuela. 
The neglect of Black culture in education represents an important and devastating 
form of discrimination since “the power to control and define the historical past is 
perhaps the ultimate form of hegemony” (Hill, 1996:16). With the evidence prevalent in 
Venezuelan society we could easily argue that the European hegemony in Venezuela 
hardly diminished in these post-colonial times. The racist structure within Venezuelan 
society, a system largely based on the privilege and superiority of colonizers and their 
descendants, has continued to reject all other cultural and historical alternatives, 
including those that are African and Native American.  
 During the presidency of Hugo Chavez (1999-present) the situation of 
Afrovenezuelans has not significantly improved.  To his credit, Chavez has recognized 
the contributions of Native Americans in Venezuelan culture, and his government has 
included Native Americans in the demographic data of the Venezuelan census. The 
government during the presidency of Chavez has also included Native Americans in the 
constitution by ackowledging their presence and unique identity and pledge to respect 
their heritage. In 2007, Chavez attempted to include a series of reforms in the constitution 
of Venezuela by including a clause that would provide an official recognition to the 
Afrovenezuelan presence and contribution to Venezuelan culture and history. However, 
the complete series of reforms was rejected through popular vote in 2007. The reform 
package included a new law that would allow Chavez to be reelected for unlimited 
presidential periods. The Venezuelan population voted against this excessive measure 
that would have further allowed Chavez to stay in power undefinitely, which was the 
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main focus of this reform package. Despite racism in Venezuela society, I believe a 
popular referendum to pass a law that ackowledges and promotes respect towards the 
Afrovenezuelan heritage would have been approved by the Venezuelan population if 
voted as an isolated issue. Unfortunately, the reform package put in popular scrutiny 
included too many other laws that were against the interest of the people, thus the reform 
did not pass. The current Venezuelan government seems to be rethorically in favor of 
ackowledging ethnic diversity and promoting inclusion, but there is much left to be done 
in terms of action. For instance, the current Venezuelan government should promote 
greater inclusion of Blacks and Native Americans in the school curriculum and music 
schools. Additionally, they should make every effort to include demographic data on the 
Afrovenezuelan population to grasp a better understanding of this section of the 
population. Furthermore, government officials should stop engaging in racist acts, as 
evidenced in the following story: 
Luis Perdomo, a black Barlovento resident, was denied entry to a 
Nelson Mandela birthday commemoration last year. Seeing his 
complexion, a "revolutionary" government official assumed he was a 
bike messenger and turned him away. Perdomo had been an invited 
speaker. He eventually gave his speech, during which he also recounted 
this humiliating incident. But afterward, Venezuela's state TV network 
refused to interview him, though they spoke to the other presenters, 
upset that he dared to criticize the government at an event it had 
organized (Vinod Sreeharsha - Slate, December 4th 2006, in 
http://venezuelanalysis.com/analysis/2114. Assessed 03/20/2010). 
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 In my opinion, these racist attitudes and views demonstrated by Venezuelan 
government officials and members of the dominant society are not significantly in decline 
from those of previous governments, leaving Afrovenezuelans underrepresented and 
neglected. In the 21st century, Afrovenezuelans still struggle for greater participation in 
Venezuelan culture and society. Afrovenezuelan activists such as Chucho García have for 
years requested the government include demographic information about Afrovenezuelans 
in the census data and report. García believes that having Afrovenezuelan statistics in the 
census would give Afrovenezuelan communities greater recognition and visibility in 
Venezuelan society. But to this date the Venezuelan census ignores any demographic 
information concerning the Afrovenezuelan population. This reflects the lack of interest 
and acknowledgement that the government shows for Afrovenezuelans and their 
communities. Still in 2010, the only Afrovenezuelan demographical data available comes 
from estimates by the American Federal Research Division and the Central Intelligence 
Agency (CIA). These estimates indicate that 10% of the population is Afrovenezuelan, 
while approximately 68% is of mixed ancestry (Haggerty, 1993: 35). Chucho García 
argues that perhaps up to 78% of the Venezuelan population is Afrovenezuelan since all 
Venezuelans of mixed race potentially have African ancestry. Aside from these 
percentages, there is no data defining the Afrovenezuelan presence in Venezuela.  
 Defining ethnicity in Venezuela is a challenging task. Currently, Venezuelans 
tend to avoid talking about ethnicity and continue to deny racism. In the absence of 
statistics and a receptive public, the topic of ethnicity and racism are yet to be 
meaningfully engaged in national debate. Under these circumstances, there are no 
objective criteria to define who is Afrovenezuelan and who is not. The only criteria 
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widely available is the subjective social construct, established during the colonial period, 
which attribute certain skin color, hair quality, and other physiognomic characteristics to 
people of African descent.48 
 
Afrovenezuelan Identity Construction Through Music 
Despite the presence of racism in the Venezuelan government and the dominant 
society, Afrovenezuelans have lately strengthened their presence and recognition 
nationwide. They have thrived as an ethnic group at the local, national, and international 
levels. Since the 1970s, there has been a remarkable Afrovenezuelan cultural 
revitalization that can be described as a period of awakening. Since then, communities 
from all over the country, especially from the Central Coastal Region, have significantly 
increased their interest in and awareness of their African heritage. Perhaps it was the 
success of the festival San Juan Monumental (Monumental Saint John) in Curiepe, 
Barlovento, in 1970, which encouraged other Afrovenezuelan communities to cultivate 
their African traditions.49 Following this festival, several Afrovenezuelan communities 
were encouraged to promote their culture and they began to educate their populations, 
especially the younger generations, about their traditions and history. Likewise, important 
Afrovenezuelan musical groups including Un Solo Pueblo (founded in 1972) and Grupo 
                                                
48 For example, the census in the United States of America have the race categories White or Caucasian and 
Black or African American. The terms white and black refer to the gradation in the skin color. Likewise, in 
countries like Brazil and Cuba the census also contains those two race categories, but add nuances by 
including mixed race categories, such as mulatto/mestizo in Cuba, or pardo in Brazil. In Venezuela, 
although there is a lack of these categories in the census, the terms black and white are used in a similar 
fashion to these other countries, usually using the terms mulatto/mestizo to refer to mixed race, just like in 
the Cuban census.  
49 San Juan Monumental was organized by the group Centro Prodesarrollo de Curiepe (Curiepe 
Prodevelopment Center), under the leadership of Pedro Roberto Ruíz. The festival was organized with the 
support of the federal and state government, and the National Tourist Board. The hope was that using the 
cultural assets of the community of Curiepe Afrovenezuelans and the state government could boost the 
tourist industry of the region. 
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Madera (founded in 1978) began to record and disseminate Afrovenezuelan musics 
throughout Venezuela. So it has been largely through the proud performance of their 
traditions -mainly music and dance- at festivals and through recordings that many 
Afrovenezuelan communities have succeeded in constructing their ethnic identity. 
This Afrovenezuelan awakening was not an isolated incident. The same 
resurgence of Black awareness and pride could be observed during the same years in the 
rest of the Caribbean and the Americas. The 1960s brought the Civil Rights movement in 
the United States to the foreground of Black activism in the Americas, impacting Black 
movements and culture all over the Caribbean and the Americas. By the 1970s, Afro-
Caribbean cultures gained national recognition in different Caribbean islands, such as in 
Puerto Rico and the Dominican Republic (Davis, 2005: 142).50 By then, Afro-Caribbean 
popular musics such as salsa and reggae had become popular around the world, an 
encouraging sign that Black culture was gaining strength and acceptance in the Caribbean 
and international communities.51 
In the 1970s Sanmillaneros also formed a music ensemble to encourage the 
performance of Afrovenezuelan music in their barrio, city, and overall region. That 
ensemble, founded in 1975 by Herman Villanueva, is the Grupo de Rescate Folklórico 
Tambores de San Millán (Group of Folkloric Rescue Drums of San Millán). A key 
objective of this group was to “disseminate at a national and international levels the roots 
                                                
50 In August-September of 1973,in the Dominican Republic, there was an important conference about the 
African Presence in Santo Domingo.  
51 The acceptance of Afro-Caribbean culture into the international community increased in great 
proportions as a result of popular musics from the region. By the end of the 20th century Caribbean artists 
had gained full recognition and admiration world wide. In 2000, Time magazine named Bob Marley the 
Artist of the Twentieth Century, proving that Afro-Caribbean popular musics have succeded in breaking the 
racial barriers that previously discriminated against Black artists and Afro-Caribbean arts at large. 
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of Black popular culture” (Villanueva, 1992: 1).52 It is important to note that 
Sanmillaneros purposefully emphasized Black traditions when establishing the mission of 
their musical group. Currently, disseminating Black popular culture continues to be a 
central mission of Tambores de San Millán, linking them to Black ethnicity at large. 
In San Millán, the roots of Black popular culture are undoubtedly in music and 
dance.  Sanmillaneros experience, conceive, and understand Blackness through sound 
and movement. In San Millán music and dance largely define black ethnicity. As Herman 
Villanueva stated during one of our conversations, “a black man is made by his music.” 
Many Afrovenezuelans share this perspective of the relationship between their ethnicity 
and their music. In a conversation I had with Chucho García, founder and president of the 
Afroamerica Foundation, he stated that the Afroamérica Foundation, in conjunction with 
other organizations, was looking into the possibility of conducting a census of the 
Afrovenezuelan population living in the country. When asked about the criteria he would 
use to define which individuals and communities are Black and which are not, he stated 
that communities and individuals who perform Black music would be identified as Black. 
This suggests that ethnicity and music are inextricably bound together in the view of 
these Afrovenezuelan musicians and activists. 
 As previously stated, in San Millán, ethnicity and race are not reduced to physical 
qualities. In his book, The Festive State, anthropologist David Guss argued that issues of 
race and ethnicity in Venezuela go beyond skin color (Guss, 2000: 23). Based on my 
observations in San Millán I argue that musical choices and behavior play a central role 
in determining ethnic identity in Venezuela. Indeed, Afrovenezuelan identity is directly 
tied to musical performances in various contexts. In San Millán, music exposes the 
                                                
52 Reseña de Tambores de San Millán written by Herman Villanueva. 
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complex set of interactions and social dynamics that place Venezuelans in the crossroads 
between distinct and sometimes overlapping identities. For example, the Grupo de 
Rescate Folklórico Tambores de San Millán (Group of Folkloric Rescue Drums of San 
Millán) has throughout the years been composed of people of different racial physical 
appearance (see Figure 2.1). When judged by their skin color and physiognomy, 
members such as Ibrain Gonzalez and Richar Escobihuela look Black, while other 
members such as Luis “Güico” Guevara and Ramos “El Catire” (the Blonde One) 
Weilmer look White. Yet they argue that they all become “Afrovenezuelans” or “Black” 
through their participation in the performances of the group. In our interview, Herman 
Villanueva, director of Tambores de San Millán, commented on the relationship between 
music and dance and Black identity. When asked if “El Catire” (The Blonde One) was 
Black when performing Afrovenezuelan music with the group, Herman responded in the 
affirmative with a slight smile on his face. With his smile, Herman showed me that he 
clearly understood the irony of the dilemma and the contradiction we faced. How could a 
“blonde” person be Black just because he played Black music? Herman’s answer defied 
the notion that people should be defined by their physiognomic characteristics and 
pointed at the alternative: people, just like “El Catire,” should be judged and defined by 
their behavior, in this case musical behavior. I should also add that El Catire (The Blonde 
One), although showing a mostly White physiognomy, would not be considered a blonde 
person in most of Venezuela, or the Americas. He just happened to have a lighter skin 
than the rest of the members of the group, yet he had dark straight hair and dark eyes, 
characteristics not related to blondness in most contexts. So, in San Millán, a person’s 
ethnicity can be judged based on a combination of factors, such as musical behavior and 
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social context. A person like Ramos can be referred to as “El Catire” (The Blonde One) 
due to his lighter skin, in relation to the other members of the group, but he could also be 
referred to as an Afrovenezuelan due to his musical choices and dance behaviors. This is 
a great example of enacting ethnicity through music. In other words, “El Catire” becomes 
Black in his performance of bBack music.  
 
Figure 2.1 
Grupo Tambores de San Millán in Valencia with Saint John 
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Music, Ethnicity, and the Festivities of Saint John the Baptist 
 Las Fiestas de San Juan (the festivities of Saint John) have played a central role 
in the formation of Afrovenezuelan identity in the Central Coastal Region. From 
Barlovento to Carabobo, all Afrovenezuelan communities celebrate Saint John with great 
devotion and dedication. Generation after generation of Afrovenezuelans has celebrated 
their traditions during Saint John’s festival. But the festivities of Saint John in 
Afrovenezuelan communities represent a history of oppression and empowerment. As is 
the case of other Black celebrations in the Americas, Saint John’s festival is a 
performance that highlights the struggles and survival of Afrodescendants in the region.   
During the colonial period, Afrovenezuelans were forced to assimilate to 
Catholicism. Enslaved Afrovenezuelans were required to work long hours six and a half 
days a week and not allowed to have resting days, except for the days that fell on 
important Catholic celebrations. Saint John’s Day was celebrated annually on June 24 
when Spanish colonists put aside their labors to honor this Catholic deity, and enslaved 
Afrovenezuelans were left unsupervised. June 24 was also a good date to celebrate the 
abundant crops of cocoa that Afrovenezuelans harvested during this period of the year 
and landowners encouraged this celebration of land fertility (Liscano, 1973: 66). For their 
part, Afrovenezuelans seized this opportunity to celebrate their beliefs and ancestry as 
well as to enjoy their music and socialize. However, thinking that the Afrovenezuelans 
were honoring African pagan gods, the Spanish colonists declared these celebrations as 
demonic rituals and deemed them unacceptable. Consistent with the efforts to eradicate 
all cultural elements opposed to the Catholic spiritual conquest and evangelization, 
colonists targeted all practices perceived as polytheism and the proliferation of “idols” 
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(González, 2003: 559). As a consequence, during the festivities of Saint John colonists 
forced Afrovenezuelans to honor the image of Saint John and prohibited all use of 
African “idols.” To avoid punishment and death, Afrovenezuelans incorporated Saint 
John into their religious rituals, but continued practicing their African traditions inside 
the celebration of this Catholic saint. It was in this spirit that the festivities of Saint John 
became both an imposition upon enslaved Afrovenezuelans and a medium for the 
survival of African traditions.   
The colonists could not erase the African identity of Afrovenezuelans. Enslaved 
Africans resisted the European cultural hegemony by preserving their traditions under 
Catholic disguise. Even when Afrovenezuelans gazed upon the image of Saint John 
during this day’s celebration, a strong African spiritual presence permeated the religious 
beliefs and social interactions of the festivities of Saint John.  
Cultural deflection and syncretism were ultimately the central strategies used by 
Afrovenezuelans to retain their African heritage, just as they were central to the survival 
of enslaved Africans in many other countries of the Americas such as Cuba. Syncretism 
allowed Afrovenezuelans to integrate their religious and cultural practices into 
Catholicism, deflecting and avoiding the complete Christianization and deafricanization 
of their identity. Through syncretism Afrovenezuelans were able to continue their African 
traditions by morphing them inside Catholic rites and celebrations.  This was an act of 
resistance, adaptation, and survival. Through this process of oppression, cultural 
deflection, and syncretism, Saint John eventually became the patron saint for 
Afrovenezuelans of the Central Coastal region of Venezuela.  
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Syncretism has been part of the festivities of Saint John since its early history in 
Europe. During the later part of the Roman Empire, when Christianity was enforced 
throughout Europe, many old traditions blended inside the different Christian 
celebrations. With syncretism, old European traditions survived within Catholicism. As a 
result, every June, beliefs and rituals related to the summer solstice were incorporated 
into the festivities of Saint John. From Spain to Russia, fire became a central element of 
the festivities of Saint John, as fire rites were important to celebrate and honor the 
summer solstice. In June, harvesting festivals were also abundant in the Northern 
Hemisphere and water rites played an important role in the celebration of new crops. 
Harvesting rites of water became easily syncretized with the prevalent theme of baptism 
present in the festivities of Saint John the Baptist. In Europe, the inclusion of the summer 
solstice and harvest rites gave the festivities of Saint John both an astronomical and 
agricultural significance (Liscano, 1973: 29). For centuries, rites of purification with 
water and fire, rites of divination, and rites of fertility were performed during the 
festivities of Saint John, weaving old traditions of diverse backgrounds, often blending 
them. Apart from being associated with fertility and the purification through water and 
fire, this celebration was also associated with enhancing divinatory powers; the power of 
magic and healing plants, as well as the powers that protected the land from evil 
influences and spells.  
Once in the Americas, the festivities of Saint John experienced yet further 
syncretism.53 In Brazil, the Dominican Republic, and Venezuela the festivities of Saint 
John continued incorporating traditions of diverse origins into Catholicism. In these 
                                                
53 We could say that there is syncretism over syncretism in the festivities of Saint John of the Americas. In 
the Caribbean and Brazil, European traditions were complemented by African practices. In the Andes, 
particularly in Ecuador and Bolivia, the festivities of Saint John had a strong Native American influence.  
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countries, primarily European and African elements blended to give the festivities of 
Saint John an Afro-Christian foundation. Just as Europeans had continued their traditions 
in the Americas, Africans also perpetuated their traditions by syncretizing African 
practices with the European dominant religion. The festivities of Saint John facilitated the 
mixing of multiple traditions as they were already related to non-Catholic celebrations, 
such as harvest festivals and the summer solstice. The prominent presence of fire, water, 
and divinatory practices brought by Europeans in their festivities of Saint John was 
compatible with the use of these elements in African rites and festivals. Harvest festivals 
are common throughout Africa, and water plays an important role in these events, such as 
the Nganja festival of Angola. June is an important month for harvesting in Venezuela, 
particularly for the cocoa crops cultivated by Afrovenezuelans of the Central Coastal 
Region.54 Thus, African and European harvest festival traditions syncretized easily inside 
the festivities of Saint John. 
For their part, most African cultures are highly religious and spiritual.  Africans 
live in a “religious universe [where the] world and practically all activities in it are seen 
and experienced through a religious understanding and meaning” (Mbiti, 1969: 15). 
Europeans could not prevent this African religiosity from infiltrating Catholicism. The 
versatility and adaptability of African religion made it easier to remain stealthy and 
escape complete suppression. A religiosity so intricately related to daily life could not be 
fully supervised or comprehensively erased. Consequently, aspects of African religion 
became apparent in the festivities of Saint John. 
                                                
54 The cultivation of cocoa in Venezuela has four harvesting periods. These happen in May, June, August, 
and December. The two main harvests happen in June and December, coinciding with the festivities of 
Saint John and Christmas. 
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The African concept of time is an important element of African religion and 
philosophy present in the festivities of Saint John in Venezuela. Many African cultures 
conceive time “for a concrete and specific purpose, in connection with events but not for 
the sake of mathematics” (Mbiti, 1969: 19). With this concept of time Afrovenezuelans 
have a period of the year they call Saint John. Particularly, June is called the “month” of 
Saint John, but the festivities really last about a month and a half. In San Millán, for 
instance, the celebration of Saint John does not begin just on an arbitrary date of the 
calendar, but it starts when another important event concludes its cycle, in this case the 
celebration of La Cruz de Mayo (Cross of May). On May 31 Afrovenezuelans perform 
the last celebration of the Cross of May and announce the beginning of the month of 
Saint John with music and dancing. The peak of the cycle of Saint John occurs on June 
23, 24, and 25, when the most important festivities and ceremonies take place. To mark 
the end of the cycle of Saint John, Sanmillaneros celebrate the day of the Virgin of 
Carmen on July 16. During the celebration of the Virgin of Carmen, the figure of Saint 
John is brought out to the streets in procession to have his last chance of dancing until the 
following year. At the same time the Virgin of Carmen is also brought out to celebrate 
the beginning of her cycle of festivities. With that ceremony Sanmillaneros mark the 
transition from the cycle of Saint John to the cycle of Virgin of Carmen.55 In that way the 
end of one event is the beginning of another.  
For Afrovenezuelans events do not happen in a vacuum. Although 
Afrovenezuelans align the beginning, peak, and end of their celebrations to coincide with 
the Catholic calendar, they emphasize the use of particular events as time references, and 
                                                
55 It is important to note that not all cycles are equally important. The most important cycle happens in June 
with Saint John, and during Carnival. 
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most celebrations last longer than one day. In contrast, in the Catholic Churches of Puerto 
Cabello, Saint John is celebrated with a Mass on June 24, and it lasts about one hour. The 
concept of time used currently in Afrovenezuelan celebrations is more in line with 
African practices than with the practices of the Catholic Church.  
Afrovenezuelans deemphasize heaven and hell in their religious views, further 
contrasting their practices with the European Catholic tradition. Afrovenezuelans rather 
emphasize religion as a form of experiencing community and spirituality. Religion for 
Afrovenezuelans is about keeping a good healthy relationship with the spiritual world. It 
is about maintaining strong community ties and healing any ailments between humans 
and the supernatural. These values are in communion with religious views of the African 
continent (Ohadike, 2007: 10). 
Other practices such as libation and spiritual mediation further connect the 
festivities of Saint John to the African heritage of Afrovenezuelans. Libation and spiritual 
mediation are both part of the European Catholic and African traditions. In the Catholic 
tradition it is not uncommon to give water blessings to the figures of Saints or even 
objects. This gesture makes objects or figures sacred and cleanses them from evil 
influence. In Africa many cultures use libation also to show fellowship, respect, and 
acknowledgement to their ancestors. Sanmillaneros do much libation during the 
celebrations of Saint John, usually with water or rum. Sanmillaneros say Saint John loves 
rum and often spray him with it. They also often let rum drops fall to the ground as an 
offering and sharing gesture for the dead. Sanmillaneros use much libation during the 
baptism of Saint John. For the baptism, Sanmillaneros take Saint John to the river or sea 
where they spray Saint John with water (see Figure 2.2). In many instances they 
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completely place Saint John under water. This act is more of a baptism than a regular 
libation, and many Sanmillaneros take the opportunity to re-baptize themselves every 
year believing this would help remove all evil from their lives.  
Figure 2.2 
A baptism of Saint John using libation. Still image from video by author. 
 
 
 
 
 
Saint John is humanized during his festivities. He has personality and taste. He is 
both a deity and a spiritual mediator. Although Catholics would not officially refer to 
saints as deities, the characteristics and roles of saints within Catholicism are very similar 
to those of deities in other religions. Saints and deities have supernatural powers, and can 
intercede on our behalf with God. Both saints and deities have miraculous abilities in 
particular areas of life. For instance, Saint Francis of Assisi has special powers over 
ecological matters, so he is the patron Saint of ecologists. Additionally, saints and deities 
often take on human form and qualities. Since all saints were humans, they all have 
human characteristics. I would argue that Catholics do not refer to saints as deities only to 
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differentiate their “official” and “holy” religion from the “unofficial” and “pagan” 
practices of non-Catholics. Regardless of terminology, the similarity between saints and 
deities is one of the aspects that facilitated the syncretism of African religions with 
Catholicism. 
Saint John is a spiritual mediator and important religious figure both for the 
European Catholic tradition and for Afrovenezuelans. Saint John is in fact John the 
Baptist, the historical figure of the Bible, so he is also an ancestor, a human being with 
personality and virtues. Because of his miraculous powers and due to his role in 
introducing the rite of baptism, Saint John became an important religious figure within 
Catholicism. As an important ancestor Saint John is a spiritual mediator between humans 
and God. Many African cultures use mediators between humans and God, and these 
mediators are very often ancestors or deities (Mbiti, 1969: 68-69). The qualities of the 
Saint John of the Catholics that define him as an ancestor and a spiritual mediator also 
make him perfectly compatible with African religious traditions.  
It is worth noting that specific African deities are not identified today within the 
festivities of Saint John in Venezuela. Unlike countries such as Cuba and Brazil, in the 
festivities of Saint John in Venezuela there is not one particular African deity that 
survived the oppressive colonial regime. The Yoruba deities, such as Ogún and Eleguá, 
survived in Cuba and Brazil thanks to the great concentrations of Yoruba people 
transported from Nigeria to these countries until late in the nineteenth century. In 
Venezuela the slave trade was discontinued early in the nineteenth century, years before 
the Yoruba arrived in large quantities to this continent.56 Moreover, from the beginning 
                                                
56 In Venezuela the slave trade was discontinued in 1810, fourty four years before the abolition of slavery. 
The last slave ship that arrived legally to Venezuela disembarked in Puerto Cabello on May 26, 1810. After 
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enslaved Africans were dispersed throughout Venezuela without regard to grouping them 
according to their country of origin or ethnic backgrounds. Many enslaved Africans were 
also brought to Venezuela from Caribbean islands and not directly from Africa, further 
limiting the homogeneity of African ethnicities in Venezuela (Liscano, 1973: 36-40). As 
a result, enslaved Africans from different cultural backgrounds, with different languages 
and religions, worked together in the plantation fields of the Central Coastal Region of 
Venezuela. Under such circumstances, it was easy for the colonists to dissolve all traces 
of specific African religions. The African heritage in this region, therefore, does not 
correspond to one particular African religious tradition.57 Herman Villanueva argues that 
Afrovenezuelans may have disguised particular African deities under Saint John during 
the colonial period. But he admits that Afrovenezuelans today have no memories of such 
deities. 
In light of the absence of specific African deities in the festivities of Saint John, 
Afrovenezuelans have attached great importance to the two elements they consider most 
African in the celebration: music and dance. These two elements have been at the center 
of African religious practices for centuries (Ohadike, 2007: 3). Afrovenezuelans celebrate 
the Festivities of Saint John with days of music, dance, and procession. Year after year 
Afrovenezuelans perform the festivities of Saint John as a meaningful medium to 
celebrate their African musical heritage, and to reinforce their connection to the 
community and their collective identity.  
                                                                                                                                            
that date more enslaved Africans may have been smuggled, but in general the immigration of enslaved 
Africans reached an end in Venezuela early in the ninerteenth century. 
57 In the Venezuelan state of Zulia there is an Afrovenezuelan tradition during the festivities of Saint 
Benedict in December. Scholars believe that Saint Benedict was syncretized with a Dahomeyan deity 
named Agwé. But there is no evidence that a whole pantheon of Dahomeyan deities settled in that region, 
and there is no direct correlation between Dahomeyan rites and musics with those of Afrovenezuelans in 
Zulia. Therefore, the best examples of African deities and traditions transplanted to the Americas remain 
those of the Yoruba traditions in Cuba and Brazil. 
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Music and dance became important mediums to carry their African traditions as 
Afrovenezuelans were allowed to perform their musics and dances during the June 
festivities of Saint John. Particularly in Puerto Cabello, during the colonial period, 
drumming and dancing was only allowed during carnival and in the month of June 
(Bermudez, 1944: 66). Consequently, African musical traditions were best preserved in 
Puerto Cabello during carnival and the festivities of Saint John. All Afrovenezuelan 
communities of this Central Coastal Region have music and dance as the two central 
elements of their African heritage inside the festivities of Saint John.  
Sanmillaneros are fervent devotees of Saint John, their patron saint, and they 
highlight their African ancestry during this Saint’s festival. During festivals, all members 
of the community are expected to participate at least in singing and dancing in an 
Afrovenezuelan fashion. As in many celebrations, the types of music in the festivities of 
Saint John are tied to particular functions during the religious celebration. During the 
festivities of Saint John in Aragua and Carabobo the most dominant musical forms are el 
sangueo, las sirenas, and el golpe.  El sangueo is the music and dance performed during 
the procession of devotees throughout the towns of the region. During sangueos, devotees 
take Saint John out of his altar or shrine and dance with him in the streets. Devotees 
believe Saint John likes dancing and sangueos give Saint John an opportunity to enjoy 
dancing while in procession. Sangueos always feature call and response singing patterns 
accompanied by drumming. In San Millán, for sangueos, drummers use the batería, a 
group of medium size  single-headed drums that performers can hang on their necks and 
shoulders. The diameter of the head of batería drums is between 30 and 40 centimeters 
and they are between 35 and 40 centimeters in length. During sangueos, the portability of 
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the batería enables performers to dance and walk in procession as they play rhythmic 
patterns. Las sirenas - the mermaids- is a type of a capella singing performed in front of 
the image of Saint John, usually as a form of praise. The lyrics in this type of song are 
often meaningfully improvised and showcase the poetic skills of a devotee. El golpe - the 
stroke or the beat- is played for dancing. Golpes are usually performed outdoors while 
some devotees sing las sirenas to the saint inside a house or shrine. Golpes can continue 
for an undetermined period of time, which requires a group of rotating musicians that 
substitute exhausted percussionists and singers throughout the long hours of performance. 
There are two main types of golpe: the golpe de tambor (beat of the drum), performed in 
the cumaco and batería, and the golpe de cumaco o plaza, performed in the cumaco. 
Cumaco is a type of drum used in most Afrovenezuelan ensembles of the states of 
Aragua and Carabobo. Cumacos are single-headed cylindrical drums with a length 
between 1.5 meters and 2.5 meters, and a head of between 30 and 40 centimeters in 
diameter. Cumacos are the most important drums of the region and they play a central 
role in Afrovenezuelan traditions in Puerto Cabello. The cumaco is usually played by two 
or more musicians, and due to its large size, it is usually set in the floor during the 
performance of a golpe. One of the musicians plays with his bare hands the Golpe pattern 
on the skin of the drum. The other musician or musicians play the wooden side of the 
cumaco with a pair of sticks, called laures (see Figure 2.3). To accompany the cumaco 
during the golpe de tambor, performers play a set of three drums from the batería (See 
figure 2.4). The three drums of the batería are called campana, primo, and clarín. During 
a golpe de tambor, the batería can be played with each person holding a drum between 
his/her legs while sitting, and these drums are always played with bare hands. 
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Figure 2.3 
Laures and cumaco. The cumaco in this picture is seen from behind. We can see the 
wood frame of the drum with the skin at the other end played by a hand. The laures are 
playing the outside of the wood frame. 
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Figure 2.4 
Cumaco and batería. In this image the cumaco is to the far left. It is resting in the floor 
and played by Herman Enrique Villanueva (the performer wearing a black shirt). The 
batería is the three drums placed between the legs of the other three drummers (From left 
to right: Ibrain Noguera, Juan Flores, and Richar Escobihuela). Still image from video by 
author. 
 
 
 
 
The choice of instrumentation is an important ethnic identifier for Sanmillaneros 
and Afrovenezuelan culture in Puerto Cabello and the Central Coastal Region. 
Sanmillaneros often refer to Afrovenezuelan music with the name tambores, which 
means drums. The term tambor is used pervasively to describe Afrovenezuelan music, 
and most traditional Afrovenezuelan ensembles limit their instrumentation to drums, 
percussion, and voice. Drums are very important to many African cultures, as Don 
Ohadike explains in his book Sacred Drums of Liberation,  
It is important to explain that sacred drums are at the heart of most 
African music, dance, and religious worship. Charged with supernatural 
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forces, drums speak the language of the ancestors. To become sacred, 
and ordinary drum must first be consecrated in order to provide it with 
godlike attributes (Ohadike, 2). 
 
Afrovenezuelans give great value to their drums, and they perform religious 
rituals throughout the process of construction and baptism of drums. All drums must go 
through the proper rituals before being used for music. The value of drums and the rituals 
surrounding them are indicative of the strong connection these traditions have with 
mother Africa. 
The Casa de la Cultura (The House of Culture) in San Millán is called La Casa 
del Tambor (The House of the Drum). The choice of name that Sanmillaneros used for 
their House of Culture is further evidence of the central role that drums and music play in 
their culture. And when playing music, most Sanmillaneros use instruments that they 
believe come from their African ancestry. The cumaco and batería are considered by 
people in Puerto Cabello to be the most Afrovenezuelan instruments of the region, in 
contrast to other traditional instruments used in the region by different ethnic groups, 
such as the mandolin, harp, and cuatro.58 It is worth noting that Afrovenezuelan 
instruments from this region, such as the cumaco and batería, belong to the music and 
religious traditions rooted in the festivities of Saint John, adding to the connection of 
Saint John to Black ethnicity. 
During the festivities of Saint John, Sanmillaneros also enhance their ethnic 
identities through Afrovenezuelan playing and dancing techniques. Sanmillaneros 
recognize these playing and dancing techniques as being of African origin. Among these 
                                                
58 A cuatro is a small four-string instrument traditional of Venezuela. It is used in most tradional music 
around the country, including joropo, valse, gaita, calypso, and fulía. 
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techniques we have the use of call-and-response structures, supporting drums, and cyclic 
rhythmic patterns. Sanmillaneros that identify with their Afrovenezuelan ethnicity use 
these techniques when playing their rhythmic patterns on a variety of instruments and 
understand their role within the structure of a song (See figure 2.5). For example, 
drummers understand very well where in a song they can improvise, and where they 
should only have a supporting role. Most golpe de tambor songs start with a call-and-
response section where there are supporting drums playing the golpe de tambor rhythmic 
pattern. During this section, there are usually two types of verses. During the first verses 
the lead singer uses long calls that result in long responses. During the second section the 
lead singer uses short calls, resulting in short responses. This second group of verses is 
usually a short variation of the first group of verses. In the second section the drums take 
turns improvising. Most of the drummers play the supportive patterns on top of which 
one of the drummers will improvise or play variations on the pattern. After some 
drummers take turns playing drum solos, the song goes back to a call-and-response 
section generally using only the short one-line verses. After this third section the song is 
over, or the singers move to a different song altogether and the process/structure begins 
again. The song “Adios mi vida” (“Goodbye my Life”) follows a Golpe song structure 
(see Figure 2.6). An understanding of this overall structure is expected of all 
Afrovenezuelan musicians of this region. As an example of this, “El Catire” (The Blonde 
One) is well known for his improvisatory skills but his ability to tightly play a supportive 
pattern enhances his value within the group and ultimately makes him an accomplished 
Afrovenezuelan musician. Likewise, a singer like María Inés Villanueva is considered an 
accomplished Afrovenezuelan singer because in her singing she shows a clear 
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understanding of the musical and poetic structure of Golpe songs. Furthermore, her 
ability to lead in call-and-response singing and her grasp of verse improvisation allows 
her to be a lead singer during Afrovenezuelan performances. In my textual transcriptions 
the lead singer verses use regular font while the chorus verses use bold font. 
 
Figure 2.5 
Structure of most Golpe de San Millán songs 
 
 Section 1 
CALL-AND-RESPONSE 
Section 2 
DRUM SOLOS 
Section 3 
CALL-AND-RESPONSE 
LEAD 
SINGER AND 
CHORUS 
Long verses followed by 
short verses 
No verses 
 
Short verses 
PERCUSSION Supportive Drums Supportive Drums + 
Some improvisation 
Supportive Drums 
   
    
   
Figure 2.6 
“Adios mi vida” (“Good bye my life”)59 
CD Track 1 
 
Cantante Solista:    Lead singer: 
 
Adios mi vida y    Good bye my life 
Adios mi amor,    Good bye my love 
Adios San Millán    Good bye San Millán 
Pensando en la muerte estoy   I am thinking of death 
 
CORO:      CHORUS: 
 
Adios mi vida     Good by my life  
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
Adios mi vida     Good bye my life  
Pensando en la muerte estoy   I am thinking of death 
 
Ay! y así es que me gusta a mi  Ay! That is the way I like it 
Como no me va a gustar   How am I not to like it 
Que repiquen los tambores    let the drums play 
Cuando salgo yo a cantar   when I go out to sing 
                                                
59 Words that are underlined throughout the lyrics mean that those words are replaceable and variable. 
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Adios mi vida     Good by my life  
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
Adios mi vida     Good bye my life  
Pensando en la muerte estoy   I am thinking of death 
 
Ay! Ni mi papá ni mi mamá   Ay! Neither my father nor my mother 
Ni cuatro gobernadores   Not even four governors 
Evitan que yo vaya    Keep me from going 
Donde tengo mis amores   where I have my loves 
 
Adios mi vida     Good by my life  
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
Adios mi vida     Good bye my life  
Pensando en la muerte estoy   I am thinking of death 
 
Ay! Cuando llega San Millán   Ay! When San Millán arrives 
Y empieza a sonar los cueros   and the drums begin to sound 
Ay! Las mujeres y los hombres  Ay! women and men 
Hacen la rueda en el suelo   make the circle on the ground 
 
Adios mi vida     Good by my life  
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
Adios mi vida     Good bye my life  
Pensando en la muerte estoy   I am thinking of death 
 
Ay! Cuando a mi me hablan de Rosa  Ay! When they talk to me about Rosa  
Me acuerdo de Rosalia   I remember Rosalia 
Ay! Porque Rosa se llamaba    Ay! Because Rosa was the name 
La prenda que yo quería   of the jewel I wanted  
 
Adios mi vida     Good by my life  
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
Adios mi vida     Good bye my life  
Pensando en la muerte estoy   I am thinking of death 
 
Adios mi vida     Good bye my life 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
Adios Patanemo    Good bye Patanemo 
Pensando en la muerte estoy   I am thinking of death 
 
Adios mi vida     Good by my life  
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
Adios mi vida     Good bye my life  
Pensando en la muerte estoy   I am thinking of death 
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Ay! Cuando llega San Millán   Ay! When San Millán arrives 
Y empieza a sonar los cueros   and the drums begin to sound 
Ay! Las mujeres y los hombres  Ay! women and men 
Hacen la rueda en el suelo   make the circle on the ground 
 
Adios mi vida     Good by my life  
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
Adios mi vida     Good bye my life  
Pensando en la muerte estoy   I am thinking of death 
 
Adios mi vida     Good bye my life 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Adios mi cielo     Good bye my heaven 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Adios mi negra    Good bye my Black woman 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Adios catira     Good bye blonde woman 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Adios mi vida     Good bye my life 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Por qué me dejas?    Why are you leaving me? 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
me abandonastes    You abandoned me 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Me traicionastes    You betrayed me 
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Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Estoy sufriendo    I am suffering 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Ya yo no como    I don’t eat anymore 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Ya yo no duermo    I don’t sleep anymore 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Adios mi vida     Good bye my life 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Adios catira     Good bye blonde women 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Adios mi vida     Good bye my life 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
DRUM SOLOS 
 
Adios mi vida     Good bye my life 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Adios mi cielo     Good bye my heaven 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Adios mi negra    Good bye my Black women 
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Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Adios catira     Good bye my blonde women 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Adios mi vida     Good bye my life 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Por qué me dejas?    Why are you leaving me? 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
me abandonastes    You abandoned me 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Me traicionastes    You betrayed me 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Estoy sufriendo    I am suffering 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Ya yo no como    I don’t eat anymore 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Ya yo no duermo    I don’t sleep anymore 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Adios mi vida     Good bye my life 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
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Adios catira     Good bye blonde women 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Adios mi vida     Good bye my life 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
Adios mi amor    Good bye my love 
 
 
 
In “Adios mi vida” we see the prominent use of call-and-response during golpe 
performances. The Afrovenezuelan extensive use of call and response represents a clear 
method of social interaction and of encouraging collective participation. Its structure 
allows for verses to be created and repeated as desired and also to substitute general 
clauses for more specific ones. These are techniques inherited from African cultures that 
recompose songs and adapt them to particular occasions, bringing variety to their musical 
practice (Ampene, 2005, 95). Call-and-response structures are part of music making 
throughout the African Diaspora, and it allows singers to play with text and melody.60 As 
Samuel Floyd stated in his seminal book The Power of Black Music, “Play is the essence 
of Call-Response” (Floyd, 1995: 233). In “Adios mi vida” the lead singer playfully uses 
some of the general clause substitutions to make refences to the ethnicity of the people 
present (e.g. negra-Black, catira-blonde), and he uses some of the clauses to make 
references to the place of origin of some of the participants (e.g. San Millán, Patanemo). 
It is common to use these general clause substitutions to reinforce ethnic identities and 
identities of place as these two are important for Afrovenezuelans.  
                                                
60 The concept of play in African and African derived cultures indicate a tendency to 
allow interaction and some spontaneity in music making. 
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As we see in “Adios mi vida” the lyrics of the songs performed during the 
festivities of Saint John do not necessarily allude to the saint. On the one hand, all songs 
are honoring Saint John, since he appreciates a big community celebration on his behalf, 
and he loves music and dancing. On the other hand, the variety of topics covered in the 
songs suggests that the festivities of Saint John are more than just a Catholic celebration. 
Songs performed can address numerous subjects, such as social criticism, religion, or 
philosophy. “Adios mi vida” (Good bye my life) speaks of death and love, important 
subjects in Afrovenezuelan culture. Other aspects of the song speak to the more casual 
and social environment of the festivities of Saint John. The lead singer describes the 
festive context of the event. For example, the verse “when San Millán arrives, and the 
drums begin to sound, women and men, make the circle on the ground” describes how 
people dance making a circle when the drums are playing during the festivities.  So the 
song speaks about ethnicity, place, dance, death, and love; yet, it does not mention Saint 
John even once. 
  “Adios mi vida” raises further questions about the history of the Festivities of 
Saint John in Afrovenezuelan communities. Could the performance of a song about death 
during the Festivities of Saint John mean that the celebration was at times used to mourn 
and honor a death? Herman Villanueva argues that no Afrovenezuelan could possibly 
answer this question. Memories and stories about the festivities during the colonial period 
are long forgotten. But perhaps it is not coincidence that the festivities of Saint John are 
often referred by communities as the velorio of Saint John, meaning the wake or funeral 
of Saint John. Velorios are rituals that honor a dead person in a community or family, but 
they also can honor a Saint, deity, or religious figure. In Venezuela, a velorio is a highly 
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spiritual event where participants seek to connect with ancestors, deities, and the spiritual 
world at large. When participants join a velorio they enter into a religious space and 
sacred time period. Most festivals are conceived within this spititual realm, and the 
festivities of Saint John are no exception. In San Millán, the other major festivity 
celebrated by the community takes place during carnaval, and Sanmillaneros refer to it as 
El Funeral, Entierro y Baile de la Hamaca (The Funeral, Burial and Dance of the 
Hammock). References to death are not uncommon in Afrovenezuelan festivities, which 
may mean that Afrovenezuelans used these festivities as opportunities to honor their 
departed families, friends, and ancestors. After all, these festivities presented an ideal 
opportunity to perform some funeral rites, which are so important to many African 
cultures. Afrovenezuelans continue today to value ancestry, and pictures of diseased 
members of the community are displayed in the walls of La Casa del Tambor.61   
 There are reports that confirm that Afrovenezuelans participated in funerals and 
dances during the days of the colonial period, supporting an interpretation of festivals as 
funerals. These reports tend to reflect the prejudices of the church and colonists during 
that period, and recognize some of the African elements present in festivals of that 
period. For instance, bishop Mariano Martín wrote in 1784 after visiting Barlovento in 
the Central Coastal Region: 
These people are led by a passion for dancing, not just at parties or 
celebrations on holidays or when some baptism occurs but also at what 
they call velorios, both for dead children and on the eve of festivals, all 
of which leads to a sorry disorder, with men and women in a confused 
mess, especially at night. And they go on this way during these 
                                                
61 Most pictures hanging on the walls of La Casa del Tambor pay homage to members of the community 
who have died.  
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festivals with endless dancing for nearly the whole night, so that they 
wake up worn out and tired, unable and prohibited from satisfying the 
Precept of Mass, burdening their consciences, and, knowing the risk to 
which they expose themselves, still do not avoid these ridiculous and 
earthly diversions. Therefore, in order to end these so-called disorders, 
we must of course prohibit under penalty of excommunication such 
funerals, in which wild dances and other suspect gatherings occur; and 
we must send and order the priest of that congregation in frequent 
sermons and exhortations make his parishioners understand the 
pernicious effects resulting from such dances of which one Church 
Father has said, “They are a circle whose center is the Devil and 
circumference his Ministers” (Chacon quoted by Guss, 2000: 34). 
 
In the same way that Afrovenezuelans were doing these funerals in Barlovento 
during the XVIII century, possibly Afrovenenezuelans in Puerto Cabello were also using 
festivals to honor their ancestors or to perform funeral rites. Afrovenezuelans of 
Barlovento and Puerto Cabello are from the Central Coastal Region and they both refer to 
many of their festivities as velorios, making it more likely that these practices have a 
common African root. The lyrics to “Adios mi vida” further highlight the connection 
between funerals, music, dance, and festivities.  
Through the lyrics of songs we can also see that the festivities of Saint John 
celebrate community, ancestry, and ethnicity. A golpe song that makes direct reference to 
Black ethnicity is “Negro como yo” (“Black, as I am”). As we can see in the lyrics of the 
chorus, the singers in this song identify themselves as Black (see Figure 2.7), highlighting 
their ethnicity. The chorus, as a performance of collective singing, indicates that the 
whole community identifies as Black through this song.  
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Figure 2.7 
“Negro como yo” (“Black as I am”) 
 
Cantante lider:     Lead Singer:      
Ay lo lo lo lo e    Ay lo lo lo lo e 
Quien ha visto negro como yo?  Who has seen a Black as I am? 
 
CORO:     CHORUS: 
 
Ay lo lo lo lo e    Ay lo lo lo lo e 
Quien ha visto negro como yo?  Who has seen a Black man like me?  
 
  
Other songs demonstrate the more casual side of Afrovenezuelan culture, 
emphasizing socialization, humor, and double meanings. For instance, the lyrics of the 
golpe “La Yuca” (“The Yucca”) incorporates a play with the double meaning of the word 
yuca, literally translated as “yucca”, but it is also slang for “penis” (see Figure 2.8). “La 
Yuca” reveals a lack of sexual inhibition that is uncommon within Catholic rites and 
Catholicism. The acceptance of the body displayed in the lyrics to “La Yuca” further 
demonstrates that the festivities of Saint John have strong African roots. I am not 
implying that African cultures are overtly sexual, but African religions show a greater 
acceptance of the body, while Catholicism tends to perceive the body and its pleasures as 
a stigma and taboo. 
Figure 2.8 
“La Yuca” (“The yucca”) 
CD Track 2 
 
Cantante lider:     Lead singer 
     
Ya por fin María    Finally María 
Va a pelar la yuca    Will peel the yucca 
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CORO:     CHORUS: 
 
Ya por fin María    Finally María 
Va a pelar la yuca    Will peel the yucca 
 
Y si no la pela     And if she doesn’t peel it 
Es porque eso la asusta   it is because that frightens her 
 
Ya por fin María    Finally María 
Va a pelar la yuca    Will peel the yucca 
 
La pela Veneira    Veneira peels it 
Y la pela Justa     and Justa also peels it 
 
Ya por fin María    Finally María 
Va a pelar la yuca    Will peel the yucca 
 
Dicen que no es bueno   They say it is not good 
Sancocho sin yuca    a stew without yucca 
 
Ya por fin María    Finally María 
Va a pelar la yuca    Will peel the yucca 
 
Yo como buñuelos    I eat buñuelos  
De papa y de yuca     of potato and yucca 
 
Ya por fin María    Finally María 
Va a pelar la yuca    Will peel the yucca 
 
Celeri no es bueno    Celery is not good 
Mejor es la yuca    a yucca is better 
 
Ya por fin María    Finally María 
Va a pelar la yuca    Will peel the yucca 
 
Rosa me comenta    Rosa tells me 
Que también le gusta    that she likes it also 
 
Ya por fin María    Finally María 
Va a pelar la yuca    Will peel the yucca 
 
Cuando ella la pela    When she peels it 
Pedro la disfruta    Pedro enjoys it 
 
Ya por fin María    Finally María 
Va a pelar la yuca    Will peel the yucca 
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Ay va pelar     Ay she will peel it 
 
La yuca     The yucca 
 
Ay la peló     Ay she did peel it 
 
La yuca     The yucca 
 
Ay va a pelar     Ay she will peel it 
 
La yuca     The yucca 
 
Ay la peló     Ay she did peel it 
 
La yuca     The yucca 
 
Se la comió     She ate it 
 
La yuca     The yucca 
 
Se la comió     She ate it 
 
La yuca     The yucca 
 
Se la mordió     She bit it 
 
La yuca     The yucca 
 
Se la mordió     She bit it 
 
La yuca     The yucca 
 
La disfrutó     She enjoyed it 
 
La yuca     The yucca 
 
La disfrutó     She enjoyed it 
 
La yuca     The yucca 
 
Se la comió     She ate it 
 
La yuca     The yucca 
   
Se la comió     She ate it 
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La yuca     The yucca 
 
DRUM SOLOS 
 
Ay va a pelar     Ay she will peel it 
 
La yuca     The yucca 
 
Ay la peló     Ay she did peel it 
 
La yuca     The yucca 
 
Se la comió     She ate it 
 
La yuca     The yucca 
 
Se la mordió     She bit it 
 
La yuca     The yucca 
 
La disfrutó     She enjoyed it 
 
La yuca     The yucca 
 
La disfrutó     She enjoyed it 
 
La yuca     The yucca 
 
Se la comió     She ate it 
 
La yuca     The yucca 
   
Se la comió     She ate it 
 
La yuca     The yucca 
 
La disfrutó     She enjoyed it 
 
La yuca     The yucca 
 
La disfrutó     She enjoyed it 
 
La yuca     The yucca 
 
Se la comió     She ate it 
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La yuca     The yucca 
   
Se la comió     She ate it 
 
La yuca     The yucca 
 
Ay la peló     Ay she did peel it 
 
La yuca     The yucca 
 
Ay la peló     Ay she did peel it 
 
La yuca     The yucca 
 
Ay va pelar     Ay she will peel it 
 
La yuca     The yucca 
 
Ay va a pelar     Ay she will peel it 
 
La yuca     The yucca 
 
Se la mordió     She bit it 
 
La yuca     The yucca 
 
Se la mordió     She bit it 
 
La yuca     The yucca 
 
 
 During the festivities of Saint John, the community in San Millán sings about 
their many interests, ranging from social to religious topics. The lyrics of Afrovenezuelan 
songs help us understand the multiple functions that the festivities of Saint John play in 
Afrovenezuelan communities. Beyond religion, these festivities serve as a platform for 
honoring ancestry, constructing ethnicity, resisting oppression, and socializing with 
community members, all subjects present in the lyrics of Afrovenezuelan songs.    
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 Dance techniques and conventions are also a staple of Afrovenezuelan ethnicity in 
San Millán during the festivities of Saint John. While not everyone in San Millán may 
know how to play drum patterns or sing, most people -if not all- are expected to 
understand dance conventions and moves. Not surprisingly, dance is the activity with the 
most community participation during festivals, celebrations, and other social gatherings. 
It is worth noting that dance was very important to the survival of African traditions in 
the Americas, since Europeans could occasionally abolish African instruments but they 
could not prohibit body movement and the messages inherent to them (Ohadike, 2007: 6). 
Dance is without a doubt the most widespread Afrovenezuelan practice present in 
Venezuela. People of all ages take part in, and identify with, the San Millán dance. In a 
survey distributed to members of the community of San Millán (see Appendix A), twenty 
five randomly selected individuals were asked to identify the activity that best defines the 
people from San Millán. Not surprisingly, both dance and music received the highest 
rating from the participants. 
The golpe is a dance involving a female and a male dancer (see Figure 2.9). 
Emphasis is on moderate circular waist movements with a slight bend of the knees. The 
main step on the feet closely follows the pattern played by the laures (sticks) on the wood 
of the cumaco. There is a certain amount of flirtation involved in the dance, which 
usually happens inside a circle made by participants. Within the circle, only one man and 
one woman dance at a time. During the dance, people on the perimeter of the circle may 
substitute one of the dancers inside of it at any time. Usually, if a man would like to 
dance with the woman inside the circle, he takes the place of the man inside the circle. A 
man in the perimeter can do this by entering the circle dancing and slightly pushing the 
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previous male dancer out of the circle. Likewise, if a woman wishes to dance with the 
man who is inside the circle, she then will substitute for the woman inside the circle by 
entering and slightly pushing the previous female dancer out to the perimeter. This 
process can continue as long as the participants want and as long as there is music. Inside 
the circle, the men or women can be adventurous with their moves and test the limits of 
acceptance from the member of the opposite sex. When a woman wants to set the limits 
for a man, she would push him away, with her hand, or with her rear. I have never seen a 
man trying to set the limits for a woman, but rather he tests the women’s limits. This 
dance is a playful activity in which everyone can participate. The dance of the golpe is 
recognized by the population of Puerto Cabello as the most representative 
Afrovenezuelan dance in the region, in contrast with other regional dances such as the 
valse venezolano and the bolero. 
Figure 2.9 
María Inés Villanueva and Willmen Soto dancing a golpe. Still image from video by 
author 
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 Today, the festivities of Saint John present many traits believed to be of African 
origin. The music rooted in the celebration of Saint John makes up the bulk of the 
rhythmic patterns and music repertory that Afrovenezuelans perform in the Central 
Coastal Region, connecting this festival to Black ethnicity. Additionally, some Saint John 
figures are painted with dark brown or black skin, perhaps representing the appropriation 
of the saint by Black culture. For example, San Juan del Folklor is one of the saint 
figures painted as Black (see Figure 2.10). 
Figure 2.10 
Photo of San Juan del Folklor. In this picture there are two figures of Saint John, one 
figure to the left painted white, and another figure in the center surrounded by flowers 
painted in black. The latter is San Juan del Folklor. There is a plate bellow that reads San 
Juan del Folklor in order to identify him. 
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Perhaps it is because of this Africanness of Saint John’s celebration that the 
Catholic Church of the region has regarded Afrovenezuelan saint festivals with disdain. 
The Catholic Church often refers to these Afrovenezuelan celebrations of saints as 
“pagan celebrations,” disenfranchising and disapproving of the Afrovenezuelan practices 
associated with the saint’s festival (Ishibashi, 2002: 6). The Catholic Church in Puerto 
Cabello currently celebrates Saint John with a Mass, strictly following the liturgy that 
corresponds to that day. In contrast, the Afrovenezuelan celebration of Saint John has 
little in common with the practices of the Catholic Church. The stark differences between 
the celebrations of the Catholic Church and the Afrovenezuelan community serves to 
highlight the Africanness of Sanmillaneros and their practices. Afrovenezuelan traditions 
stay on the margins of Catholicism due to the prejudices of the clergy.  
In Puerto Cabello there is also the prejudice that all Afrovenezuelan devotees of 
Saint John are drunkards and that the presence of alcohol in the festival is too prominent. 
However, as I observed during this festival in 2007, Herman Villanueva and the Grupo 
Tambores de San Millán encourage the community to keep away from drunkenness in the 
festival, diminishing the role of alcohol in the celebration.62   
The celebration of Saint John is no longer the oppressive event it used to be 
during the colonial period. Today the celebration of Saint John is an act that highlights 
Afrovenezuelan empowerment and perseverance. It is during these religious celebrations 
that Afrovenezuelans realize their culture to its maximum. We could say that these events 
                                                
62 Alcohol is still present as it is a social drink and the festivities of Sain John are a very social event. 
Devotees believe that Saint John likes rum, so the festivities must include rum to a certain extent. Devotees 
share their rum with Saint John by sporadically showering him with the beverage. It is important to note 
that not all devotees drink heavily during the festivities. It is my impression that alcohol plays a lesser role 
in the festivities of Saint John than it is implied by the general population.  
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are as much or more of a celebration of their African heritage than a celebration of a 
Catholic saint. 
 
National and Afrovenezuelan Perspectives on Folklore  
 
 Since the mid-twentieh century, the Venezuelan government has sponsored 
diverse initiatives that encourage the construction of a national identity. These initiatives 
have resulted in a series of investigations, recordings, educational surveys, and folk 
festivals that officially sanction certain traditions and label them as “national.” The 
government has influenced the shaping of the “national” identity by including or 
excluding traditions and perspectives in publications, festivals, and all other forms folk 
sponsorship. 
Government sponsored publications and events have not always been inclusive of 
Afrovenezuelans, further reflecting the racist perspectives of Venezuela’s government 
and the dominant society. For instance, Luis Felipe Ramón y Rivera, a former director of 
the National Institute of Folklore, published a book in 1971 titled La música 
afrovenezolana (Afrovenezuelan Music), completely dedicated to Afrovenezuelan music 
genres. Yet, in 1976 he published a book called Danzas tradicionales venezolanas 
(Venezuelan Traditional Dances), which excluded all Afrovenezuelan dances. This 
reflects an ambivalence of the Venezuelan government and the folklorist movement to 
include Afrovenezuelans in national surveys.  
The selective inclusion of Afrovenezuelans in “national” folklore mirrors the 
selective inclusion of Afrovenezuelans in Venezuelan society at large. The Venezuelan 
government and the dominant society are invested in the inclusion of Afrovenezuelans as 
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long as this inclusion serves the interests of the government and the dominant society. On 
occasions, Afrovenezuelans are included in order to enhance the uniqueness and diversity 
of Venezuela’s national identity, an objective that the government has pursued since the 
1940s. Also, the government may increase sponsorship as a form of recruiting a whole 
population into a political agenda. For example, an Afrovenezuelan music leader affirms 
that the Venezuelan government, under President Hugo Chavez, has sponsored many 
traditional music groups and festivals. However, he says that in order to get sponsorship 
from the government individuals or groups must first attend meetings of the PSUV 
(Unitarian Socialist Party of Venezuela), the political party of Chavez. Some 
Afrovenezuelans think that establishing political conditions to folk sponsorship 
represents a significant governmental intervention in the development of tradition. 
Clearly, these policies blatantly exclude the traditions of peoples who do not support the 
government and as such they represent an attempt to hijack or co-opt traditions. 
National folk initiatives and publications have been concerned with the 
preservation of “authentic” Afrovenezuelan culture. This should not be surprising since a 
focus on authenticity and preservation has been one of the main characteristics of folklore 
studies around the world, and Venezuelan folklore is no exception. The following excerpt 
from Juan Liscano’s La fiesta de San Juan el bautista demonstrates the folklorist views 
and prejudices present in many publications in Venezuela: 
 Currently, the drum dances are extremely in decline…young 
people increasingly mystify the dance steps and figures under the 
overwhelming influence of rock dances and those hybrid dance forms 
that blend pop culture with Afro [culture]. [These new influences are]  
broadcast in television, which, in a country like Venezuela where there 
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are large uneducated masses, constitute the main sources of information 
and model for behavior. 
 When [old] dancers and drummers die, the authentic dance 
and drumming styles and the knowledge of traditions in festivities 
disappear (Liscano, 1973: 51-52). (Translation by the author). 
 
In his writing Liscano implies that young Afrovenezuelans, being “uneducated,” 
lack the critical insight to keep their traditions “clean” from foreign influence, thus losing 
their cultural “authenticity.” Is Liscano implying that he is more knowledgeable about 
what constitutes “authentic” Afrovenezuelan culture than Afrovenezuelans themselves? 
Is he suggesting that he cares more about Afrovenezuelan traditions than Afrovenezuelan 
communities do? Liscano’s view carries derogatory undertones that belittle 
Afrovenezuelans as uneducated and powerless, ignoring and underestimating the 
generations of knowledgeable Afrovenezuelans that have continued to nurture and shape 
Black traditions from local and international contexts. In his statement Liscano forgets 
that music tends to be syncretic in nature, constantly mutating in new environments, 
creating musical hybrids. The festivities of Saint John were themselves syncretic since 
the early stages of Afrovenezuelan identity formation. But today, the problem of 
authenticity also concerns many Afrovenezuelan leaders, such as Herman Villanueva, 
who see themselves as the protectors of traditions in their local communities. Herman 
Villanueva, for instance, disapproves of the incorporation of reggaeton dance moves into 
the dance of golpes, and he rejects the use of instruments that are not Afrovenezuelan 
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when performing traditional musics.63 Is he under the influence of the folklorist views 
dispersed around Venezuela in the twentieth century or is he just shielding 
Afrovenezuelan identities from the homogenizing forces of mainstream culture? Perhaps 
aware of the fact that music and dance have been central in the struggle against forced 
assimilation, Herman Villanueva continues to protect Afrovenezuelan traditions from 
dissolving into “whitened” popular forms. Despite their differences in perspective, a 
concern with the preservation of traditions is something that folklorists and 
Afrovenezuelan community leaders have in common. Unfortunately, in their attempt to 
protect Afrovenezuelan traditions from outside influences, Afrovenezuelan community 
leaders and folklorist have perpetuated some of the stereotypes and biases that exist 
towards Afrovenezuelan music. These stereotypes include the emphasis on preserving the 
Afrovenezuelan instrumentation intact, particularly drum ensembles, and a focus on 
percussive rhythmic patterns and dance techniques.  
The folk initiatives of the government have also reinterpreted, appropriated, 
objectified, and decontextualized many Afrovenezuelan traditions. Books and festivals 
seem detached from the realities of Afrovenezuelan communities, they seem staged. In 
his book Ethnicity, Identity, and Music Martin Stokes argues that traditional music loses 
power when presented in these folk contexts. He expresses his critical view of folk 
festivals as follows: “Chauvinist agendas are all too obvious, staged folklore has little in 
common with what it purports to represent, music and dances become alienated from 
their real settings, their currency worthless out of context” (Stokes, 1994: 15). National 
folk initiatives tend to ignore the contents and meanings of traditions, and adapt them to 
                                                
63 Reggaeton is a genre of popular music that originated in Puerto Rico. It blends Caribbean musics such as 
bomba and reggae with hip hop. Reggaeton dance is also a hybrid of Caribbean dances and hip hop, which 
incorporate a more flexible approach to hip movement when compared to the dance of the golpe. 
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government agendas. As described above, the active and central role that music plays in 
the empowerment of Afrovenezuelan communities is often transformed through 
government publications and festivals into mere “symbols” of a nation. Musicians and 
audiences are only agents of “national” identity and potential voters. The politics of 
representation in national folk festivals emphasize the interests of the government and the 
dominant society. When writing about the political nature of traditional music festivals 
around the world John Blacking states, 
The representation and propagation of folklore can be politically 
oppressive or politically uplifting. But it can never be non-political, and 
the performances of so-called “national” teams do not necessarily 
represent national culture or the interests of more than a small section 
of their population (Blacking, 1987: 134). 
 
National folk festivals in Venezuela, as in many other countries, embody the 
conflicting interests between the government and local communities from around the 
nation.  On stage, the government attempts to control and sanction cultural products, at 
the same time, Afrovenezuelan communities find other outlets to voice their ideas and 
identities.  
But we should recognize that the dynamics between the government and 
musicians during government sponsored events rarely remain unconflicted. For instance, 
in June 2007, during my stay in Puerto Cabello, there was a popular referendum in which 
people voted in favor of keeping or rejecting Osmel Ramos as the mayor of Puerto 
Cabello. Osmel Ramos had the support of the PSUV and president Chavez to remain in 
power. In the communities of Puerto Cabello I heard mixed criticism towards Ramos, and 
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it was clear that many people wanted the mayor to step down from his position. However, 
most people who opposed him would tell me they were not going to vote because voting 
against Ramos could have negative consecuences in their lives. When asked to elaborate, 
people would say that if they voted against Ramos they could lose their job or they could 
lose any form of government subsidy they were receiving. In the past, people had lost 
jobs due to their opposition to the government of Chavez and their supporters, and some 
said they had lost their right to even present their work or perform in state sponsored 
events or installations. On the day of the election, there were many people who work or 
support the government on the streets and in the voting centers supervising the 
referendum. There was clearly an environment of distrust for the electoral system, for the 
secrecy of voting, and to me all voters who did not support the government were clearly 
and strongly discouraged from voting. After the referendum was over, I heard a couple of 
government supporters, who were “supervising” the referendum, mentioning the names 
and last names of all the people who as of the next day would “no longer have jobs.” 
They were making clear reference to all the people who had voted against Osmel Ramos, 
and how their votes would bring negative consequences in their lives, reinforcing the 
environment of political intimidation that already existed in Puerto Cabello before 
election. In this environment, the government of Puerto Cabello invited an 
Afrovenezuelan music ensemble to perform at the celebration ceremony commemorating 
the “victory” of Osmel Ramos. The leader of the group called all members of the group 
and they all went to a private club where the celebration was taking place. Once in the 
club, there were heated discussion among the musicians, and some were refusing to go on 
stage and perform. The leader of the group stepped in and reminded all musicians that the 
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group had a paid contract to perform, and that they had to fulfill their professional duties. 
All musicians joined the music on stage regardless of political affiliation, and those 
opposed to Ramos had to hide their political disent during performance. Although this 
event was not a folk festival as such, it serves as an example of another government 
sponsored event where musicians could be co-opted for political purposes, resulting in 
conflicting values and attitudes. 
National folk festivals and publications have irrevocably transformed traditions in 
Venezuela. I would argue that they have not only decontextualized traditions, but also 
recontextualized them. This transformation has created a new platform of recognition and 
visibility for Afrovenezuelans. National festivals have brought people from all over the 
country to perform their musics on stage, providing them an audience and an opportunity 
to showcase elements of their culture. The first folk festival sponsored by the government 
took place in Caracas in 1948 during the presidency of Rómulo Gallegos. Organized by 
Juan Liscano, this festival was advertised around the nation as “The Festival of 
Traditions”, and people from all corners of the country traveled far from their hometowns 
to perform their music. The songs they performed for their countrymen were originally 
assigned to particular holidays such as carnival and the festivities of Saint John; however, 
in this new context music was presented as staged folklore. The festivals and publications 
of folk music of this period began a process of folkloricization that has created a new 
context for the development of traditions.64  
Folkloricization processes have also created new contexts for other traditional 
musics around in the Caribbean. In Cuba, the folkloricization of Afro-Cuban music has 
                                                
64 Folkloricization is “the act of canonizing and, typically, standardizing what were once essentially 
community-based artistic expression” (Miller, 2007: 216). Collection, description, and standardization of 
traditions have been the main characteristics of the folkloricization of Venezulan traditions. 
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resulted in the commercialization of the once sacred santería tradition (Hagedorn, 
2001).65 In Trinidad, calypso has been transformed into a depoliticized national symbol 
(Guibault, 2007: 71). In Carriacou, “the articulation of [community] values is framed in a 
performance context, one that depends on the process of folkloricization” (Miller, 2007: 
216). In Venezuela, like in the Caribbean, folkloricization has commodified and 
“nationalized” traditions while enabling musicians to reinforce and generate community 
values within these new folk contexts.  
The effects of the process of folkloricization can be observed in communities 
around Venezuela, including San Millán. Nowadays, Sanmillaneros often refer to their 
musics as Venezuelan folk, and performers often play music from other regions, and 
include instruments, musical themes, and lyrics related to Venezuela as a whole. It is also 
important to note that the official name of the drumming ensemble of San Millán is 
Grupo de Rescate Folklórico Tambores de San Millán (Group of Folkloric Rescue Drums 
of San Millán). In this name we can see the value Sanmillaneros assign to “rescuing” folk 
music, a mission that seems connected to the overall folklorist movement in Venezuela. 
Herman Villanueva, the leader of the group, has mobilized people to revitalize and, at 
times, completely revive dormant traditions such as Los Diablos Danzantes de San 
Millán or Los Diablos de Corpus Christi (The Dancing Devils of San Millán or The 
Devils of Corpus Christi). This tradition is also celebrated in June but remained silent for 
approximately forty years. In 1994 it was revived as a rescuing initiative of Herman 
Villanueva and the community of San Millán. Currently, the carnavalesque Dancing 
                                                
65 Santería is a religion practiced by Afro-Cubans resulting from the syncretism of Catholic and Yoruba 
deities and traditions.   
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Devils of San Millán continue to perform every year on the day of Corpus Christi, and 
dress up using traditional customes for the occasion (see Figure 2.11).66 
 
Figure 2.11 
The Dancing Devils of San Millán in the streets of Puerto Cabello 
 
 
 
Afrovenezuelan groups from around the nation still perform on stage during 
national folk festivals and events, and many record albums of Afrovenezuelan music to 
be sold nationally and abroad. In fact, the recontextualization of traditional music 
instigated by the folk initiatives of the government has spawned a folk music industry 
that has financially benefited many Afrovenezuelan communities. The group Tambores 
de San Millán, with seven albums to their credit, performed three to four times a week in 
                                                
66 The day of Corpus Christi is the Thursday after Trinity Sunday. Like Carnival and Holy Week, Corpus 
Christy has no fixed date in the calendar, but it usually falls on early June or late May. 
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Puerto Cabello and neighboring cities during my stay in their community. These paid 
performances were sponsored either by the government of the State of Carabobo or by 
private corporations such as Good Year Tire and Movistar. Three of these gigs were 
performances in national folk festivals.   
Despite the visibility and financial benefits that the folk music scene has brought 
to San Millán, there is still some tension between the folkloric and national goals of the 
government and the musical objectives of Sanmillaneros. The musical group of San 
Millán clearly profits from performing at government events and national folk festivals, 
but most important for them, music has been a medium for the construction of their 
Afrovenezuelan identity.  
Beyond a financial resource, music has been for Sanmillaneros a means to 
respond to racism at a local and national level. To emphasize their philosophical 
differences from the national folk scene controlled by the government agenda, 
Sanmillaneros highlight their role and experience as parranderos while purposely 
underplaying their role as professional musicians. 
       
Parranderos vs. Musicians: Authenticity in the Folk Music Scene 
In San Millán, people who participate in music making and religious festivals are 
often referred to as parranderos, a term that connotes a certain authenticity and sincerity 
in religious and musical performance.67 Sanmillaneros prefer using this term over 
“performer” or “musician” because it is more inclusive of the whole musical experience 
as they live it in San Millán. For parranderos music is a religious experience and an 
                                                
67 Parranderos mean “partyers,” particularly those people that celebrate with music.  
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expression of community and ethnicity. They also opt to use this term to differentiate 
themselves from the grupos de proyección (“groups of projection”), which are groups 
generally formed in the major Venezuelan cities to promote folk music and dance from 
around the country. Sanmillaneros perceive these groups as being less authentic because 
they don’t belong to any particular locality or community, and because religious devotion 
is secondary to their musical practices. For instance, the group Vasallos del Sol is a folk 
music group based in Caracas and sponsored by the Bigott Foundation, a non-profit 
organization subsidized by Cigarrera Bigott C.A. Vasallos del Sol have members from 
different regions of Venezuela, and they play a wide repertory of Afrovenezuelan songs 
from all the country. Not all the musicians in Vasallos del Sol have been brought up in an 
Afrovenezuelan community, and some are not devotees of any Afrovenezuelan religion. 
Vasallos del Sol is basically a performance group whose objective is presenting 
Afrovenezuelan music and dance to a wide Venezuelan audience. Members of Tambores 
de San Millan are complimentary of the vocal harmony arrangements performed by 
Vasallos del Sol, but are more critical of the authenticity of their performance. They base 
their criticism in the lack of local community ties that Vasallos del Sol have, and the lack 
of religious devotion of some members of the group. But Tambores de San Millan hold a 
friendly relationship with Vasallos del Sol, since they both share the mission of 
promoting Afrovenezuelan music and culture. In that sense, both groups are composed of 
professional musicians, who perform on public and private events for pay and to promote 
Afrovenezuelan traditions.  
But the tolerance or acceptance of professional musicians is dynamic in San 
Millan. Professional musicians may not be welcomed to perform in a religious festival if 
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that professional musician does not share a devotion for the religious event. For instance, 
one of the moments when I realized that I was an outsider in San Millan happened during 
the festivities of Saint John. I was raised Catholic, yet I am not a devotee of Saint John, 
and the people in San Millan knew I was not raised practicing Afrovenezuelan religions. 
People in San Millan also knew I am a musician, and some people had seen me play 
different instruments, including the laures. On the night of June 24 the community was 
playing music outside La Casa del Tambor. The music and dance had been going on for 
many hours straight, and musicians were taking turns in playing the different instruments. 
People of all ages had approached musicians to request permission to play and take their 
place, and some musicians themselves requested substitutes. I saw this as an opportunity 
to more actively participate in the festivities, and I requested permission to Herman 
Villanueva to participate playing the laures. Villanueva politely declined my request. My 
immediate interpretation was that I was not considered a parrandero, and since I lack 
religious devotion I could tamper and pollute the traditional and spiritual nature of the 
event. I should clarify that during the festivities of Saint John I always participated in 
singing choruses, and the community never seemed to have a problem with my singing. 
But I never requested permission to sing, so, in retrospective, maybe it was inappropriate. 
Yet, I was always encouraged to dance, so there must be different levels of acceptance of 
outsiders within this tradition. I would say that there are always conflicting values when 
it comes to religious music and promoting inclusion. There is a general attitude in the 
community that encourages participation, but there is also caution towards unproper 
religious approaches and inauthentic performance. Religious rituals are of special 
importance because these rituals ensure the proper balance and relation with the spiritual 
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world, so musicians take seriously the performance of religious music. Therefore, 
parranderos are of essence to the community since they help keep the spirituality of the 
community in balance. I could not say that professional musicians do the same in their 
groups and communities. 
 Parranderos have multiple motives to participate in music activities and religious 
festivals. Religious devotion is central to most parranderos who often play music to 
honor a religious deity (eg. Saint John, Virgin of Carmen), or to pay a promise to a 
religious deity. Paying a promise means that a devotee made a promise to the deity in 
exchange for a favor from that deity. For example, a parrandero may promise a Saint that 
he will carry him for miles in a procession if the Saint restores the health of a sick son.  
 Another common motive for parranderos to participate in religious and musical 
activities is to preserve and continue a local tradition. Parranderos often emphasize 
aspects of their Black ethnicity in their performances as a sign of pride in their Black 
ancestry and African musical heritage. Parranderos also perform to encourage unity in 
their community. In San Millán, music and religion take center stage in bonding 
individuals together with a common purpose. For example, the community in San Millán 
gathers together, with full community participation, in organizing and performing in 
these special religious and musical events. In itself, the joy of music making and 
socializing with their community motives parranderos to participate in their fiestas.  
 Outside of San Millán, parranderos also perform with a variety of motives. 
Parranderos are motivated to bring their music into other communities to facilitate 
cultural exchange in Venezuela and abroad. Moreover, local music and culture is the 
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main source of pride for Sanmillaneros who are not shy to share their traditions with 
other receptive communities in national or international folk festivals.  
Parranderos also take part in paid performances playing music for any form of 
private or public celebration for the sake of entertainment. They travel to different cities 
in Venezuela as entertainers and receive money in exchange for their performances. 
Currently, Tambores de San Millán competes at regional and national levels for paid 
performances. As a result, musical groups, such as Tambores de San Millán and 
Tambores de Patanemo strive toward authenticity and quality of performances due to the 
potential economic benefits they bring to musical groups. Consequently, Tambores de 
San Millán rehearses often to polish and expand their repertory. They pay careful 
attention to their group image, uniforms, and other subjects related to the marketing of 
the group. Competing for contracts with other musical groups, Sanmillaneros adjust their 
repertory and public image to appeal to a diverse audience. Thus, Tambores de San 
Millán uses costumes when playing outside their community. They believe that wearing a 
costume encourages their audiences to perceive them as professional performers therefore 
increasing their chances of getting more contracts in the future. During their 
meeting/rehearsals, Tambores de San Millán discusses other aspects of public image to 
ensure the achievement of a wider public appeal. For example, during my participation in 
a meeting of the ensemble a member of the group pointed out that some members of the 
chorus were obese. This she felt could potentially damage the marketing power of the 
group since obesity, she believed, reduced the public’s appeal for a performer.  
 In an effort to deliver professionally sounding performances, Tambores de San 
Millán transform their local traditions and adapt them to the needs of folk festivals. For 
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instance, when Sanmillaneros perform sangueos on stage during folk festivals they 
incorporate the cumaco and laures. In contrast, during the traditional context of 
processions, sangueos lack cumacos and laures. The differences in performance practice 
between these two contexts underline the pragmatic adjustments Sanmillaneros make to 
fit their performances in diverse contexts. During sangueos, being on stage and not in 
procession allows Sanmillaneros to play the cumaco resting on the floor, just as they do 
during golpes. Adding the cumaco and laures also allows full participation of all 
performers, and gives a richer sound to the sangueo. On stage, Tambores de San Millán 
emphasize their professionalism, aiming to achieve a full sound and texture. During folk 
festivals, with a limited number of batería drums, Sanmillaneros choose to add the 
cumaco and laures to get a richer and louder sound. The limited number of microphones 
used on stage also restricts the possibility of drummers to fully participate in singing, 
confining their role to drumming.  
 Tambores de San Millán has a core group of musicians, some selected for singing 
roles and others to play drums. In that way, they place the most experienced musicians in 
each area of their interest or expertise. This adds to their professionalism and public 
appeal during folk festivals and other paid presentations. 
Tambores de San Millán also emphasizes professionalism because it encourages 
the population to put trust in the commitment the group has in delivering entertaining 
performances to all sorts of events and audiences. National institutions, corporations, and 
private parties have relied on Tambores de San Millán for years, since their performances 
are guaranteed to bring joy to audiences from all over Venezuela.  
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The relationship between the authenticity and professionalism of Tambores de 
San Millan is also very dynamic as there is always some compromise between these two 
values. For instance, the inclusion of the community in performance is highly valued in 
San Millan during the festivities of Saint John. For aesthetic and economic purposes 
Tambores de San Millan sacrifices this value during their performance in folk music 
festivals and paid events. There is not only limited space and microphones on stage, but 
they like sounding professional, so they usually use the best musicians in each area of 
expertise. Additionally, there is the issue of payment, limiting the number of musicians in 
performances also results in better pay for each musician. Does this make the 
performance of Tambores de San Millan less authentic during folk festivals and other 
paid events? If we measure authenticity from the perspective of the religious events in the 
local communities then the answer must be yes. However, if we consider the 
recontextualization of these traditions in folk festivals then we could say that each 
context has its own level authenticity. In other words, we should not measure the 
authenticity of a performance on stage by how much it is similar to performances off 
stage. Every new context creates a new set of parameters that enable new authenticities to 
be created. The dynamics of all of the above issues are indicative of the complexity of the 
term “authenticity.” Sanmillaneros must adapt their practices to new contexts and 
environments.  
Yet, Tambores de San Millán strives to balance professionalism and authenticity 
in their efforts to appeal to large audiences. Authenticity is of high value in the folk 
scene. “Authenticity” implies that the songs parranderos perform are “the real songs” 
performed during the celebrations of the saints, and that the patterns they play are “the 
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real patterns” performed during such festivities in local towns generation after generation. 
Audiences are often interested in authenticity for it brings a level of importance, 
relevance, value, and validation to the performance. Ultimately, the perception of 
authenticity sells.   
 Different groups from San Millán also compete for bragging rights about their 
authenticity and Africanness. In San Millán the topic of authenticity is key among 
different music groups. Take for instance Irving Jimenez, leader of a different group of 
musicians in San Millán, who would argue about the authenticity of such simple terms as 
encuentro. An encuentro happens when two saints from two different communities meet 
on common ground (see Figure 2.12). Jimenez argues that the term encuentro should 
instead be pronounced and written encuentre.68 For Herman Villanueva such debates only 
exist to try to prove who is more authentic and who is more Black. Villanueva told me 
that it was Chucho García who first brought this terminology debate to the foreground, 
but pointed out that García is from a different subregion of the Central Coast where terms 
may have evolved differently.  
 Villanueva’s arguments unveil an important factor to consider when studying 
Afrovenezuelan music. As explained earlier in this chapter, different regions and 
subregions of Venezuela received peoples from different regions of Africa leading to 
different musical, religious, and linguistic practices. We can observe this in the Central 
Coastal Region, where Afrovenezuelan traditions are not monolithic. Although all 
Afrovenezuelan communities of this region revere Saint John, different communities 
often have divergent practices. What all parranderos have in common and what sets them 
                                                
68 Note that Irving’s argument involves only the pronunciation of the word, but not the meaning. 
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apart from other folk musicians is a combination of their religious devotion, their Black 
ancestry, and their concern for the issues that affect Black people in Venezuela. 
Figure 2.12 
Two Saint Johns during an encuentro. The hands of the devotees are guiding the figures 
of the saints to meet each other and pay their respects. 
 
  
 
 
 
Afrovenezuelan Music, History, and Social Justice 
 
Music in San Millán unifies and empowers the community. Afrovenezuelan 
communities have endured many struggles and music has been an important source of 
strength in the face of oppression and discrimination. Herman Villanueva (director of 
Tambores de San Millán) and Luis Guevara (a member of the same group and a local 
musician) remember a time prior to 1970 when being Afrovenezuelan was shameful and 
a reason for rejection. According Villanueva and Guevara, since the 1970s music has 
helped their community regain their dignity and autonomy. It is through music that 
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Sanmillaneros transmit and interpret their history. Music helps them control and promote 
their historical awareness.69 It is music that provides Sanmillaneros with a medium to 
resist and respond collectively to isolation, discrimination and social injustice.  
Sanmillaneros transmit their history in songs. Music allows them to keep a record 
of important events and historical figures. This sense of history is essential to their 
peoplehood and identity. Controlling their own history allows Sanmillaneros to further 
resist the erasure of their culture and overall identity. Anthropologist Jonathan Hill 
supports the centrality of history to oppressed peoples by saying,  
To successfully resist ongoing systems of domination, racial or ethnic 
stereotyping, and cultural hegemony, the first necessity of 
disempowered peoples, or of marginalized subcultural groups within a 
national society, is that of constructing a shared understanding of the 
historical past that enables them to understand their present conditions 
as a result of their own ways of making history (Hill, 1996: 17). 
 
 For Sanmillaneros constructing their own history is of paramount importance 
since Afrovenezuelans are disenfranchised and underrepresented in the Venezuelan 
school curriculum, in government, as well as in national holidays.70 Because of this, 
Sanmillaneros encourage younger generations to learn their music and continue their 
cultural legacy. In La Casa del Tambor the community often brings together their 
children and youth so that they can learn from cultores about their traditions.  Cultores 
are the people in the communities whom have great knowledge of the traditions and 
                                                
69 In Latin America, the important role that music plays in history transmission and interpretation is not 
unique to San Millán. Music has helped other people in Latin America, such as the Wanka in the Mantaro 
Valley of Peru, recover and retain their histories (Romero, 2001). 
70 There is not even one Venezuelan national holiday that honors an Afrovenezuelan event or hero. 
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history belonging to their communities. During these sessions the youth learns the songs 
and traditions that speak to them about their history.  
 The song “La iglesia de Los Canelles” is an example that speaks about important 
Afrovenezuelan cultores in the history of Puerto Cabello (see Figure 2.13). “La iglesia de 
Los Canelles” honors Damiana, Rafael, and “la vieja,” three important cultores from the 
neighboring town of Patanemo. By singing about these important cultores Sanmillaneros 
are not only honoring some of their ancestors but they also speak of the value that 
cultores have in Afrovenezuelan culture.  
Figure 2.13 
“La iglesia de Los Canelles” (The Church of the Canelles) 
CD track 371 
 
Cantante lider:      Lead singer: 
 
Ay lo lo lo je je     Ay lo lo lo je je   
En la Iglesia de Los Canelles    in the church of Los Canelles 
Estan doblando campanas    bells are sounding 
Las tocaba Rafael     played by Rafael 
Por la vieja y por Damiana    for the old lady and Damiana 
 
CORO:      CHORUS: 
 
Ay lo lo lo je je     Ay lo lo lo je je   
En la Iglesia de Los Canelles   in the church of Los Canelles 
Estan doblando campanas    bells are sounding 
Las tocaba Rafael     played by Rafael 
Por la vieja y por Damiana    for the old lady and Damiana 
 
Ay lo lo lo je je     Ay lo lo lo je je 
Se fueron tres parranderos    Three parranderos left 
De la tierra que queremos    the land we love   
Se fueron nuestros amigos     our friends left 
Del pueblo de Patanemo    the town of Patanemo 
 
 
 
 
                                                
71 In this recording, “La iglesia de los Canelles” is part of a medley. It is the third song of the medley. 
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Ay lo lo lo je je     Ay lo lo lo je je   
En la Iglesia de Los Canelles   in the church of Los Canelles 
Estan doblando campanas    bells are sounding 
Las tocaba Rafael     played by Rafael 
Por la vieja y por Damiana    for the old lady and Damiana 
 
Ay lo lo lo je je     Ay lo lo lo je je 
Vamos a escuchar el canto    lets hear the song  
Impregnado de emoción    full of emotion 
Quedarán en la memoria    they will stay in our memory 
También en el Corazón    and also in our hearts 
 
Ay lo lo lo je je     Ay lo lo lo je je   
En la Iglesia de Los Canelles   in the church of Los Canelles 
Estan doblando campanas    bells are sounding 
Las tocaba Rafael     played by Rafael 
Por la vieja y por Damiana    for the old lady and Damiana 
 
Ay lo lo lo lo je     Ay lo lo lo je je  
Tres luceros luminosos    three bright lights 
Que brillan y no se van    that shine and never leave 
Alumbran con su destello    light with their brightness 
En la noche de San Juan    in the night of Saint John 
 
Ay lo lo lo je je     Ay lo lo lo je je   
En la Iglesia de Los Canelles   in the church of Los Canelles 
Estan doblando campanas    bells are sounding 
Las tocaba Rafael     played by Rafael 
Por la vieja y por Damiana    for the old lady and Damiana 
 
Ay lo lo lo je je     Ay lo lo lo je je   
En la Iglesia de los Canelles    in the church of los Canelles 
Estan doblando campanas    bells are sounding 
Las tocaba Rafael     played by Rafael 
Por la vieja y por Damiana    for the old lady and Damiana 
 
Ay lo lo lo je je     Ay lo lo lo je je   
En la Iglesia de Los Canelles   in the church of Los Canelles 
Estan doblando campanas    bells are sounding 
Las tocaba Rafael     played by Rafael 
Por la vieja y por Damiana    for the old lady and Damiana 
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 It is through songs such as “La iglesia de los Canelles,” performed during the 
festivities of Saint John and during folk festivals, that young and old Sanmillaneros 
remember and learn about their ancestors in the region. In the case of “Sangueos” all the 
verses are forms of obituaries, honoring the death of three Afrovenezuelans in Puerto 
Cabello. Therefore, music is an important medium to transmit and document local 
history, and to honor people whom have been important to the development of 
Afrovenezuelan culture in the region. 
Another song, “Urbano,” is an example of a text that relates the story of one of the 
earliest Afrovenezuelans who lived in San Millán (see Figure 2.14). “Urbano” tells the 
story of an Afrovenezuelan suffering under an oppressive regime; but it also tells a story 
of hope, of freedom, and social justice. This song, also performed during the festivities of 
Saint John and during folk festivals, is about overcoming adversity, and survival; it is a 
survival not only of an individual, but of the people of San Millán. 
 
 
Figure 2.14 
“Urbano” 
 
Cantante líder:     Lead singer: 
 
Ay lo lo lo Urbano    Ay lo lo lo Urbano 
Con este dolor     With this pain 
CORO:     CHORUS: 
 
Ay lo lo lo Urbano    Ay lo lo lo Urbano 
Con este dolor    With this pain 
 
Con este dolor Urbano   With this pain Urbano 
Que me esta matando    that is killing me 
 
Ay lo lo lo Urbano    Ay lo lo lo Urbano 
Con este dolor    With this pain 
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Con este dolor Urbano   With this pain Urbano 
Salí de Turiamo    I left Turiamo 
 
Ay lo lo lo Urbano    Ay lo lo lo Urbano 
Con este dolor    With this pain 
 
Como no me va a doler Urbano  How is it not going to hurt Urbano 
Cuando te recuerdo?    When I remember you? 
 
Ay lo lo lo Urbano    Ay lo lo lo Urbano 
Con este dolor    With this pain 
 
Ayer fue la dictadura     Yesterday it was dictatorship 
y hoy la democracia    Today is democracy 
 
Ay lo lo lo Urbano    Ay lo lo lo Urbano 
Con este dolor    With this pain 
 
 
 The song “Urbano” communicates the great pain that a community feels when 
reminiscing days of oppression of their people. The song is based on the life of Urbano, 
one of the earlier Afrovenezuelans who moved to San Millán. Urbano was forced to leave 
his hometown, Turiamo, located about 50 miles east of Puerto Cabello. By using the 
pronoun “I” in verse 3, “with this pain Urbano I left Turiamo,” Sanmillaneros personalize 
the experience of Urbano and transform it into the collective experience of 
Afrovenezuelans in the region. According to this song, their history is one of suffering 
and relocation. Can this relocation be also a reflection of a greater dislocation, that 
separation from Motherland Africa? Urbano had to leave Turiamo because of the 
persecutions, discrimination and social injustice that festered the region. Remembering 
the story of Urbano, Sanmillaneros feel his pain. In verse 4 they sing, “How is it not 
going to hurt me Urbano when I remember you?,” admitting to the big wounds left by the 
oppressive and discriminatory society of the days of Urbano. But there is also hope in this 
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song, as demonstrated in verse 5, “Yesterday was dictatorship, today is democracy.” 
Sanmillaneros seem to be saying that the chains belong to the past, and the present are the 
days of freedom. With these songs Sanmillaneros show a knowledge and awareness of 
their history and they continue to sing collectively in order to denounce social injustice 
and demand respect and dignity from society at large. 
It is through the musical and religious traditions of San Millán that the community 
gains a sense of collectivity and strength. In his book Sacred Drums of Liberation Don 
Ohadike writes about the role of music in strengthening and empowering Black 
communities,  
Black people in Africa and the Diaspora know that every cultural 
element bears its own inner meanings, that Black religions and music 
have deeper meanings than whites can ever fully comprehend. Black 
people also know that drumming may summon people to a dance party, 
but it can also declare the right moment to start an insurrection 
(Ohadike, 2007: 4).  
 
 The power of music suggested in Ohadike’s statement is present in 
Afrovenezuelan communities. In San Millán music and dance are a great source of unity 
and a weapon for protest. It is with the sense of autonomy and collectivity found in their 
musical traditions that Sanmillaneros fight for their rights in the face of social injustice. 
For instance, in the 1980s the corporation Las Llaves S.A. built a processing plant beside 
San Millán. This processing plant became a great polluter in the area as a result of using 
and burning chemicals needed to produce Las Llaves soaps, detergents, and cleaning 
products. The community of San Millán was very upset about the pollution that resulted 
from the waste coming out of the processing plant. To make matters worse, there was a 
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rumor that the community would have to be relocated. When Sanmillaneros realized that 
the Mayor of Puerto Cabello did not react favorably to their plights, the community 
organized and protested in the streets with music and dance. Sanmillaneros wrote a song 
for the occasion titled “Óyeme San Juan” (see Figure 2.15). In this song they expose the 
injustice suffered by Sanmillaneros in the face of a private corporation and a negligent 
government. “Óyeme San Juan” is but one example of how social issues are confronted 
and incorporated with the musical and religious traditions of San Millán. 
Figure 2.15 
“Óyeme San Juan” (“Listen to Me Saint John”) 
CD Track 4 
 
Cantante líder:     Lead Singer: 
 
Óyeme San Juan    Listen to me Saint John 
óyeme San Juan    Listen to me Saint John 
a tu San Millán    to your Saint John 
de tu barrio santo    from your Saintly neighborhood 
lo quieren sacar    they want to remove 
 
CORO:     CHORUS: 
 
Óyeme San Juan    Listen to me Saint John 
óyeme San Juan    listen to me Saint John 
a tu San Millán    to your San Millán 
de tu barrio santo    from your holy neighborhood 
lo quieren sacar    they want to remove 
óyeme San Juan    listen to me Saint John 
óyeme San Juan    listen to me Saint John 
a tu San Millán    to your San Millán 
de tu barrio santo    from your holy neighborhood 
lo quieren sacar    they want to remove 
 
Todo era alegría     It was all joy 
Allá en San Millán    there in San Millán 
que se preparaba    that was getting ready 
para su San Juan    for their Saint John 
pero la amenaza    but the threat 
de los poderosos    of the powerful ones 
llenó de tristeza     filled with sadness 
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al pueblo gozoso    the joyful people 
pero la amenaza    but the threat 
de los poderosos    of the powerful ones 
llenó de tristeza     filled with sadness 
al pueblo gozoso    the joyful people 
 
Óyeme San Juan    Listen to me Saint John 
óyeme San Juan    listen to me Saint John 
a tu San Millán    to your San Millán 
de tu barrio santo    from your holy neighborhood 
lo quieren sacar    they want to remove 
óyeme San Juan    listen to me Saint John 
óyeme San Juan    listen to me Saint John 
a tu San Millán    to your San Millán 
de tu barrio santo    from your holy neighborhood 
lo quieren sacar    they want to remove 
 
El pueblo veía     People saw 
y no lo creía     and did not believe 
que sus consejales    that their town councilors 
no lo defendían    did not defend them 
pero con la furia    but with the fury 
que había en su sangre   that they had in their blood 
al son de tambores    to the sound of drums 
salió pa la calle    they came out to the street 
pero con la furia    but with the fury 
que había en su sangre   that they had in their blood 
al son de tambores    to the sound of drums 
salió pa la calle    they came out to the street 
 
Óyeme San Juan    Listen to me Saint John 
óyeme San Juan    listen to me Saint John 
a tu San Millán    to your San Millán 
de tu barrio santo    from your holy neighborhood 
lo quieren sacar    they want to remove 
óyeme San Juan    listen to me Saint John 
óyeme San Juan    listen to me Saint John 
a tu San Millán    to your San Millán 
de tu barrio santo    from your holy neighborhood 
lo quieren sacar    they want to remove 
 
En todas las casas    In all the houses 
alla en San Millán    there in San Millán 
hay un nacimiento    there is a Christmans crib 
en la navidad     during Christmas 
pa adorar al niño    to ador the infant 
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que un día nació    that one day was born 
trayéndole al mundo    bringing to the world 
justicia y amor    justice and love 
pa adorar al niño    to ador the infant 
que un día nació    that one day was born 
trayéndole al mundo    bringing to the world 
justicia y amor    justice and love 
 
Óyeme San Juan    Listen to me Saint John 
óyeme San Juan    listen to me Saint John 
a tu San Millán    to your San Millán 
de tu barrio santo    from your holy neighborhood 
lo quieren sacar    they want to remove 
óyeme San Juan    listen to me Saint John 
óyeme San Juan    listen to me Saint John 
a tu San Millán    to your San Millán 
de tu barrio santo    from your holy neighborhood 
lo quieren sacar    they want to remove 
 
El pueblo veía     People saw 
y no lo creía     and did not believe 
que sus consejales    that their town councilors 
no lo defendían    did not defend them 
pero con la furia    but with the fury 
que había en su sangre   that they had in their blood 
al son de tambores    to the sound of drums 
salió pa la calle    they came out to the street 
pero con la furia    but with the fury 
que había en su sangre   that they had in their blood 
al son de tambores    to the sound of drums 
salió pa la calle    they came out to the street 
 
Óyeme San Juan    Listen to me Saint John 
óyeme San Juan    listen to me Saint John 
a tu San Millán    to your San Millán 
de tu barrio santo    from your holy neighborhood 
lo quieren sacar    they want to remove 
óyeme San Juan    listen to me Saint John 
óyeme San Juan    listen to me Saint John 
a tu San Millán    to your San Millán 
de tu barrio santo    from your holy neighborhood 
lo quieren sacar    they want to remove 
 
O mi Dios amado    Oh my loved God 
Vení hasta aca     Come here 
devuelve a tu gente    bring back to your people  
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la tranquilidad     tranquility  
aleja a los malos    move away bad people 
y corruptos ya     and the corrupt ones 
de este pueblo noble    from this noble town 
que caliente está    that is hot/angry 
aleja a los malos    move away bad people 
y corruptos ya     and the corrupt ones 
de este pueblo noble    from this noble town 
que caliente está    that is hot/angry 
 
Óyeme San Juan    Listen to me Saint John 
óyeme San Juan    listen to me Saint John 
a tu San Millán    to your San Millán 
de tu barrio santo    from your holy neighborhood 
lo quieren sacar    they want to remove 
óyeme San Juan    listen to me Saint John 
óyeme San Juan    listen to me Saint John 
a tu San Millán    to your San Millán 
de tu barrio santo    from your holy neighborhood 
lo quieren sacar    they want to remove 
 
Estas son las Pascuas    This is Christmas 
al son del cantar    to the sound of songs 
así lo vivimos      that is how we live it 
aquí en San Millán    here in San Millán 
orando y cantando    praying and singing 
y pidiendo paz     and asking for peace 
al niño bendito    to the blessed child 
y al Dios celestial    and celestial God 
orando y cantando    praying and singing 
y pidiendo paz     and asking for peace 
al niño bendito    to the blessed child 
y al Dios celestial    and celestial God 
 
Óyeme San Juan    Listen to me Saint John 
óyeme San Juan    listen to me Saint John 
a tu San Millán    to your San Millán 
de tu barrio santo    from your holy neighborhood 
lo quieren sacar    they want to remove 
óyeme San Juan    listen to me Saint John 
óyeme San Juan    listen to me Saint John 
a tu San Millán    to your San Millán 
de tu barrio santo    from your holy neighborhood 
lo quieren sacar    they want to remove 
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The chorus of the song reflects how Sanmillaneros communicate their precarious 
situation to their patron saint, Saint John, “Listen to me, Saint John, to your San Millán, 
from your holy neighborhood, they want to remove.” The song makes abundant 
references to religious figures, including Saint John (verse 1, verse 2, chorus), holy child 
(verse 4, verse 7), and God (verse 7, and 8). Through music they pray for a resolution to 
their problem, “Oh my loved God, come here, bring back tranquility to your people.” But 
beyond prayer and religion, the community sings about their frustration. Verse 2 says, 
“All was joy, there in San Millán, getting ready, for their Saint John, but the threat of the 
powerful ones, filled with sadness the joyful people.” And their frustration leads to 
action, as we see in verse 3, “People saw and did not believe, that their town councilors 
did not defend them, but with the rage/fury they had in their blood, they came out to the 
streets with the sound of drums.” Verse 3 highlights how social activism and music are 
connected in the community of San Millán. Sanmillaneros, “…with the rage 
and/fury…came out to the street with the sounds of drums.” Verse 3 also shows that 
Sanmillaneros are aware that they can use music to fight for justice, to protest, and to let 
their voices and views be heard. After months of protests with music, the corporation Las 
Llaves S.A. heard the demands of the community and as a result their processing plant 
was relocated to a different region. Stories like this one serve as evidence of the 
importance of music in San Millán. And not just any music; it is their Afrovenezuelan 
musical traditions that gives their community the unity and strength to demand justice in 
the absence of political power or representation. 
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Summary 
 
 As seen in San Millán, the role of ethnicity in Venezuelan society has not been 
diminished in recent years. Despite the presence of an ideology of mestizaje in 
Venezuela, Afrovenezuelans have continued for years to be underrepresented and 
disenfranchised from the Venezuelan government and the major sectors of society. It has 
been through music that Afrovenezuelans have kept control of their history and identity. 
And it is with music that Afrovenezuelans have gained a more dignified and visible 
position in Venezuelan society. 
 Music and dance demonstrate that Sanmillaneros cherish their African heritage. 
Music performance shapes and reinforces their Afrovenezuelan identity. As we have 
observed in their musical practices, Sanmillaneros are proud of their Black culture. In 
San Millán music and dance play a central role in defining and constructing 
Afrovenezuelan ethnicity. Songs provide the means for Sanmillaneros to create their 
sense of Blackness and historical awareness. 
In order to regain dignity in the eyes of their communities, their region, and the 
whole country, communities like San Millán have voiced their concerns, perspectives, 
and cultures through music. With music, Sanmillaneros speak of their ancestry and 
history, voice their opinions and experiences. In San Millán music is an important 
binding force and an important resource in the search for social justice. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
Identities in Performance: Musical Constructions of Ethnicity and Place in the 
Central Coastal Region 
 
Ai le le leeee le 
All the voices got here 
the ones that sound every day 
with hope and joy 
they sing their melodies 
for an unmatched future 
they resound with their drums 
the voices of San Millán 
 
-Lyrics from “The Voices of San Millán” by Herman Villanueva 
 
 
Among the most common and strong forms of identity we find in contemporary 
society are those identities related to place. Humans interact with one another in 
particular social and geographical spaces. Individuals and groups shape their identities 
based on the interactions they experience in these social and geographical spaces. In fact, 
humans tend to learn or modify their social behavior according to local conventions. Each 
locality contains its particular historical, political, linguistic, and cultural characteristics 
that infuse it with a sense of local identity and in turn help shape the identities of 
individuals living in that particular place.  
People are connected to and dependent upon other people in multiple localities 
around the world. Today there are very few places with a relatively stable and isolated 
population. Everyday all kinds of information flow from one locality to another, often in 
real time, thanks to technologies such as the Internet. Languages, technologies, cultures, 
religions, and all the ideologies identified with particular localities constantly cross 
borders, transforming and influencing other localities on a daily basis. While the many 
locals transform the global, simultaneously the global shapes the local. Take for instance 
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the project “Playing for Change” directed by Mark Johnson, which has made recordings 
of homeless people around the world and compiled it into a single song. In each case, the 
“performers” play instruments typical of their locale. Mark Johnson’s project is one of 
the most viewed on www.youtube.com, and thanks to the web it has reached thousands of 
viewers in remote areas of the world.72   
A local identity cannot be said to be monolithic in the contemporary world. Each 
locality is part of a global community of localities, each different but with commonalities. 
This is more evident in cosmopolitan and diasporic localities, where local uniqueness is 
juxtaposed with abundant qualities shared with other communities around the globe. The 
constant flux of information and influence between the global and the local has resulted 
in the regular coexistence of global and local forces. The tension and interdependence 
between the global and the local has been one of the main effects of globalization, and 
their coexistence has resulted in what is called glocal (Sicakkan and Lithman, 2006: 105). 
The term glocal refers to the adaptation of global information and activity to local 
conventions and preferences while also emphasizing the role of local action in global 
processes. Localities are able to retain some elements of uniqueness; those  are the 
elements that local people tend to champion and protect for differentiating them from the 
rest of the globe. Local uniqueness also results in the constant reinterpretation and 
revision of global ideas and activities. 
Identities of place operate at many levels, including spaces such as continents, 
nations, regions, and cities. A very large region that has a somewhat unified identity is 
Sub-Saharan Africa and its Diaspora. Peoples from Africa and the African Diaspora all 
                                                
72 http://playingforchange.com/ assessed on 11/29/2010 
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share some commonalities in cultural practice, resulting in Africanized identities.  Still on 
a large scale, consider the concepot of a “Brazilian identity.” There is an identity based 
on the concept of Brazil as a nation, with all its politics, history, and official language. 
Yet, we should also consider the regional identities within Brazil and acknowledge the 
different identities present inside that country. There is a particular identity more unique 
to the region of Bahia, in Northeastern Brazil, which is different from the regional 
identity recognized in the southern plains of Brazil. On a smaller scale, we can go even 
further to define a smaller locality and its identity, as is the case with Rio de Janeiro, a 
city that has its own history and culture, the carioca identity.73 When we consider Brazil, 
we can see national and subnational identities, as well as a Brazil that is an integral part 
of a more global and diasporic identity. For example, in the region of Bahia, many Afro-
Brazilians perform Yoruba musical and religious practices. Afro-Brazilians share these 
practices with Yorubas in Nigeria and their descendants in Cuba. This gives many 
Brazilians an identity, one that closely ties them to the African Diaspora.  
On a more global scale, consider the game of football (soccer, in the United 
States); with its roots in Europe, it is perhaps the most popular sport around the world. As 
a result of their success in international matches, Futebol is a great source of local pride 
in the country of Brazil. Some would call it “Brazil’s true religion.”74 The Brazilian 
appropriation and incorporation of football into their culture is an example of how 
Brazilian identity is shaped by the coexistence of global and local forces. 
                                                
73 Carioca means from Rio de Janeiro. The original word Kara'i oca comes from the indigenous 
Amerindian language of the Tupi people, meaning "White Man's House." It is said that the first Portuguese 
dwellings in Rio de Janeiro were placed along a limpid stream, which soon got the Portuguese name 
Carioca. 
74 http://www.isureveille.com/opinion/soccer-religion-in-brazil-teaches-about-nation-1.2274698 assessed as 
of 10/20/2010 
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In terms of language, different places have vastly different languages, such as 
French in Martinique or Chinese in Taiwan. It is not enough to simply separate languages 
by country, as different countries may officially recognize the same language, such as 
Portuguese in Angola and Brazil. Many languages may also be spoken within the 
boundaries of one country, such as Navajo, English, and Spanish inside the United States. 
Even when considering only one language, each region and countries has its own local 
linguistic characteristics and colloquialisms. English has unique characteristics in the 
Southern United States, quite different from those of the Northeastern USA, Australia or 
Wales. An individual from Australia tends to speak English with an “Australian” accent 
and word choice. An individual from Texas tends to speak English with a “Southern” 
accent and word choice. From this point of view, language is always an integral part of a 
local identity.  
Similar to language, music plays an important role in forming a local identity. 
Around the world there are innumerable genres of music associated with particular places 
or social spaces. For instance, the Dominican merengue and the Argentinean tango are 
both important sources of national identity fort those two countries. You may also find 
different types of music connected to particular localities within the boundaries of one 
country. In the United States there are diverse styles of music depending on the region or 
city: the Chicago blues, Tex-Mex music from Texas, New Orleans Jazz, and New York 
salsa. These musical expressions all relate to specific localities at a particular moment in 
history.  
In Venezuela, identities of place are constantly informed and formed by music. 
The joropo is considered the national dance and music. Yet Venezuelans recognize 
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regional variations such as the joropo llanero (joropo of the plains), joropo central 
(joropo of the Central region), and the joropo oriental (Eastern joropo), all with 
characteristics unique to their regions. As I observed in localities such as San Millán in 
the Central Coastal Region, Afrovenezuelan music also has regional and local 
characteristics that helps to form local identities. 
 
Place and Ethnicity in Afrovenezuelan Music of the Central Coast 
 Place and ethnicity are concepts that often overlap with each other. Place (eg. San 
Millán) may shape an ethnic category (eg. Afrovenezuelan), just as ethnicities (eg. 
Latinos) may be associated with a place (eg. East Los Angeles, California).  Ethnicities 
may be tied to particular geographic regions and locales such as a place of origin or a 
place densely populated by that particular ethnic group. For instance, East Los Angeles, 
California, in the United States, has a Hispanic population that comprises 96.8% of the 
total population, providing that area with a prominently Hispanic identity.75 
 Many ethnic and race categorizations used today have an implied locale of origin. 
A “White” person is commonly assumed to have a European ancestry while a “Black” 
person is generally assumed to have an African ancestry. Likewise, particular locales are 
densely populated by a particular ethnicity, providing those locales with cultural 
identities tied to a particular ethnicity.  
 In Venezuela ethnicity is often reinforced by place and vice versa. As in other 
parts of the world, peoples of a particular ethnicity have populated particular regions of 
the country. The Central Coastal Region, for example, is home to some of the largest 
Afrovenezuelan populations found in the country, giving this region a prominent Bl;ack 
                                                
75 http://www.city-data.com/city/East-Los-Angeles-California.html assesed on 07/25/2010 
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cultural presence. During the colonial period, the major agricultural exports were 
harvested in the Central Coastal Region where enslaved Afrovenezuelans worked in the 
cocoa, coffee, and sugar plantations. All the main cocoa plantations and cumbes 
(maroonage) were located in the areas currently occupied by the states of Miranda, 
Vargas, Aragua, and Carabobo. Cumbes were settlements of people who had escaped 
enslavement or people who had been freed. By 1854, the year when slavery was 
abolished in Venezuela, an estimated 561200 Afrovenezuelans lived in the Central 
Coastal Region, comprising 38.81% of all the Black population of the country. In the 
state of Carabobo alone there were about 174100 Afrovenezuelans, representing 11.88% 
of all the Black population of that state (Lombardi, 1971: 162). The major economic 
activities in Venezuela have remained close to the coast, so the Afrovenezuelan 
population has not significantly shifted to other regions since the abolition of slavery.   
 Identities of place also complement, overlap, and often infuse diversity to the 
ethnic identities of Afrovenezuelans. Emphasizing their Black identity provides 
Sanmillaneros with an opportunity to satisfy their need for belonging. At the same time, 
emphasizing different identities of place gives them an opportunity to satisfy their need 
for distinctiveness.  
 Locality is of special importance to Afrovenezuelans. This may be another 
commonality they have with their African ancestors. Space and locality are highly 
regarded within African religion and philosophy. As with the African concept of time, 
space marks important connections with the ancestors. In his book African Religions and 
Philosophy John Mbiti explains, 
Space and time are closely linked, and often the same word is used for 
both. As with time, it is the content which defines space. What matters 
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most to the people is what is geographically near…For this reason, 
Africans are particularly tied to the land…The land provides them with 
the roots of existence, as well as binding them mystically with their 
departed (Mbiti, 1969: 27). 
 
Mbiti’s statements apply to Black people in Venezuela. Afrovenezuelans, without 
a doubt, hold strong ties with their towns of origin. Even when leaving to find better 
opportunities elsewhere, Afrovenezuelans typically return to their homeland every year in 
order to perform important rituals and participate in community festivities.  For instance, 
the festivities of Saint John in the Central Coastal Region always bring devotees back 
from the big cities. As a result, in June, people like David Bolivar would travel back to 
San Millán from Valencia, the capital city of the state of Carabobo, to participate in the 
traditions of his people, of his town. 
Local identity is central to Sanmillaneros. As proof of this, people in San Millán 
refer to themselves as Sanmillaneros, meaning people from San Millán. In that way, they 
are defining themselves by the place they come from: San Millán. Furthermore, their 
musical group is called Tambores de San Millán, which means Drums of San Millán. 
Therefore, the name of this group also uses the place of San Millán as one main 
identifier, the drum being the other main identifier, tying the locale to their Black 
ethnicity. 
Local identity is created and reinforced in much of the music of San Millán. This 
is first evident in the lyrics of songs. For example, the sangueo song “Las voces de San 
Millán” (“The Voices of San Millán”) uses the name of their locality, the barrio of San 
Millán, in the title. A close examination into the words gives further insight into the local 
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and ethnic pride of Sanmillaneros (see Figure 3.1). The first verse describes a people that 
connect their music with local identity, pride, and optimism. We can see this in the lines 
“with hope and joy, they sing their melodies, for an unmatched future, they resound their 
drums, the voices of San Millán.” The second and third verses, using words such as rebel, 
song, tradition, race, and joy, confirm how music inspires hope and encourages the 
community to be proud and feel empowered through performance.  
Figure 3.1 
“Las voces de San Millán” (“The Voices of San Millan”) 
CD track 5 
 
CORO:     CHORUS: 
 
Ai le le leeee le    Ai le le leeee le 
Ai le le leeee le    Ai le le leeee le 
Llegaron todas las voces   All the voices got here 
A darle alegría a mi puerto   To give joy to my port 
Y el mar que escucha de día  and the see that hears during the day 
Y el mar que escucha de noche  and the see that listens during the night  
Le dan olas y espuma   they give waves and foam 
Y el Sol le dice a la Luna   and the sun says to the moon 
De San Millán son las voces   from San Millán are the voices 
Ai le le leeee le    Ai le le leeee le 
 
Cantante líder:     Lead singer: 
 
Llegaron todas las voces   All the voices got here 
que suenan todos los días   the ones that sound every day 
con esperanzas y goces   with hope and joy 
entonan sus melodías    they sing their melodies 
por un porvenir sin par   for an unmatched future 
retumban con sus tambores   they resound with their drums 
las voces de San Millán   the voices of San Millán 
 
Ai le le leeee le    Ai le le leeee le 
Ai le le leeee le    Ai le le leeee le 
Llegaron todas las voces   All the voices got here 
A darle alegría a mi puerto   To give joy to my port 
Y el mar que escucha de día  and the see that hears during the day 
Y el mar que escucha de noche  and the see that listens during the night  
Le dan olas y espuma   they give waves and foam 
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Y el Sol le dice a la Luna   and the sun says to the moon 
De San Millán son las voces   from San Millán are the voices 
Ai le le leeee le    Ai le le leeee le 
 
Que sueñen como clarines   Let them dream like clarInés 
que se oigan con su razón   Let them be heard with their reason  
que el sentir los ilumine   Let the feeling light their way 
cuando entonan la canción   when they sing the song 
la canción de rebeldía    the song of rebellion 
y el honor de una raza    and honor of a race 
que no dejó su alegría    that did not leave their joy behind 
 
Ai le le leeee le    Ai le le leeee le 
Ai le le leeee le    Ai le le leeee le 
Llegaron todas las voces   All the voices got here 
A darle alegría a mi puerto   To give joy to my port 
Y el mar que escucha de día  and the see that hears during the day 
Y el mar que escucha de noche  and the see that listens during the night  
Le dan olas y espuma   they give waves and foam 
Y el Sol le dice a la Luna   and the sun says to the moon 
De San Millán son las voces   from San Millán are the voices 
Ai le le leeee le    Ai le le leeee le 
 
Cantando siempre cantando   Singing always singing 
defienden la tradición    they defend tradition 
por los caminos andando   through paths walking 
impregnan con su emoción   they instill with emotion 
a nuevas generaciones   to new generations 
que luchen con ilusiones   to fight with ilussions 
lo dicen en sus canciones   they say in their songs 
 
Ai le le leeee le    Ai le le leeee le 
Ai le le leeee le    Ai le le leeee le 
Llegaron todas las voces   All the voices got here 
A darle alegría a mi puerto   To give joy to my port 
Y el mar que escucha de día  and the see that hears during the day 
Y el mar que escucha de noche  and the see that listens during the night  
Le dan olas y espuma   they give waves and foam 
Y el Sol le dice a la Luna   and the sun says to the moon 
De San Millán son las voces   from San Millán are the voices 
 
Hay alegría en mi pueblo   There is joy in my people  
 
De San Millán son las voces   From San Millán are the voices 
 
Alegria hay alegría    Joy there is joy 
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De San Millán son las voces   From San Millán are the voices 
 
Porque esta es la tierra mía   Because this is my land 
 
De San Millán son las voces   From San Millán are the voices 
 
San Millán tierra querida   San Millán loved land 
 
De San Millán son las voces   From San Millán are the voices 
 
Alegria  emite en todos   You evoke joy in all 
 
De San Millán son las voces   From San Millán are the voices 
 
Vamonos a mi terruño   Let’s go to my place 
 
De San Millán son las voces   From San Millán are the voices 
 
Cantemos con San Millán   Let’s sing with San Millán 
 
De San Millán son las voces   From San Millán are the voices 
 
 
The last few verses bring forth the connection Sanmillaneros have with their land 
and demonstrate the great reverence they have for their locale, for their barrio. 
Alegría hay alegría    Joy there is joy 
Porque esta es la tierra mía   because this is my land 
San Millán tierra querida   San Millán loved land 
Alegría emite en todos   you evoke joy in all 
Vamonos a mi terruño   Let’s go to my place 
Cantemos con San Millán   Let’s sing with San Millán 
 
 And Sanmillaneros not only sing with pride and joy about their locality, but also 
about their ethinicity, as we see in the verse “when they sing the song, the song of 
rebellion and honor of a race that did not leave joy behind.” The lyrics of “The Voices of 
San Millán” provoke a sense of pride and self-worth in both the audiences and performers 
as they stress that Afrovenezuelans have overcame struggles through their musical 
traditions.   
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Other songs like the sangueo “No salgas de tu barrio” (Don’t leave your “hood”), 
encourages residents of San Millán to value their locale, their barrio, their community by 
explicitly asking them to stay in the barrio, to not move away (see Figure 3.2). 
Figure 3.2 
“No salgas de tu barrio” (“Don’t go out of your neighborhood”) 
 
Cantante líder:     Lead singer: 
 
Ay lo lo lo lo eeeeeee    Ay lo lo lo lo eeeeeee 
No salgas de tu barrio    Don’t go out of your neighborhood 
 
CORO:     CHORUS: 
 
Ay lo lo lo lo eeeeeee    Ay lo lo lo lo eeeeeee 
No salgas de tu barrio   Don’t go out of your neighborhood 
 
No salgas de tu barrio    Don’t go out of your neighborhood 
No salgas de tu barrio    Don’t go out of your neighborhood 
 
Ay lo lo lo lo eeeeeee    Ay lo lo lo lo eeeeeee 
No salgas de tu barrio   Don’t go out of your neighborhood 
 
 
 Herman Villanueva argues that “No salgas de tu barrio” is about keeping the 
community together in San Millán, urging future generations not to leave the barrio and 
its traditions behind. Other songs directly relate San Millán to its music. An example of 
this is the golpe “Tamborero, Cumaquero” (see Figure 3.3).  In this song, the drummers 
and the rhythm of San Millán are the main foci of the lyrics.  
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Figure 3.3 
“Tamborero, Cumaquero” (“Drummer, Cumaco Drummer”) 
CD track 6 
 
CORO:     CHORUS: 
 
Tamborero     Drummer 
Cumaquero     Cumaco drummer 
Dale al primo y al clarín   Hit the primo and clarin 
al ritmo Sanmillanero   with the rhythm of San Millán 
Tamborero     Drummer 
Cumaquero     Cumaco drummer  
Dale al primo y al clarín   Hit the primo and clarin 
al ritmo Sanmillanero   with the rhythm of San Millán  
  
Cantante líder:     Lead singer:  
 
Tamborero cumaquero   Drummer, cumaco drummer 
pon tu sueño en el tambor   put your dream in the drum 
no llegues al desespero   don’t fall into despair 
en tu mano esta el sabor   in your hands is the flavor 
Tamborero cumaquero   Drummer, cumaco drummer 
pon tu sueño en el tambor   put your dream in the drum 
no llegues al desespero   don’t get to dispair 
en tu mano esta el sabor   in your hands is the flavor 
 
Tamborero     Drummer 
Cumaquero     Cumaco drummer 
Dale al primo y al clarín   Hit the primo and clarin 
al ritmo Sanmillanero   with the rhythm of San Millán 
Tamborero     Drummer 
Cumaquero     Cumaco drummer  
Dale al primo y al clarín   Hit the primo and clarin 
al ritmo Sanmillanero   with the rhythm of San Millán 
 
Con el primo y el cumaco   With the primo and cumaco 
palpita la tradición    beats the tradition 
y en San Millán los muchachos  An in San Millán the guys 
tocan con el corazón    play with the heart 
Con el primo y el cumaco   With the primo and cumaco 
palpita la tradición    beats the tradition 
y en San Millán los muchachos  An in San Millán the guys 
tocan con el corazón    play with the heart 
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Tamborero     Drummer 
Cumaquero     Cumaco drummer 
Dale al primo y al clarín   Hit the primo and clarin 
al ritmo Sanmillanero   with the rhythm of San Millán 
Tamborero     Drummer 
Cumaquero     Cumaco drummer  
Dale al primo y al clarín   Hit the primo and clarin 
al ritmo Sanmillanero   with the rhythm of San Millán 
 
El ritmo sanmillanero    The rhythm of San Millán 
es alegre de vivir    is joyful to live 
hay que quererlo y defenderlo  we must love it and defend it 
se convierte en su sentir   it becomes its feeling 
El ritmo sanmillanero    The rhythm of San Millán 
es alegre de vivir    is joyful to live 
hay que quererlo y defenderlo  we must love it and defend it 
se convierte en su sentir   it becomes its feeling 
 
Tamborero     Drummer 
Cumaquero     Cumaco drummer 
Dale al primo y al clarín   Hit the primo and clarin 
al ritmo Sanmillanero   with the rhythm of San Millán 
Tamborero     Drummer 
Cumaquero     Cumaco drummer  
Dale al primo y al clarín   Hit the primo and clarin 
al ritmo Sanmillanero   with the rhythm of San Millán 
 
El clarín y la campana   The clarin and the campana 
y el redondo siempre están   and the redondo always are present 
vámonos pa la parranda   let’s go to the party (parranda) 
que retumba en San Millán   that resounds in San Millán 
El clarín y la campana   The clarin and the campana 
y el redondo siempre están   and the redondo always are present 
vámonos pa la parranda   let’s go to the party (parranda) 
que retumba en San Millán   that resounds in San Millán 
 
Tamborero     Drummer 
Cumaquero     Cumaco drummer 
Dale al primo y al clarín   Hit the primo and clarin 
al ritmo Sanmillanero   with the rhythm of San Millán 
Tamborero     Drummer 
Cumaquero     Cumaco drummer  
Dale al primo y al clarín   Hit the primo and clarin 
al ritmo Sanmillanero   with the rhythm of San Millán 
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Es contingo parrandero   Is with you parrandero 
no descansa en San Millán   it doesn’t rest in San Millán 
lo de nuestra tradición    what belongs to our tradition 
te lo puedo asegurar    I can asure you 
Es contingo parrandero   Is with you parrandero 
no descansa en San Millán   it doesn’t rest in San Millán 
lo de nuestra tradición    what belongs to our tradition 
te lo puedo asegurar    I can asure you 
 
 
Tamborero     Drummer 
Cumaquero     Cumaco drummer 
Dale al primo y al clarín   Hit the primo and clarin 
al ritmo Sanmillanero   with the rhythm of San Millán 
Tamborero     Drummer 
Cumaquero     Cumaco drummer  
Dale al primo y al clarín   Hit the primo and clarin 
al ritmo Sanmillanero   with the rhythm of San Millán 
 
Dale duro Tamborero     Hit it hard drummer 
 
al ritmo Sanmillanero   with the rhythm of San Millán 
 
con el primo cumaquero   with the primo cumaco drummer 
 
al ritmo Sanmillanero   with the rhythm of San Millán 
 
que se sienta hasta en los cielos  let them feel it even up in the skies 
 
al ritmo Sanmillanero   with the rhythm of San Millán 
 
pon tu sueño en el tambor   put your dream in the drum 
 
al ritmo Sanmillanero   with the rhythm of San Millán 
 
defiéndelo con esmero   defend it with effort 
 
al ritmo Sanmillanero   with the rhythm of San Millán 
 
con los viejos parranderos   with the old parranderos 
 
al ritmo Sanmillanero   with the rhythm of San Millán 
 
dale duro tamborero    hit it hard drummer 
 
al ritmo Sanmillanero   with the rhythm of San Millán 
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DRUM SOLOS 
 
Cuero!      Skin! 
Tambor!Tambor!Tambor!   Drum!Drum!Drum! 
Tamborero!     Drummer! 
 
 
 “Tamborero, Cumaquero” represents another way in which Sanmillaneros 
connect local identity with music through specific rhythmic patterns. In this region, 
rhythmic patterns have the name of the localities where they come from. For example, the 
rhythmic pattern of San Millán is named Golpe de San Millán - meaning the San Millán 
rhythm/beat. Most accomplished drummers know the rhythmic patterns of different 
localities by memory. Drummers of particular localities usually play the patterns 
belonging to their localities. The San Millán rhyhm is then different from the pattern of 
the neighboring community of Patanemo, named Golpe de Patanemo – the Patanemo 
rhythm/beat (see Figures 3.4 and 3.5), making it possible to identify the locality by the 
rhythmic pattern of the song. 
 
Figure 3.4 
Golpe de San Millán (San Millán Rhythm/beat) 
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Figure 3.5 
Golpe de Patanemo (Patanemo rhythm/beat) 
 
 
 
 
 
 Subregional differences in rhythmic pattern and instrumentation are also 
enhanced by local and subregional identities. In towns such as Choroní, for example, the 
instrumentation for the sangueo is different from the instrumentation for the sangueo in 
Puerto Cabello.  In Choroní the sangueo is performed on cumacos, while in Puerto 
Cabello it is performed only in baterías. Beyond instrumentation, the pattern played for 
the sangueo in San Millán is also different from the pattern played for the sangueo in 
Choroní (see Figures 3.6 and 3.7) 
Figure 3.6 
Sangueo pattern in San Millán, Carabobo. Performed in a batería.76 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
76 This transcription includes the laures. Sanmillaneros add these two instruments solely when playing on 
stage during folk festivals and other lucrative performances.  
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Figure 3.7 
Sangueo pattern in Choroní, Aragua. Performed in cumacos. 
 
 
 
 
These differences found in the sangueo instrumentation and rhythmic pattern 
between towns like Choroní and Puerto Cabello further illustrate how identities of place 
are also emphasized through music within small geographical areas. In the State of 
Carabobo, where we find localities such as San Millán, Patanemo, and Borburata, 
musicians play the sangueo pattern used in Carabobo, performed in a batería. In contrast, 
in the neighboring State of Aragua, in towns such as Choroní and Chuao, musicians play 
the sangueo pattern used in Aragua, performed in cumacos (see Figure 3.8). 
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Figure 3.8 
Sangueo in Choroní using cumacos. The cumacos are carried in procession in this picture 
during a sangueo. The laures play on the side of the drums. 
 
 
 
 
 Choice of instrumentation and rhythm also distinguishes the states of Carabobo 
and Aragua from other states such as Miranda, where Afrovenezuelans play the ensemble 
of tambores redondos (rounded drums) better known as culo e’ puya (see Figure 3.9). 
The culo e’ puya is a group of three drums traditionally performed during the festivities 
of Saint John in Barlovento.77 The three drums are called tambor pequeño o hembra 
(small or female drum), tambor cruzado (crossed drum), and tambor grande o macho 
(big or male drum). In contrast with the cumaco traditions, each culo e’ puya drum is 
played by one performer, using one bare hand and a stick. Rhythmic patterns performed 
on the culo e’ puya are distinct from those played on cumacos, as exemplified by the 
rhythmic pattern of the town of Mendoza in Barlovento (See figure 3.10). 
 
                                                
77 Barlovento is a region located on the Eastern part of the state of Miranda. 
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Figure 3.9 
Culo e’ Puya. Photo courtesy of Raul Monsalve. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.10 
Tambor Mendoza 
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 Evidently, the Afrovenezuelan traditions in the Central Coastal Region are not 
monolithic. Although all Afrovenezuelan communities of this region have Saint John as 
the patron Saint, these different communities have divergent practices dependent on their 
locality and subregion. For instance, we observe different instruments used depending on 
the region and the tradition. Perhaps because of these subtle differences in the choice of 
instruments, with the added differences in rhythmic pattern, music has become so 
important in determining local identity among these communities. These differences 
enhance the uniqueness of each locality, an aspect often emphasized in the conversations 
about music, and in the performances themselves.  
 The lyrics of songs in San Millán reinforce subregional and regional identities. 
Sanmillaneros also have songs about or from other localities in their State of Carabobo 
and from other subregions inside the Central Coastal Region. An example is a song titled 
“Borburata,” a town in the State of Carabobo. Through this song Sanmillaneros praise the 
traditions of Borburata, as we can see in verse four, “Borburata pueblo mío, que conserva 
tradiciones, tienen el baile e’ la burra, y San Juan con sus tambores” (Borburata my town, 
which preserves traditions, they have the dance of the donkey, and Saint John with his 
drums). In the lyrics of “A Borburata” Sanmillaneros also manifest their admiration for 
the architecture and design of Borburata, as heared in verse three, “Y ahí en la plaza 
Bolívar, como ella no hay otra igual, desde lejos se divisa, el cristo en la catedral” (And 
there in the Plaza Bolivar, there is none like it, from far away you can see, Christ in the 
Cathedral) (see Figure 3.11). 
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Figure 3.11 
“A Borburata” (“To Borburata”) 
CD track 7 
 
Cantante líder:     Lead singer: 
 
Borburata tiene un río    Borburata has a river 
y es muy grande su folklore   and its folklore is big 
los tambores de San Juan   the drums of Saint John 
y el Cristo en la procesión   And Christ in procession 
 
CORO:     CHORUS: 
 
Borburata tiene un río   Borburata has a river 
y es muy grande su folklore   and its folklore is big 
los tambores de San Juan   the drums of Saint John 
y el Cristo en la procesión   And Christ in procession 
Borburata tiene un río   Borburata has a river 
y es muy grande su folklore   and its folklore is big 
los tambores de San Juan   the drums of Saint John 
y el Cristo en la procesión   And Christ in procession 
 
Cuando voy a Borburata   When I go to Borburata 
Me siento muy complacido   I feel very pleased 
Porque toco los tambores   Because I play the drums 
Con toditos mis amigos   with all my friends 
 
Borburata tiene un río   Borburata has a river 
y es muy grande su folklore   and its folklore is big 
los tambores de San Juan   the drums of Saint John 
y el Cristo en la procesión   And Christ in procession 
Borburata tiene un río   Borburata has a river 
y es muy grande su folklore   and its folklore is big 
los tambores de San Juan   the drums of Saint John 
y el Cristo en la procesión   And Christ in procession 
 
Y hay una plaza Bolívar   And there is a Bolivar Plaza 
Como ella no hay otra igual   Like her there is no other 
Desde lejos se divisa    From afar you can see 
El cristo en la catedral   Christ in the Cathedral 
 
Borburata tiene un río   Borburata has a river 
y es muy grande su folklore   and its folklore is big 
los tambores de San Juan   the drums of Saint John 
y el Cristo en la procesión   And Christ in procession 
Borburata tiene un río   Borburata has a river 
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y es muy grande su folklore   and its folklore is big 
los tambores de San Juan   the drums of Saint John 
y el Cristo en la procesión   And Christ in procession 
 
Borburata pueblo mío    Borburata town of mine 
Que conserva tradiciones   That preserves traditions 
Tienen el baile e la burra   they have the dance of the donkey 
Y San Juan con sus tambores   and Saint John with his drums 
 
Borburata tiene un río   Borburata has a river 
y es muy grande su folklore   and its folklore is big 
los tambores de San Juan   the drums of Saint John 
y el Cristo en la procesión   And Christ in procession 
Borburata tiene un río   Borburata has a river 
y es muy grande su folklore   and its folklore is big 
los tambores de San Juan   the drums of Saint John 
y el Cristo en la procesión   And Christ in procession 
 
El 24 de Junio mi gente   The 24th of June my people 
Cuando salen a bailar    when they go out dancing 
Montan la gran caravana   they put together the great parade 
Y se llevan a San juan    and they carry Saint John away 
 
Borburata tiene un río   Borburata has a river 
y es muy grande su folklore   and its folklore is big 
los tambores de San Juan   the drums of Saint John 
y el Cristo en la procesión   And Christ in procession 
Borburata tiene un río   Borburata has a river 
y es muy grande su folklore   and its folklore is big 
los tambores de San Juan   the drums of Saint John 
y el Cristo en la procesión   And Christ in procession 
 
 
 This tribute song to Borburata shows how Sanmillaneros value their neighboring 
towns in their subregion, and how they also see their own traditions within the context of 
their subregion in the State of Carabobo. We can hear this in verse two, “Cuando voy a 
Borburata, me siento muy complacido, porque toco los tambores, con toditos mis 
amigos” (When I go to Borburata, I feel pleased, because I play drums, with all my 
friends). Sanmillaneros are familiar with all the towns of their subregion. They share their 
drum traditions with towns like Borburata, Patanemo, and Goaigoaza. In this case, in 
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verse two of the song, the singer affirms he likes going to Borburata because there he 
finds friendly people with whom he can play drums and music, emphasizing the 
importance that music plays in the culture and socialization of Afrovenezuelans in the 
State of Carabobo. 
 In the lyrics of “Borburata” we can also see a persistent reference to two central 
aspects of Afrovenezuelan culture and identity in the Central Coastal Region: Saint John 
and the drums. References to Saint John appear in verses one, four, five, and in the 
chorus. References to the drums appear on verses one, two, four, and in the chorus.  All 
these references are important to Sanmillaneros as Saint John and the drums are also a 
vital part of their local identity. By singing about Borburata, while also singing about 
Saint John and the drums, Sanmillaneros celebrate the commonalities they have with 
other people of the region, and in the process accentuate their regional identity. 
 Sanmillaneros also sing to and about other subregions within the Central Coastal 
Region. An example of this is the song “Barlovento” (see Figure 3.12). This popular and 
well-known song makes reference to the region of Barlovento in the State of Miranda. In 
this song there are also persistent references to the region’s drum traditions and to Saint 
John. The first two lines say, “Barlovento, Barlovento, tierra ardiente del tambor” 
(“Barlovento, Barlovento, warm land of the drum”), immediately connecting the land to 
the drum, the Afrovenezuelan instrument of choice of the region and of the nation. A few 
lines later the references become more specific, mentioning one of the types of drums 
found in Barlovento: the mina and curbata. Those lines read “al son de la curbata, y el 
taquiti taqui de la mina” (“to the sound of the curbata and el taquiti taqui of the mina”). 
The wood sound of the laures beating on the mina is described in the song “Barlovento” 
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in the line that reads “to the sound of the curbata and el taquiti taqui of the mina.” The 
mina is a large drum played by two or more performers. One performer plays the skin of 
the drum with bare hands while the rest play laures on the side of the drum. In contrast to 
the cumaco, the mina is traditionally held at a 45-degree angle supported by a wooden 
structure with an “X” shape (see Figure 3.13). The mina is always accompanied by the 
curbata, a smaller accompaniment drum played with sticks. 
Figure 3.12 
“Barlovento” 
 
 
Barlovento, Barlovento   Barlovento, Barlovento 
tierra ardiente del tambor   hot land of the drum 
Barlovento, barlovento   Barlovento, Barlovento 
Tierra ardiente del tambor   hot land of the drum 
tierra de las fulías y negras finas  land of the fulias and fine Black women 
que llevan de fiesta    that take to parties 
su cintura prieta    their black waists 
al son de la curbata    to the sound of the curbata 
y el taquiti taqui de la mina   and the taquiti taqui of the mina 
al son de la curbata    to the sound of the curbata 
y el taquiti taqui de la mina   and the taquiti taqui of the mina  
 
Sabroso que mueve el cuerpo la  They move their body tastefully 
barloventeña cuando camina  Barlovento women when they walk 
sabroso que suena el taquiti taqui taqui delicious the sound el taquiti taqui  
sobre la mina     over the mina 
 
Que vengan los conuqueros   Let the farmers/peasants come 
para el baile de San Juan   to the dance of Saint John 
Que vengan los conuqueros   let the farmers/peasants come 
para el baile de San Juan   to the dance of Saint John 
 
Que la mina está templada   The mina’s skin has the right tension 
para soná el taquiti taquitita  to sound taquito taquitita 
tiqui taquiti taquitita   tiqui taquiti taquitita 
tiqui taquiti ta    tiqui taquiti ta 
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Figure 3.13 
Mina y Curbata. Photo courtesy of Raul Monsalve. 
 
 
 
 
  The song “Barlovento” connects the drum tradition to the celebration of Saint 
John when they sing, “que vengan los conuqueros para el baile de San Juan” (come land 
workers to the dance of Saint John), demonstrating, once more, that Saint John is a vital 
element of the culture in the Central Coastal Region, even in places miles apart, such as 
Barlovento and San Millán. 
 The song “Barlovento” shows how Sanmillaneros use songs about and from other 
subregions of the Central Coastal region, creating for Sanmillaneros a sense of belonging 
and connection to the overall region.  
 Some of the most emblematic songs of the region have Saint John as a central 
character and topic in the lyrics. The sangueo “No aparece San Juan”  (Saint John does 
not appear”) is a common song performed during the festivities of Saint John in San 
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Millán, but also in other towns like Choroní in the neighboring state of Aragua (see 
Figure 3.14). 
Figure 3.14 
“No aparece San Juan” (“Saint John does not appear”) 
 
Ay lo lo looo lo e    Ay lo lo looo lo e 
Ay looo lo a     Y looo lo a  
Mira las horas que son   Look at the time that is now 
Y no aparece San Juan   And Saint John is nowhere to be found 
 
Ay lo lo looo lo e    Ay lo lo looo lo e 
Ay looo lo a     Y looo lo a  
Mira las horas que son   Look at the time that is now 
Y no aparece San Juan   And Saint John does not appear 
 
 
 “No aparece San Juan” is performed in procession during encuentros or while 
waiting for the figures of Saint John to return to the procession from their visit to other 
neighboring localities. At the end of the festivities the groups play “Se va Bautista.”78 
This sangueo is usually performed just prior to the end of the festivities, or when the 
figures of the Saint are leaving the locality in procession. (see Figure 3.15). “Se va 
Bautista” also shows how people in the Central Coastal Region revere Saint John. In the 
fourth verse the singer says “Se va Bautista y los parranderos lo van a extrañar” (the 
Baptist is leaving and the parranderos will miss him), showing the appreciation they 
have for this Saint. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
78 The word Bautista refers to Saint John the Baptist 
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Figure 3.15 
“Se va Bautista” (“Bautista is Leaving”)  
CD track 379 
 
Se va Bautista    Bautista is leaving 
Se va Bautista    Bautista is leaving 
Se va y se va    leaving and leaving 
 
Se va Bautista    Bautista is leaving 
Se va Bautista   Bautista is leaving 
Se va y se va    leaving and leaving 
 
Ay se va Bautista    Ay Bautista is leaving 
Y el año que viene   and next year 
Quien lo extrañará?   Who is going to miss him? 
 
Se va Bautista    Bautista is leaving 
Se va Bautista   Bautista is leaving 
Se va y se va    leaving and leaving 
 
Ay se va Bautista   Ay Bautista is leaving 
Y el pueblo seguro    and the people for sure 
Que lo extrañará   will miss him 
 
Se va Bautista    Bautista is leaving 
Se va Bautista   Bautista is leaving 
Se va y se va    leaving and leavin 
 
Se va bautista    Bautista is leaving 
Y los parranderos   And the parranderos 
Lo van a extrañar   they are going to miss him 
 
Se va Bautista    Bautista is leaving 
Se va Bautista   Bautista is leaving 
Se va y se va    leaving and leaving  
 
Se va Bautista    Bautista is leaving 
Y el año que viene   and next year 
Quien lo bailará?   Who will dance him?  
 
Se va Bautista    Bautista is leaving 
Se va Bautista   Bautista is leaving 
Se va y se va    leaving and leaving 
 
 
                                                
79 In this recording, “Se va Bautista” is part of medley, and it is performed first. 
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Se va Bautista    Bautista is leaving  
Se va para el cielo   he is going to heaven 
Para descansar    to rest 
 
Se va Bautista    Bautista is leaving 
Se va Bautista   Bautista is leaving 
Se va y se va    leaving and leaving 
 
Se va Bautista    Bautista is leaving 
Se va muy alegre   he is leaving very happy 
Para San Millán   to San Millán 
 
Se va Bautista    Bautista is leaving 
Se va Bautista   Bautista is leaving 
Se va y se va    leaving and leaving 
 
Since Saint John is a central figure of Afrovenezuelan identity in the Central 
Coastal Region, it should not come as a surprise that musical groups from San Millán 
often take images and figures of Saint John to the different festivals in which they 
perform. During festivals, Sanmillaneros use Saint John to reinforce their local and 
regional identity. Similarly, groups from other regions would bring the patron saints from 
their region. In the Western State of Zulia the Afrovenezuelan patron saint is Saint 
Benedict. When Afrovenezuelans from towns such as Gibraltar or Bobures in Zulia 
perform in national folklore festivals they bring along images and figures of Saint 
Benedict. Afrozulianos in these festivals perform songs from the festivities of Saint 
Benedict and use the traditional chimbangueles drums of Zulia. The chimbangueles are 
not only different from the drums used in the Central Coastal Region, but also the 
rhythmic patterns used by Afrozulianos are also distinct from the patterns used in all the 
localities in the Central Coastal Region. Therefore, each region of Venezuela has its own 
patron saint, instruments, musical repertory, and rhythmic patterns that provide them with 
a unique sense of regional identity. 
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 Besides local and regional identities, Sanmillaneros also use musical 
performances to accentuate their national identity in different contexts such as regional, 
national and international performances. Many of the songs in their repertory contain 
different references to historical figures such as Simon Bolivar (the Liberator of 
Venezuela), and references to national symbols such as the Venezuelan flag. For 
example, the song “La cinta amarilla” makes reference to Simon Bolivar in the chorus 
(see Figure 3.16). This song shows how Sanmillaneros also identify with national 
symbols and national heroes such as Simon Bolivar, a sign of glocality. 
Figure 3.16 
“La cinta amarilla”/The Yellow Ribbon 
 
La cinta amarilla    The yellow ribbon 
Y la colorada     and the red one 
La cinta amarilla     the yellow ribbon 
y la colorada     and the red one 
fue con que Bolívar    were the ones that Bolivar used 
dió la libertad     to give freedom 
fue con que Bolívar     were the ones that Bolivar used 
dió la libertad     to give freedom 
 
La cinta amarilla    The yellow ribbon 
Y la colorada     and the red one 
La cinta amarilla     the yellow ribbon 
y la colorada     and the red one 
fue con que Bolívar    were the ones that Bolivar used 
dió la libertad    to give freedom 
fue con que Bolívar     were the ones that Bolivar used 
dió la libertad    to give freedom 
 
 
 “La cinta amarilla” shows how Sanmillaneros still feel admiration for Simon 
Bolivar and believe he is the liberator of Venezuela and the Venezuelans. Through this 
song they identify with national symbols and heroes, reinforcing their national identity as 
citizens of the country, Venezuela. Other songs focus more on national symbols such as 
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the flag. The sangueo “Bandera Venezolana” (Venezuelan Flag) is named after one of the 
most revered national symbols. The chorus of this song makes reference to other 
countries of the Caribbean, such as Cuba and Puerto Rico, while identifying 
Sanmillaneros with Venezuela (see Figure 3.17).  
Figure 3.17 
“Bandera Venezolana”/Venezuelan Flag 
CD track 8 
 
Cantante líder:    Lead singer: 
 
Ay le le lee    Ay le le lee 
Ay leee le    Ay leee le 
Cuba y Puerto Rico son  Cuba and Puerto Rico are 
las dos Antillas Hermanas  the two sister Antilles 
y yo como soy central   and me because I am from the Central Coast 
traigo bandera venezolana  I bring a Venezuelan flag 
 
CORO:    CHORUS: 
 
Ay le le lee    Ay le le lee 
Ay leee le    Ay leee le 
Cuba y Puerto Rico son  Cuba and Puerto Rico are 
las dos Antillas Hermanas  the two sister Antilles 
y yo como soy central   and me because I am from the Central Coast 
traigo bandera venezolana  I bring a Venezuelan flag 
 
Ay le leeee    Ay le leeee 
Leee le     Leee le 
Asi es que me gusta a mi  that is the way I like it 
Como no me a gustar   How am I not going to like it? 
Se echaron para adelante   they came forward 
Y después se van para atras  and then went backwards 
 
Ay le le lee    Ay le le lee 
Ay leee le    Ay leee le 
Cuba y Puerto Rico son  Cuba and Puerto Rico are 
las dos Antillas Hermanas  the two sister Antilles 
y yo como soy central   and me because I am from the Central Coast 
traigo bandera venezolana  I bring a Venezuelan flag 
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Ay lo lo loooo    Ay lo lo looo 
Lo lo looooo lo   lo lo looooo lo 
Cuenta y llegan cuatro  count and there four arrived 
Cinco con el que toca   five if we count the one playing 
Y ahi va repicando   and there he goes playing 
El hijo de Simona   the son of Simona 
 
Ay le le lee    Ay le le lee 
Ay leee le    Ay leee le 
Cuba y Puerto Rico son  Cuba and Puerto Rico are 
las dos Antillas Hermanas  the two sister Antilles 
y yo como soy central   and me because I am from the Central Coast 
traigo bandera venezolana  I bring a Venezuelan flag 
 
Ay lo looo    Ay lo looo 
Loooo lo    Loooo lo 
Estoy canto canto   I am singing and singing 
Como Negro Primero   like Negro Primero (the First Black) 
Y estoy como una planta  and I am like a plant  
Esperando el aguacero  waiting for the storm  
 
Ay le le lee    Ay le le lee 
Ay leee le    Ay leee le 
Cuba y Puerto Rico son  Cuba and Puerto Rico are 
las dos Antillas Hermanas  the two sister Antilles 
y yo como soy central   and me because I am from the Central Coast 
traigo bandera venezolana  I bring a Venezuelan flag 
 
Ay lo lo looooo   Ay lo lo looooo 
Looooo lo    Looooo lo 
Me siento cuando yo que canto I feel when I sing 
No me puedo contener  I can’t contain myself 
Por el camino que vine  by the road I came  
Por ese me he de devolver  that same one I will use to return 
 
Ay le le lee    Ay le le lee 
Ay leee le    Ay leee le 
Cuba y Puerto Rico son  Cuba and Puerto Rico are 
las dos Antillas Hermanas  the two sister Antilles 
y yo como soy central   and me because I am from the Central Coast 
traigo bandera venezolana  I bring a Venezuelan flag 
 
 
 In “Bandera Venezolana” we can see how Sanmillaneros make references to other 
countries of the Caribbean. At the same time they also make a reference to the Central 
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Coastal Region, identifying themselves with this region and, in the larger context, with 
their country, Venezuela. This is evidenced in the verse that reads, “y yo como soy 
central traigo bandera Venezolana” (And I, because I am from the Central Coastal 
Region, I bring the Venezuelan flag). This line accentuates identities of place in 
Sanmillaneros, with emphasis on their broader Venezuelan identity. I feel that the 
emphasis in this chorus and line is their Venezuelan identity, not only because they 
named the song “Bandera Venezolana,” but also because the line about the Venezuelan 
flag follows references to other two countries of the Caribbean, Cuba and Puerto Rico. 
By placing a reference to the Venezuelan flag in the last line, it creates a sense 
differentiation with the other two countries of the Caribbean, making the song more about 
nations than about regions. There are no references to other regions of Venezuela in the 
chorus, so regional identity is of secondary importance in this song.  
 “Bandera Venezolana” is often performed at national and international festivals, 
but it has also become part of the repertory of sangueos performed locally during the 
festivities of Saint John. This shows how songs also can cross from the context of 
national and international festivals to the local festival of Saint John. Sanmillaneros 
seamlessly transfer songs from one context to other as long as it keeps with the required 
conventions of each context.  Recontextualizing songs is not uncommon in the 
contemporary traditions of Sanmillaneros. The song “Bandera Venezolana,” being a 
sangueo, works well in the context of the festivities of Saint John and because the lyrics 
are about national identity, it also works well in national and international festivals. In 
international settings this song has greater nationalistic meanings. During local 
performances and celebrations it can add to the repertory of sangueo songs during a long 
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procession, or it could serve to bring a spirit of camaraderie when performing with other 
Venezuelans of the Central Coastal Region.  
 Afrovenezuelan lyrics are very rich in references to Black ethnicity and often 
illustrate how Black culture can relate to the sense of place. Afrovenezuelans show Black 
pride in music performance, and they frequently sing about being Black. This is their 
conduit to construct and reinforce their ethnic identity through song lyrics and style. A 
good example of a Golpe de San Millán song that talks about being Black is “Raíces” 
(see Figure 3.18). The chorus of this song translates to “Where are the roots of my black 
race?” Just in that chorus they have already defined themselves as Black, as 
Afrovenezuelans. To the question “Where are the roots of my black race?” the lead 
singer gives several answers. The first answer is “In Curacao they told me that we come 
from Black Africa.” With this first answer they acknowledge their African heritage and 
ancestry. In the chorus and first lead singer line, they define themselves as Black and as 
having an African past, with an intrinsic connection to African history. In particular, San 
Millán is mentioned as being a place where they can also find Black African roots. The 
lead singer also acknowledges other regions of Venezuela and other Caribbean countries 
as belonging to this network of Black culture. For example, the second lead singer line 
says, “Then I went to Cuba and there I found again the roots of my Black race.” With this 
emphasis on places where they find Black roots, and by including their own locality in 
this list, they acknowledge their place in a larger network of African heritage. 
Sanmillaneros in this song also call for the unification of Caribbeans when they sing “the 
Caribbean is one, we should unite,” implying a sense of common purpose with the people 
of that region. This awareness leads us to consider the sense of connection and belonging 
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that Afrovenezuelans have with the African Diaspora and with the Caribbean in 
particular. 
Figure 3.18 
“Raices” (“Roots”) 
CD track 9 
 
Ay donde están                       Ay where are they 
ay donde están                        Ay where are they 
ay las raices                             ay the roots 
de mi raza negra                      of my black race 
 
Ay donde están  Ay where are they 
ay donde están  Ay where are they 
ay las raices   ay the roots 
de mi raza negra                   of my black race 
 
Me fui a curazao  I went to Curacao 
y ella me dijo   and she told me 
del Africa negra  from black Africa 
es de donde venimos  is where we come from 
Me fui a curazao  I went to Curacao 
y ella me dijo   and she told me 
del Africa negra  from black Africa 
es de donde venimos  is where we come from 
 
Ay donde están  Ay where are they 
ay donde están  Ay where are they 
ay las raices   ay the roots 
de mi raza negra                   of my black race 
Ay donde están  Ay where are they 
ay donde están  Ay where are they 
ay las raices   ay the roots 
de mi raza negra                   of my black race 
 
Luego me fui a Cuba  Then I went to Cuba 
y allá pregunté  and there I asked 
y con mis raices  and with my roots 
yo me reencontré  I met up 
Luego me fui a Cuba  Then I went to Cuba 
y allá pregunté  and there I asked 
y con mis raices  and with my roots 
yo me reencontré  I met up 
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Ay donde están  Ay where are they 
ay donde están  Ay where are they 
ay las raices   ay the roots 
de mi raza negra                   of my black race 
Ay donde están  Ay where are they 
ay donde están  Ay where are they 
ay las raices   ay the roots 
de mi raza negra                   of my black race 
 
Me dijo Quesada  Quesada told me 
en Santo Domingo  in Santo Domingo 
el Caribe es uno  The Caribbean is one 
debemos unirnos  we should unite 
Me dijo Quesada  Quesada told me 
en Santo Domingo  in Santo Domingo 
el Caribe es uno  The Caribbean is one 
debemos unirnos  we should unite 
 
Ay donde están  Ay where are they 
ay donde están  Ay where are they 
ay las raices   ay the roots 
de mi raza negra                   of my black race 
Ay donde están  Ay where are they 
ay donde están  Ay where are they 
ay las raices   ay the roots 
de mi raza negra                   of my black race 
 
Luego fui a Ecuador  Then I went to Ecuador 
A Puerto Esmeralda  To Port Esmeralda 
Y alla converse  and there I talked 
Con Pepita Palma  with Pepita Palma 
Luego fui a Ecuador  Then I went to Ecuador 
A Puerto Esmeralda  To Port Esmeralda 
Y alla converse  and there I talked 
Con Pepita Palma  with Pepita Palma 
 
Ay donde están  Ay where are they 
ay donde están  Ay where are they 
ay las raices   ay the roots 
de mi raza negra                   of my black race 
Ay donde están  Ay where are they 
ay donde están  Ay where are they 
ay las raices   ay the roots 
de mi raza negra                   of my black race 
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Juan de Dios me dijo  Juan de Dios told me 
Si quereis saber  if you want to know 
Por el sur del lago  by the south of the lake 
Te vais a meter  you should enter 
Juan de Dios me dijo  Juan de Dios told me 
Si quereis saber  if you want to know 
Por el sur del lago  by the south of the lake 
Te vais a meter  you should enter 
 
Ay donde están  Ay where are they 
ay donde están  Ay where are they 
ay las raices   ay the roots 
de mi raza negra                   of my black race 
Ay donde están  Ay where are they 
ay donde están  Ay where are they 
ay las raices   ay the roots 
de mi raza negra                   of my black race 
 
Y Herman me dijo  And Herman told me 
que Chucho García  That Chucho García 
de nuestras raices  of our roots 
ese si sabía   that one knew much 
Y Herman me dijo  And Herman told me 
que Chucho García  That Chucho García 
de nuestras raices  of our roots 
ese si sabía   that one knew much 
 
Ay donde están  Ay where are they 
ay donde están  Ay where are they 
ay las raices   ay the roots 
de mi raza negra                   of my black race 
Ay donde están  Ay where are they 
ay donde están  Ay where are they 
ay las raices   ay the roots 
de mi raza negra                   of my black race 
 
Y en Barlovento se encuentran And in Barlovento you find 
 
Ay las Raices de mi raza negra Ay the roots of our black race 
 
En Patanemo yo ví   En Patanemo I saw 
 
Ay las Raices de mi raza negra Ay the roots of our black race 
 
En Borburata encontré  In Borburata I found 
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Ay las Raices de mi raza negra Ay the roots of our black race 
 
Ahi en Colombia mire  There in Colombia I saw 
 
Ay las Raices de mi raza negra Ay the roots of our black race 
 
y en San Millán están   and in San Millán they are 
 
Ay las Raices de mi raza negra Ay the roots of our black race 
 
y en Puerto Rico se encuentran and in Puerto Rico you can find 
 
Ay las Raices de mi raza negra Ay the roots of our black race 
 
Ahí en Bobures yo ví   there in Bobures I saw 
 
Ay las Raices de mi raza negra Ay the roots of our black race 
 
en Trinidad yo encontré  In Trinidad I found 
 
Ay las Raices de mi raza negra Ay the roots of our black race 
 
en Ocumare mire   in Ocumare I saw 
 
Ay las Raices de mi raza negra Ay the roots of our black race 
 
y en Venezuela están   and in Venezuela the are 
 
Ay las Raices de mi raza negra Ay the roots of our black race 
 
 
 
Ethnicity, Diaspora, and International Identity in the Music of Tambores de San 
Millán 
 
 In today’s world many cultures are transnational. The music and traditions of 
Sanmillaneros fit this label. Tambores de San Millán has performed abroad in the United 
States (1992), Germany (2001), and throughout the Caribbean, representing both their 
local Afrovenezuelan community and Venezuela as a nation. Sanmillaneros are aware 
that beyond San Millán and Venezuela they are also citizens of the world. From the 
beginning one of the key objectives of this group has been to “disseminate, at a national 
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and international level, the roots of Black popular culture.”80 That highlights the 
importance they give to Black ethnicity, and also the importance they assign to being part 
of cultural exchange around the globe. Their mission statement also reveals what they 
deem most vital when performing abroad. Although the Venezuelan government may 
sponsor some of their performances abroad, Sanmillaneros place emphasis on the 
performance of Black music and they seek to connect with other Black communities of 
the African Diaspora. Their representation of Venezuela as a nation will come in second 
place in their priority list. Yet, representing Venezuela comes to them effortlessly since 
being Black and being Venezuelan are not mutually exclusive characterictics. When 
playing Black music from their communities in international events, Sanmillaneros are 
automatically representing both Black and Venezuelan culture. Sanmillaneros seem to be 
fine with that arrangement as long as the government does not ask them to alter their 
performance, which to my knowledge has never happened. Sanmillaneros are pleased to 
take their Afrovenezuelan music abroad and to learn from other Black communities in the 
African Diaspora. 
The glocality of Tambores de San Millán was confirmed in 1994 when they 
released the album “Internacional” (“International”). In that album they play songs with 
strong local, regional, and national identities, while they also include for the first time a 
medley of songs called “Vivencias” (meaning “life experiences”) in which they perform 
international songs from other Caribbean countries.  
By 1994 the group’s touring around the world and the Caribbean had facilitated a 
cultural exchange that has transformed Sanmillaneros’ repertory and performing 
                                                
80 “Reseña de Tambores de San Millán”  written by Herman Villanueva. It contains a brief historical 
summary of the group and theit mission statement. 
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traditions at large. In all their subsequent recordings Tambores de San Millán have also 
included “Vivencias” with songs from Cuba, Puerto Rico, Dominican Republic, Panamá, 
Colombia, and Trinidad. In their 2001 album “La Fuerza de la Tradición” the  group 
recorded the medley “Vivencias II.” In this medley they play songs from Puerto Rico, 
Panamá, Colombia and Trinidad. International identities of place are emphasized through 
the songs by naming particular countries, regions, and cities (see Figure 3.19).  
In the first song of the medley, a song from Puerto Rico titled “Sueño de la 
madrugada” (Midnight dream), Sanmillaneros mention the Bronx, a section of New York 
City with a large Puerto Rican and Nuyorican population, in the same context with the 
country of Puerto Rico.81 By naming the Bronx and Puerto Rico, Sanmillaneros are 
acknowledging the country of origin of the song plus an important Puerto Rican diasporic 
population in New York. In addition, by having a Venezuelan group perform a song that 
has Puerto Rican origins plus influences from its main diaspora in New York City, they 
emphasize glocality and internationality. The third song is a Colombian song with more 
specific references to places in that nation. It mentions the Colombian towns of Huila and 
Pamplona, and also makes reference to the fact that the song is heard in San Millán, 
further emphasizing the international aspect of the medley. The fourth song is from 
Trinidad, with no words in the communal chanting but with an emphasis on the rhythmic 
patterns of calypso, further illustrating the international quality of the medley, and the 
international identity of Sanmillaneros. 
 
 
 
                                                
81 Nuyoricans are people born in New York City from Puerto Rican ancestry. 
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Figure 3.19 
“Vivencias II” (“Life Experiences II”) 
CD Track 10 
 
Cantante líder:    Lead singer: 
 
Sueño, sueño, sueño   Dream, dream, dream, 
Sueño, sueño, sueño   dream, dream, dream 
Sueño tu te llamas   dream you are called 
Yo me llamo sueño   I am called dream 
De la madrugada   of the early morning 
Yo me llamo sueño   I am called dream  
De la madrugada   of the early morning 
 
CORO:    CHORUS: 
 
Sueño, sueño, sueño   Dream, dream, dream, 
Sueño, sueño, sueño   dream, dream, dream 
Sueño tu te llamas   dream yiou are called 
Yo me llamo sueño   I am called dream 
De la madrugada   of the early morning 
Yo me llamo sueño   I am called dream  
De la madrugada   of the early morning 
 
Sueño, sueño, sueño   Dream, dream, dream, 
Sueño, sueño, sueño   dream, dream, dream 
Sueño tu te llamas   dream you are called 
Yo me llamo sueño   I am called dream 
De la madrugada   of the early morning 
Yo me llamo sueño   I am called dream  
De la madrugada   of the early morning 
 
Sueño, sueño, sueño   Dream, dream, dream, 
Sueño, sueño, sueño   dream, dream, dream 
Sueño tu te llamas   dream yiou are called 
Yo me llamo sueño   I am called dream 
De la madrugada   of the early morning 
Yo me llamo sueño   I am called dream  
De la madrugada   of the early morning 
 
Y allá en el Bronx   And there in the Bronx 
Y allá en el Bronx   and there in the Bronx 
Y allá en Puerto Rico   and there in Puerto Rico 
Parranda con plena   Parranda with plena 
Aquí les dedico   here I dedicate to you 
Parranda con plena   parranda with plena 
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aquí les dedico   here I dedicate to you 
 
Sueño, sueño, sueño   Dream, dream, dream, 
Sueño, sueño, sueño   dream, dream, dream 
Sueño tu te llamas   dream yiou are called 
Yo me llamo sueño   I am called dream 
De la madrugada   of the early morning 
Yo me llamo sueño   I am called dream  
De la madrugada   of the early morning 
 
Soba que soba soba   Massage and massage massage 
 
Mariana soba   Mariana massages 
 
Ahí sóbale la cabeza   Massage his/her head   
 
Mariana soba   Mariana massages 
 
Ahí sóbale la cadera   Massage his/her hip 
 
Mariana soba   Mariana massages 
 
Ahí sóbale la cintura   Massage his/her waist 
 
Mariana soba   Mariana massages 
 
De la cintura pa arriba  From the waist up 
 
Mariana soba   Mariana massages 
 
De la cintura pa abajo   From the waist down 
 
Mariana soba   Mariana massages 
 
A Dominita la soban   They massage Dominita 
 
Mariana soba   Mariana massages 
 
La soban en Panamá   the massage her in Panamá   
 
Mariana soba   Mariana massages 
 
Por aca se va Marina   Around here Mariana is leaving 
 
Mariana soba   Mariana massages 
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Aeee María y esta noche duerme sola Aeee María sleeps by herself tonight 
 
Aeee María y esta noche duerme sola Aeee María sleeps by herself tonight 
Aeee María y esta noche duerme sola Aeee María sleeps by herself tonight 
 
Mira lo bailan en el Huila y en Pamplona Look they dance it in Huila and Pamplona 
 
Aeee María y esta noche duerme sola Aeee María sleeps by herself tonight 
 
Aeee lo escuchan en mi barrio San Millán Aeee they listen to it in my hood San Millán 
 
Aeee María y esta noche duerme sola Aeee María sleeps by herself tonight 
 
Aeee María y esta noche duerme sola Aeee María sleeps by herself tonight 
 
Aeee María y esta noche duerme sola Aeee María sleeps by herself tonight 
 
JE JE JE    JE JE JE 
JE JE JE    JE JE JE 
JE JE JE    JE JE JE 
 
 
OOOO oo oo    OOOO oo oo 
JU JU JU    JU JU JU 
OOOO oo oo    OOOO oo oo 
JU JU JU    JU JU JU 
OOOO oo oo    OOOO oo oo 
JU JU JU JU JU JU   JU JU JU JU JU JU 
 
With the medley “Vivencias II” Sanmillaneros demonstrate the glocal aspect of 
music in San Millán, emphasizing both the local and the global, a music where 
internationality and pluriculturalism are celebrated. In their 2005 album “Las voces de 
San Millán” the Grupo Tambores de San Millán included three tracks that are not 
Venezuelan songs. Two tracks are from Cuba, the medley “San Miguel” and the song 
“Viva Changó,” and the other track is “Vivencias 777,” a medley of songs from the 
Dominican Republic, Panama, and Colombia. The increase of international tracks for this 
album, from one to three tracks, reflects the added interest and influence of international 
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and diasporic music to the music of San Millán. Their emphasis on the Caribbean reflects 
their awareness of belongingness to the Caribbean region and to a wider network of 
Black culture.82 
 Therefore, more than just highlighting their internationality, Sanmillaneros and 
Black ethnic groups share a sense that they belong to a wider network of Black culture 
with roots in their African ancestry. This cultural network is referred to as the African 
Diaspora. The African Diaspora, like the concept of ethnicity, is another subjective 
construction related to self-identification, in this case identification with an African 
ancestry. Thomas Turino explains:  
Like nations, diasporic formations are not objective entities but are 
constructed identity units, based on signs and discourses of similarity 
and unity. The discursive emphasis on a central homeland distinguishes 
diasporas from cosmopolitan cultural formations, which share the trait 
of dispersion, but not the recognition of an original source or center 
(Turino, 2000: 5). 
 
 This identification with an original source or center –Africa- is one of the central 
aspects of Afrovenezuelan culture. Discourses of similarity and unity are abundant in 
Afrovenezuelan music, reflecting their awareness and interest in belonging to a larger 
ethnic network more than just an international/cosmopolitan community.  Furthermore, 
the globalized discourse on black ethnicity in the African Diaspora has largely influenced 
Afrovenezuelans in their formation of a black identity (Duysens, 53). We can observe 
this influence in the songs and religious practices of San Millán. 
                                                
82 Sanmillaneros when choosing their repertory clearly favor musics with known African roots. 
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Considering themselves as part of the larger African Diaspora in the Caribbean, 
when going abroad the Grupo Tambores de San Millán performs most often in the 
Caribbean Islands. They have performed in the Dominican Republic (1997-2007) and 
Cuba (1998), and celebrate their African ancestry with other groups from the region. As a 
result of these performances and festivals of cultural exchange, Sanmillaneros have 
learned the songs they include in their “Vivencias” medleys.  However, they do not just 
replicate the performance practices of other Caribbean traditions. Instead Sanmillaneros 
filter those traditions through the San Millán sound and instrumentation, making it fit 
their glocal approach to performance. As an example, Vivencias 777 is a medley of songs 
from Colombia, Panamá, and the Dominican Republic (see Figure 3.20). Each section 
emphasizes a hybrid of rhythms from these countries and other countries of the 
Caribbean while using the instrumentation typical of San Millán’s Golpe. Additionally, 
the lyrics make a connection between San Millán and different places in the Caribbean, 
by mentioning San Millán, Carabobo, Venezuela, Panama, and the Caribbean in the same 
group of verses. The song from the Dominican Republic praises one of the Caribbean 
deities, called Ogún Balenyó, thus connecting with the religious and spiritual world of the 
Caribbean while at the same time reinforcing their Afro-Caribbean identity.   
Figure 3.20 
“Vivencias III” (“Life Experiences III”) 
CD Track 11 
 
Cantante líder:    Lead singer: 
 
Es bonita y es bonita la verdolaga It is beautiful and it is beautiful the purslane 
 
CORO:    CHORUS: 
 
por el suelo    by the ground 
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Bonita como se riega la verdolaga beautiful how it waters the purslane 
 
por el suelo    by the ground 
 
Es bonita que es bien bonita la verdolaga   It is beautiful it is very beautiful the purslane 
 
por el suelo    by the ground 
 
bonita yo la sembre ay la verdolaga beautiful, I put the seed, ay the purslane 
 
por el suelo    by the ground 
 
ay yo la sembre   ay I planted it 
 
por el suelo    by the ground 
 
que ella es bien bonita    That she is very beautiful 
 
por el suelo    by the ground 
 
ella es verdecita                                  She is green 
 
por el suelo    by the ground 
 
ay la verdolaga   Ay the verdolaga 
 
por el suelo    by the ground 
 
ay la verdolaga   Ay the verdolaga 
 
por el suelo    by the ground 
 
dale duro a ese tambor ay la verdolaga     hit that drum louder ay the purslane 
 
por el suelo    by the ground 
 
que se acabe de romper ay la verdolaga    that it finally breaks ay the purslane 
 
por el suelo    by the ground 
 
y si el dueño preguntara ay la verdolaga   and if the owner would ask ay the purslane 
 
por el suelo    by the ground 
 
dile que yo te mande ay la verdolaga     Tell him that I send you ay the purslane 
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por el suelo    by the ground 
 
que yo la sembre   That I planted it 
 
por el suelo    by the ground 
 
ella es bien bonita   She is very beautiful, she is a little green 
 
por el suelo    by the ground 
 
ella es verdecita   She is a little green 
 
por el suelo    by the ground 
 
ay la verdolaga   Ay the verdolaga 
 
por el suelo    by the ground 
 
ay la verdolaga   ay the verdolaga 
 
por el suelo    by the ground 
 
ay yo la cerní    ay I mixed it 
 
por el suelo    by the ground 
 
ay yo la aventié   ay I threw it 
 
por el suelo    by the ground 
 
ay yo la regué    ay I put water in them 
 
por el suelo    by the ground 
 
ay la verdolaga   ay the verdolaga 
 
por el suelo    by the ground 
 
Ay se se se a se hace como es    Ay se se se a it is done as it is 
 
se se se a se hace como es   se se se a it is done as it is 
 
Ay se se se Panama es como es   Ay se se se Panama is as it is 
 
se se se a se hace como es   se se se a it is done as it is 
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Ay se se se Venezuela es como es    Ay se se se Venezuela is as it is 
 
se se se a se hace como es   se se se a it is done as it is 
 
Ay se se se El Caribe es como es     Ay se se se the Caribbean is as it is 
 
se se se a se hace como es   se se se a it is done as it is 
 
Ay se se se Carabobo es como es     Ay se se se Carabobo is as it is 
 
se se se a se hace como es   se se se a it is done as it is 
 
Ay se se se San Millán es como es     Ay se se se San Millán is as it is  
 
se se se a se hace como es   se se se a it is done as it is 
 
Ay ase ase        Ay ase ase 
 
se se        se se 
 
ase como es           ase as it is  
 
ase como es       ase as it is 
 
ay ase ase     ay ase ase 
 
se se        se se 
 
del folklor lo es   of folklore it is 
 
ase como es       ase as it is 
 
canten como es   Sing as it is 
 
se se        se se 
 
para el pueblo es   For the people is 
 
ase como es       ase as it is 
 
ay ase ase    ay ase ase 
 
se se        se se 
 
ay debajo del agua   Ay under the water  
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ahí está el animal          there is the animal 
 
y debajo del agua   and under the water 
 
ahí está el animal          there is the animal 
 
y te va a picar    it is going to bite you 
 
ahí está el animal          there is the animal 
 
pon mucha atención   Put much attention 
 
ahí está el animal          there is the animal 
 
muevete pa un lado   Move to one side 
 
ahí está el animal          there is the animal 
 
llévalo a la orilla   take it to the coastline 
 
ahí está el animal          there is the animal 
 
 
Yo soy Ogún Balenyó   I am Ogun Balenyo 
Y vengo de los Olivos  And I come from the olive gardens 
a darle la mano al enfermo  to give my hand to the sick 
y a levantar a los caídos  and to raise the fallen ones. 
 
Yo soy Ogún Balenyó  Yo soy Ogun Balenyo 
y vengo de los olivos   and I come from the olive garden. 
a darle la mano al enfermo  to give my hand to the sick 
y a levantar a los caídos  and to raise the fallen ones 
 
Yo soy Ogún Balenyó  Yo soy Ogun Balenyo 
y vengo de los olivos   and I come from the olive garden. 
a darle la mano al enfermo  to give my hand to the sick 
y a levantar a los caídos  and to raise the fallen ones 
 
Ay yo soy Ogo   Ay I am Ogo 
 
Ogún Balenyó                        Ogun Balenyo 
 
ay yo soy de allá   ay I am from there 
 
Ogún Balenyó                        Ogun Balenyo 
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ay papá candelo   ay papa candelo 
 
Ogún Balenyó                        Ogun Balenyo 
 
ay como le va    ay how is it going 
 
Ogún Balenyó                        Ogun Balenyo 
 
ay la cumben pie   ay the cumben feet 
 
Ogún Balenyó                        Ogun Balenyo 
 
ay baracumbé    ay baracumbe  
 
Ogún Balenyó                        Ogun Balenyo 
 
ay como Ogo    ay how Ogo 
 
Ogún Balenyó                        Ogun Balenyo 
 
Ay yo soy de allá   Ay I am from there 
 
Ogún Balenyó                        Ogun Balenyo 
 
ay candelo e    ay candelo e 
 
Ogún Balenyó                        Ogun Balenyo 
 
ay candelo a    ay candelo a 
 
Ogún Balenyó                        Ogun Balenyo 
 
Yo soy Ogún Balenyó  Yo soy Ogun Balenyo 
y vengo de los olivos   and I come from the olive garden. 
a darle la mano al enfermo  to give my hand to the sick 
y a levantar a los caídos  and to raise the fallen ones 
 
Yo soy Ogún Balenyó  Yo soy Ogun Balenyo 
y vengo de los olivos   and I come from the olive garden. 
a darle la mano al enfermo  to give my hand to the sick 
y a levantar a los caídos  and to raise the fallen ones 
 
Yo soy Ogún Balenyó   Yo soy Ogun Balenyo 
y vengo de los olivos   and I come from the olive garden. 
a darle la mano al enfermo  to give my hand to the sick 
y a levantar a los caídos  and to raise the fallen ones 
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Ay yo soy Ogo   Ay I am Ogo 
 
Ogún Balenyó                        Ogun Balenyo 
 
ay yo soy de allá   ay I am from there 
 
Ogún Balenyó                        Ogun Balenyo 
 
ay papá candelo   ay papa candelo 
 
Ogún Balenyó                        Ogun Balenyo 
 
ay como le va    ay how is it going 
 
Ogún Balenyó                        Ogun Balenyo 
 
ay la cumben pie   ay the cumben feet 
 
Ogún Balenyó                        Ogun Balenyo 
 
ay baracumbé    ay baracumbe  
 
Ogún Balenyó                        Ogun Balenyo 
 
ay como Ogo    ay how Ogo 
 
Ogún Balenyó                        Ogun Balenyo 
 
Ay yo soy de allá   Ay I am from there 
 
Ogún Balenyó                        Ogun Balenyo 
 
ay candelo e    ay candelo e 
 
Ogún Balenyó                        Ogun Balenyo 
 
ay candelo a    ay candelo a 
 
Ogún Balenyó                        Ogun Balenyo 
 
ay mamá elegua   ay mother elegua 
 
Ogún Balenyó                        Ogun Balenyo 
 
ay candelo e    ay candelo e 
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Ogún Balenyó                        Ogun Balenyo 
 
ay su San Millán   ay su San Millán 
 
Ogún Balenyó                        Ogun Balenyo 
 
Ogún Balenyó                        Ogun Balenyo 
Ogún Balenyó                        Ogun Balenyo 
 
 
The “Vivencias” medleys also show the hybrid nature of diaspora cultures, which 
often present “practices and ideas drawn from experiences in the home and a variety of 
host countries” (Turino: 2000, 6-7). This evidences the impact and role that music has 
played in connecting and bonding the African diaspora from different countries and 
regions; providing them with the common denominator of their Africaness. In San 
Millán, as in the rest of the African Diaspora, this hybridity is not only evident in the 
multiplicity of elements brought together during the colonial period (mostly European, 
African, and Native American elements), but in the continuing process of hybridization 
with elements from other regions and countries of the African Diaspora. 
For instance, a religious influence from Cuban Santería can be perceived 
throughout the coast of Venezuela. Cuban Santería is without a doubt one of the most 
emblematic Afro-Caribbean religions, and its practice reinforces the Afro-Caribbean 
identity of Afrovenezuelans. In San Millán, prominent members of the community 
practice Cuban Santería. These include Nancy Hernández, Herman Villanueva’s partner 
and also one of the leaders of the Grupo Tambores de San Millán, who fervently believes 
in the power of the Orishas.83 Sanmillaneros perform this religious aspect of their Afro-
Caribbean identity in a song dedicated to Saint Michael, the Catholic equivalent in 
                                                
83 Orishas are the deities in Cuban Santeria and Yoruba religion. 
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Santeria to Ogún, the Yoruba god of metal and war in present day Nigeria. The song, 
titled “San Miguel,” is a medley of two songs that makes reference to the different 
deities/orishas of the Afro-Cuban Santería/Yoruba pantheon (see Figure 3.21). Deities 
such as Ogún, Eleguá, Changó, and Yemayá are honored and praised throughout the 
song. Rhythmically speaking, the song uses a variation of a Cuban guaguancó rhythm, 
but interpreted with the cumaco, laures, and batería (See figures 3.22 and 3.23). 
 
Figure 3.21 
“San Miguel”/Saint Michael 
CD Track 12 
 
Cantante líder:     Lead singer: 
 
San Miguel     Saint Michael 
San Miguel bendito    Blessed Saint Michael 
préstame tu espada     Lend me your sword 
que quiero vencer ay dios   I want to defeat oh god 
préstame tu espada    Lend me your sword 
que quiero vencer ay dios   that I want to defeat oh god 
 
CORO:     CHORUS: 
 
San Miguel     Saint Michael 
San Miguel bendito    Blessed Saint Michael 
préstame tu espada    Lend me your sword 
que quiero vencer ay dios   that I want to defeat oh god 
préstame tu espada    Lend me your sword 
que quiero vencer ay dios   That I want to defeat 
 
Ay San Miguel    Ay Saint Michael 
San Miguel Guerrero    Saint Michael Warrior 
eres conocido     you are known 
en el mundo entero ay dios   all over the world oh god 
eres conocido     you are known 
en el mundo entero ay dios   all over the world oh god 
 
San Miguel     Saint Michael 
San Miguel bendito    Blessed Saint Michael 
préstame tu espada    Lend me your sword 
que quiero vencer ay dios   that I want to defeat oh god 
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préstame tu espada    Lend me your sword 
que quiero vencer ay dios   That I want to defeat 
 
Ay San Miguel    Ay Saint Michael 
con fruta y tambor    with fruit and drum 
así se celebra     that’s the way you celebrate 
en Cuba a Chango ay dios   Chango in Cuba oh god 
así se celebra     that’s the way you celebrate 
en Cuba a Chango ay dios   Chango in Cuba oh god 
 
San Miguel     Saint Michael 
San Miguel bendito    Blessed Saint Michael 
préstame tu espada    Lend me your sword 
que quiero vencer ay dios   that I want to defeat oh god 
préstame tu espada    Lend me your sword 
que quiero vencer ay dios   That I want to defeat 
 
Ay San Miguel    Ay Saint Michael 
Orisha valiente    Brave Orisha   
con lanza y espada    with spear and sword 
un gran combatiente ay dios   a great combatant ay god 
con lanza y espada    with spear and sword 
un gran combatiente ay dios   a great combatant ay god 
 
San Miguel     Saint Michael 
San Miguel bendito    Blessed Saint Michael 
préstame tu espada    Lend me your sword 
que quiero vencer ay dios   that I want to defeat oh god 
préstame tu espada    Lend me your sword 
que quiero vencer ay dios   That I want to defeat 
 
Ay San Miguel    Ay Saint Michael 
te pido al cantar    I ask of you while singing 
calma al enemigo    calm down the enemy 
líbranos del mal ay dios   free us from evil oh god 
calma al enemigo    calm down the enemy 
líbranos del mal ay dios   Free us from evil oh god 
 
San Miguel Vamos    Saint Michael Let’s go 
 
San Miguel     Saint Michael 
San Miguel bendito    Blessed Saint Michael 
préstame tu espada    Lend me your sword 
que quiero vencer ay dios   that I want to defeat oh god 
préstame tu espada    Lend me your sword 
que quiero vencer ay dios   That I want to defeat 
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Ay San Miguel    Saint Michael 
San Miguel bendito    Blessed Saint Michael 
prestame tu espada     Lent me your Sword 
que quiero vencer ay dios   that I want to defeat oh god 
prestame tu espada    lent me your sword 
que quiero vencer ay dios   that I want to defeat oh god 
 
San Miguel     Saint Michael 
San Miguel bendito    Blessed Saint Michael 
préstame tu espada    Lend me your sword 
que quiero vencer ay dios   that I want to defeat oh god 
préstame tu espada    Lend me your sword 
que quiero vencer ay dios   That I want to defeat 
 
Dicen que yo soy guerrero   They say I am a warrior 
yo no soy guerrero na    I am not a warrior 
yo trabajo con Ogún    I work with Ogun 
con Eleguá y Yemayá    with Elegua and Yemaya 
yo trabajo con Ogún     I work with Ogun 
con Eleguá y Yemayá    with Elegua and Yemaya 
 
Dicen que yo soy guerrero   They say I am a warrior 
yo no soy guerrero na   I am not a warrior 
yo trabajo con Ogún    I work with Ogun 
con Eleguá y Yemayá   with Elegua and Yemaya 
yo trabajo con Ogún    I work with Ogun 
con Eleguá y Yemayá   with Elegua and Yemaya 
 
Quien me busca por los montes  Who looks for me in the scrublands   
Quien busca por los rios   Who looks for me in the rivers 
Eleguá me esta llamando   Elegua is calling me 
para abrirme los caminos   To open my paths 
Eleguá me esta llamando    Elegua is calling me 
para abrirme los caminos   To open my paths 
 
Dicen que yo soy guerrero   They say I am a warrior 
yo no soy guerrero na   I am not a warrior 
yo trabajo con Ogún    I work with Ogun 
con Eleguá y Yemayá   with Elegua and Yemaya 
yo trabajo con Ogún    I work with Ogun 
con Eleguá y Yemayá   with Elegua and Yemaya 
 
Donde quiera que te metas   Wherever you go 
a tí te van a encontrar    they are going to find you 
Yemayá me esta llevando   Yemaya is taking me 
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porque ella es la dueña del mar  because she owns the sea 
Yemayá me esta llevando   Yemaya is taking me 
porque ella es la dueña del mar  because she owns the sea 
 
Dicen que yo soy guerrero   They say I am a warrior 
yo no soy guerrero na   I am not a warrior 
yo trabajo con Ogún    I work with Ogun 
con Eleguá y Yemayá   with Elegua and Yemaya 
yo trabajo con Ogún    I work with Ogun 
con Eleguá y Yemayá   with Elegua and Yemaya 
 
 
Si Changó un día me llama   If Chango calls me one day 
yo le voy a contestar    I will answer 
mira yo te hago un bembe   look I make you a bembe 
y con tu tambor bata    with your bata drum 
mira yo te hago un bembe   look I make you a bembe 
y con tu tambor bata    with your bata drum 
 
Dicen que yo soy guerrero   They say I am a warrior 
yo no soy guerrero na   I am not a warrior 
yo trabajo con Ogún    I work with Ogun 
con Eleguá y Yemayá   with Elegua and Yemaya 
yo trabajo con Ogún    I work with Ogun 
con Eleguá y Yemayá   with Elegua and Yemaya 
 
Y si Ogún un dia me llama   If Ogun one day calls me 
yo le voy a contestar    I will answer 
mira yo si soy guerrera    look I am a warrior 
porque tu eres mi papa   because you are my father 
mira yo si soy guerrera   look I am a warrior 
porque tu eres mi papa   because you are my father 
 
Dicen que yo soy guerrero   They say I am a warrior 
yo no soy guerrero na   I am not a warrior 
yo trabajo con Ogún    I work with Ogun 
con Eleguá y Yemayá   with Elegua and Yemaya 
yo trabajo con Ogún    I work with Ogun 
con Eleguá y Yemayá   with Elegua and Yemaya 
 
Dicen que yo soy guerrero   They say I am a warrior 
yo no soy guerrero na   I am not a warrior 
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Figure  3.22 
Rhythmic pattern played by Sanmillaneros for “San Miguel” with reference to Cuban  
Guaguancó 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.23 
Standard rhythmic pattern for Cuban guaguancó 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Through these performances Sanmillaneros create and further reinforce their 
Afro-Caribbean identities displaying their connections to a wider network of culture and 
performance. Sanmillaneros are aware and proud of their place in the African Diaspora 
and present this awareness in their repertory, musical, and religious choices. 
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 The group Tambores San Millán also has received international awards and 
recognitions for their contributions to Caribbean cultural exchanges and to highlight their 
dedication to the dissemination of Black popular culture. In 1998 they were declared a 
Cultural Patrimony of the Caribbean by the government of the State of Carabobo (see 
Figure 3.24). Their continuous travels to other Caribbean countries also puts into 
evidence their interest and their awareness of belonging to a larger Black cultural 
network, the African Diaspora. 
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Figure 3.24 
Diploma in recognition of the Grupo Tambores de San Millán as a Cultural Patrimony of 
the Caribbean  
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Despite their strong connections with the Caribbean, Sanmillaneros understand 
that not all songs in their repertory are appropriate for multiple contexts. For example, 
Sanmillaneros avoid playing songs from other countries of the Caribbean during local 
religious celebrations, such as the celebration of Saint John. However, they will perform 
foreign songs during local concerts and national folk festivals. This reflects their 
awareness of the multiplicity of contexts and identities they face during music making, 
and their ability to shape their identities depending on the context.  
The group Tambores de San Millán continues on their effort to gain international 
contracts and to travel widely throughout the world. During my residence in San Millán, 
Herman Villanueva was working on acquiring contracts to travel to Spain to perform in 
an international festival. To date, he continues to seek opportunities to perform outside of 
Venezuela. In recent conversation with Villanueva, he stressed the importance of 
international exposure, a venue he strives for everyday. Consistent with their goals, 
traveling gives Tambores de San Millán the opportunity to disseminate their local Black 
culture while they learn and connect with other members of the African Diaspora.  
 
Summary 
Sanmillaneros use music to form their different identities of place, from the 
macrolevel to the microlevel, while emphasizing their local identity through rhythmic 
patterns and lyrics. They reaffirm their regional identity through their choice of 
instrument and their musical celebration of Saint John. Sanmillaneros also form their 
national identity through their participation in national and internationals festivals, in 
their performance of Venezuelan songs, and through particular song lyrics. Furthermore, 
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in San Millán people construct their Diasporic and International identity through the 
performance of songs from different countries and their participation in international 
festivals. Sanmillaneros are proud of their local identity and they reaffirm that pride and 
awareness of locality through their music performances. 
Ethnicity and place are concepts that can complement and reinforce each other in 
the music of Sanmillaneros. Rhythmic patterns and choice of instruments create for 
Sanmillaneros a sense of place and help construct local identities in Afrovenezuelan 
communities. Song structures, religion, and song lyrics help emphasize ethnicity and 
African ancestry. Therefore, ethnicity and place are both closely connected to music 
performance in the Central Coastal Region. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Summary and Conclusions 
 
Social groups have collective experiences and histories that lead to the formation 
of multiple identities. Ethnic identity and identity of place are two prominent forms of 
identities used by social groups to reinforce their sense of belongingness and 
distinctiveness. Music is a medium for the construction of ethnic identity and identity of 
place. Such is the case for Afrovenezuelan communities in Venezuela, as evidenced by 
the multiple music performances of Tambores de San Millán during religious 
celebrations in the streets of their local communities, and during festivals on stages 
around the world. In all these environments Sanmillaneros use music to construct their 
identities of place and ethnicity, strengthening their identification both as 
Afrovenezuelans and Sanmillaneros. 
In my dissertation I have argued that in San Millán it is not just physical 
appearances that define people’s identities, rather it is through musical performances that 
people reinforce their sense of belonging to specific ethnicities, historical backgrounds, 
and geographical areas. Sanmillaneros identify themselves with San Millán, Puerto 
Cabello, the Central Coastal Region, Venezuela, the Caribbean, the African Diaspora, 
and the African continent. To this, we must add that it is through their music that they 
reaffirm their Afrovenezuelan identity, their character as a community, and their position 
in relation to the regional, national, and global environments at large.  
Sanmillaneros are very proud of their African heritage. As we have seen in song 
texts, they perform and emphasize their Blackness through their music. Music and 
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ethnicity are, therefore, inextricably related in this community. Sanmillaneros experience 
Black ethnicity through sound and movement, while music, dance, and religion provide 
them with the means to reconnect with mother Africa. Their instruments of choice, such 
as cumacos, link them to the drum traditions of Africa and the African Diaspora. As we 
saw in the song “Raices,” their lyrics serve as an outlet to identify with Black culture. 
Their dance forms, such as the golpe dance, and choice of deity, such as Saint John, 
further give the opportunity to Afrovenezuelans to become Black through musical and 
religious performance. With their music, Sanmillaneros ultimately embrace their culture 
and heritage, and thereby reinforce their Africanness.  
The community in San Millán is also very proud of their barrio. They manifest 
their pride in performance by emphasizing musical elements that are unique to their 
locality. The golpe de San Millán rhythmic pattern is the optimal example of a local 
identity established through music. Sanmillaneros play the rhythmic pattern of San 
Millán in local festivities and international festivals, reinforcing their sense of locality in 
different contexts. References to their locality are also abundant in song texts, where 
words such as “San Millán” and “Sanmillanero” emerge frequently. The song “Las Voces 
de San Millán” is indicative of how Sanmillaneros use lyrics to construct their local 
identity. The attention and value that Sanmillaneros give to their locality during musical 
performances demonstrates that they complement their ethnic belongingness with their 
local distinctiveness. 
Sanmillaneros have used music to counter racism in Venezuela, making music a 
very important resource for their Afrovenezuelan community. Music has helped uplift the 
population in San Millán. Despite suffering years of oppression, Sanmillaneros have been 
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able to remain hopeful and dignified by practicing their Black music traditions. Songs in 
San Millán honor Afrovenezuelan history and heroes, allowing Sanmillaneros to gain 
better control over their history. Due to the absence of Afrovenezuelan representation in 
the national school curriculum and national holiday calendar, music has become 
indispensable in transferring and preserving Afrovenezuelan histories and culture. Music 
has also allowed Afrovenezuelans to gain visibility and recognition at a national level. 
Musical groups like Tambores de San Millán bring a sample of Afrovenezuelan culture 
into all corners of Venezuela, giving an opportunity to all Venezuelans to learn about 
their African heritage. Afrovenezuelan music serves to demonstrate that they are an 
important and unique part of the Venezuelan population, and that they make meaningful 
contributions to Venezuelan culture and society. 
 My dissertation serves as an important scholarly contribution in the area of 
Afrovenezuelan ethnomusicology. Ethnomusicological works about the Afrovenezuelan 
communities of the Central Coastal Region west of Caracas have been so far scarce, and 
they have been generally limited to descriptive folk surveys. My research represents a 
pioneering step towards understanding the presence and value of music in 
Afrovenezuelan communities. My dissertation sets an important academic precedent that 
will encourage further investigation into Afrovenezuelan communities and their music, a 
topic thus far widely neglected by music scholars in Venezuela and abroad.  
Beyond understanding the relationship between music, identity, and issues of 
power in Afrovenezuelan communities, my dissertation provides meaningful examples of 
how Afrovenezuelan music is structured at a rhythmical and formal level. In my 
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dissertation, musicians of all backgrounds can learn about golpe and sangueo songs and 
rhythmic patterns, enriching and diversifying their musical vocabulary. 
  The strong link that exists between music and identity has been exposed in 
numerous examples throughout this dissertation, providing ample evidence that music is 
central to the conception of ethnicity and locality in Afrovenezuelan communities. The 
importance of music in the formation of different identities in Afrovenezuelan 
communities is not only important for ethnomusicologists, but also for sociologists, 
anthropologists, ethnologists, historians, and other scholars who may be interested in 
studying Afrovenezuelan communities.  
 My dissertation has shown the importance of music in the preservation of 
Afrovenezuelan history, providing historians with an important resource for learning 
about Afrovenezuelan history. Additionally, this dissertation provides evidence of how 
music has empowered Afrovenezuelans by providing them with a medium to encourage 
awareness, unity, dignity, and a sense of belonging in their communities. Understanding 
the central role that music plays in bringing Afrovenezuelan communities together shows 
scholars of all fields that cultores and musicians are often the community leaders of 
Afrovenezuelan communities. In Venezuela music is such a powerful vehicle that 
politicians, sociologists, historians, and journalists have begun to take music into 
consideration when looking to understand or include Afrovenezuelan communities in 
their initiatives and projects.  
 My dissertation also brings to light the presence of racism in Venezuelan society 
and scholarship at large, confronting an important but sensitive issue for Venezuelans. 
The topic of racism has long been a taboo in the country, and Venezuelans have been 
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hard pressed to acknowledge its presence. My dissertation contributes to a wider field of 
work on racism by acknowledging and exposing the presence of racism in Venezuelan 
society. It also uses ethnomusicology to provide evidence and examples of how 
Afrovenezuelans have been discriminated since the time of the colonies. Racism is 
present in the lack of representation of Afrovenezuelans in musical publications and the 
education curriculum. Sociologists, anthropologists, and politicians who are interested in 
addressing the issue of racism in Venezuela need to give attention to music and musicians 
in Afrovenezuelan communities to learn how they confront racism through the 
performance of music. 
As a Venezuelan, I hope that in the future Afrovenezuelans will be better included 
in the Venezuelan school curricula including music education. I also hope that the 
National Institute of Stadistics also includes Afrovenezuelans in their demographic data 
and census. Racism needs to be addressed diligently if we expect to eradicate it. My 
dissertation hopefully will encourage readers to further pay attention and confront racism 
in postcolonial Venezuela, since “racism unexamined will always be racism unresolved” 
(Chideya, 1995: 188).  
 Understanding Afrovenezuelan communities and all the issues that relate to their 
music ultimately will facilitate a better understanding of postcolonial societies not only in 
Venezuela, but also in the rest of the Caribbean and the African Diaspora.  
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APPENDIX A 
Sample Questionnaire 
 
- ¿Participa usted en eventos musicales en su comunidad? (Do you participate in musical 
events in your community?) 
- ¿Toca usted algun instrumento o canta?  (Do you play a musical instrument or sing?) 
 
- ¿Usted baila? (Do you dance?) 
- ¿Tiene usted instrumentos en su casa? (Do you have musical instruments at home?) 
- En caso de tocar pero no tener los instrumentos, ¿Dónde consigue usted los 
instrumentos para tocarlos? (In case you play an instrument, but you don’t have one, 
Where do you get to play your instrument?) 
- ¿Cuál es la musica que se considera San Millánera? (What kind of music do you 
consider original from San Millán?) 
- Del 1 al 5 (1 siendo define poco y 5 define mucho) que cosas definen al San Millánero: 
Su danza                          1  2  3  4  5 
Lo que come                    1  2  3  4  5 
Como habla                     1  2  3  4  5 
Sus pinturas                     1  2  3  4  5 
Su etnicidad                     1  2  3  4  5 
Su musica                         1  2  3  4  5 
Su religión                        1  2  3  4  5 
El lugar en que vive          1  2  3  4  5 
Otro_________                 1  2  3  4  5 
 
- From 1 to 5 (1 being the least and  5 being the most) what defines the people of San 
Millán 
 
 Their dance   1  2  3  4  5 
 What they eat   1  2  3  4  5 
 How they talk   1  2  3  4  5 
 Their paintings  1  2  3  4  5 
 Their ethnicity   1  2  3  4  5 
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